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£1 BAKERS DOZEN PACKS

Price per pack is £1.00.0 Order 12 you
may choose another free. Items
marked (sh) are not new but
guaranteed ok.
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5 - 13 amp ring main junction boxes
5 - 13 amp ring main spur boxes
5 - surface mounting switches suitably insulated for mains yahoo°
3 - electrical switches intermediate type, will also replace 1 or 2 way switches,
white flush mounting
4 - in flex line switches with mons
2 - mains transformers with 6V 1 A secondaries
2 - mains transformers with 12V 3A secondaries
1 - extension speaker cabinet for 6;" speaker
12 - glass reed switches
2 - uhra transmmers and 2 reservers with arm
2 - light dependent resistors
4 - wafer switches - 6p 2 way, 4p 3 way, 2p 6 way, 2p 5 way, 1p 12 way small
one hold fixing end good length ; spindle your choice
1 - 6 digit counter mains voltage
2 - Nicad battery chargers
1 - key switch with key
2 - aerosol cans of ICI Dry Lubncant
96 - metre lengths colour -coded connecting wire
1 - long and medium wave tuner kit
8 - rocker switch 10 amp mains SPAT
1 - 24 hour time switch mains operated (s.h I
2 - 6V operated reed switch relays
10 - neon valves - make good night lights
2 - 12V OC or 24V AC. 3 CO relays
1 -120 2 CO miniature relay very sensttrve
1 -12V 4 CO miniature relay
2 - mains operated relays 3 x 8 amp changeover (s.h.)
10 - rows of 32 gold plated IC sockets (total 320 sockets)
1 - locking mechanism with 2 keys
1 - miniature uniselector with chart for electric jigsaw prude
1

1 - Mullard thynstor trigger module
10 - assorted knobs ; spindles
5 - different thermostats. mainly bi-metal types
1 - magnetic brake - stops rotation instantly
1 - low pressure 3 level switch can be mouth operated
2 - 25 watt pots 8 ohm

2 - 25 watt pots 1000 ohm
4 - wire wound pots - 18. 33. 50 and 100 ohm your choice
1 - 1250 watt dimmer Uhra m1 SE20
1 - time reminder adjustable 1-60 mins clockwork
2 - 30A panel mounting slyslok fuses
1 - mains shaded pole motor l" stack - ; shaft
1 - mains 111010, wrth gear box 1 rev per 24 hours
2 - mains motors with gear box 16 rpm

1 - tMmnstat for fndge

- 6;" 4 ohm 10 watt speaker and 3" tweeter

1

10 - 4 BA spanners
end open, other end closed
2 - 4 reed relay kits 34 coil normally open or c/o If magnets added
148. 20 - pilot bulbs 6 5V 3A Philips
147. 1 - secret switch kit with data
149. 4 - socket covers (protect it -Noisome little fingers) for twin 13A
152. 1 - air or gas shut of valve - clockwork operated
153. 1 - air or gas shut off valve - thermostat operated
154. 1 - 12V drip proof relay - ideal for car jobs
t55. 3 - yancap push button tuners with knobs
158. 5 - 12 way connector blocks 2A 250V
159. 3 - 12 way connector blocks 25A 250V
162. 1 - 13A fused and swished spur for surface mounting or can be removed from box
for flush mounting
163. 3 - 13A sockets good British make but brown
169. 4 - short wave air spaced trimmers 2-301
171. 1 - shocking or kit with data - have fun with this
112. 10 - 12V 6W bulbs Philips M.O.s.
178. 3 - oblong amber indicators with lilliputs 12V
180. 6 - round amber indicators with nouns 240V
181. 100 - p.v.c. grommets S hole sin
182. 1 - short wave tuning condenser 50 pf with ;" spindle
184. 1 - three gang tuning condenser each section 500 pf with trimmers and good
length l" spindle
188.
- plastic box sloping metal front, 16 x 95mm average depth 45mm
- double pole 20 amp 250V flush mounting switch - white
191.
-B.C.lamp holder adaptors white
193.
- 5 amp 3 pin flush sockets brown
195.
- aa lampholders brown bakelne threaded entry
196.
- in flex simmerstat for electric blanket soldering iron etc.
197.
- thermostats, spindle setting - adjustable range for ovens etc.
199.
- mains operated solenoid with plunger 1" trawl
200.
- 10 dicta switch pad for telephones etc
201.
- computer keyboard switches with knobs, pch or vorn mounting
206.
0 - nitres 80 ohm, standard type co -ax off white
211.
- electric clock mains driven, always right time - not cased
216.
- stereo pre -amp Mulled EP9001
232.
- 12V solenoids, small with plunger
236.
- mains transformer 9V 1 amp secondary C core construction
241.
- car door speaker (very flair 6S" 15 ohm made for Radmmobile
4 ohm 5 watt made for Radormobile
- speakers 6" x
241.
243.
- speakers 6" x 4" 16 ohm 5 watt made for Radromobile
244
- mains motor with gear -box very small, toothed output I rpm
245
- standard sue pots,
meg with dp switch
249
- 13A switched socket on double plate with fused spur for water heater
268,
- mains transformers 911 ;A secondary spirt primary so ok also for 115V
267.
- mans transformers 15V -1A secondary p c b mounting
3.54 torch bulbs
289,
0
290.
7" reel to reel tape spools
291,
ten turns 3 watt pot y spindle 100 ohm
292.
two plate brown bakeloe ceiling roses
1
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CAR STARTER/CHARGER KIT

Flat Battery! Don't worry you will start your car in a few minutes
with this unit - 250 watt transformer 20 amp rectifiers, case and all
parts with data £16.50 or without case E15.00 post paid.

VENNER TIME SWITCH
Mains operated with 20 amp switch, one
on and one off per 24 hrs. repeats daily
automatically correcting for the
lengthening or shortening day. An
expensive time switch but you can have it
for only E2.95 without case, metal case
1.104,

Ex-Electlicity Board.
Guaranteed 12 months

- £2.95. adaptor kit to convert this into
a normal 24hr. time switch but with the
added advantage of up to 12 on/offs per
24hrs. This makes an ideal controller for
the immersion heater. Price of adaptor kit

is £2.30.

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT

0
0
0

silicon diodes mixed unmarked
Germanium transistors mixed and unmarked
round pointer knobs
spindle

car cigar lighter socket plugs

0

2

weer for 24hr time switch ref BD45
15 amp round pin plugs brown bakekte
mains solenoid with plunger compact type
ceramic magnets Mullard 1" x 3/8 x 5/16
12 pale 3 way ceramic wave charge switch
stereo amp 1 watt per channel
tubular dynamic microphone with desk rest
module, speaker 8 battery to make musical card
thermal fuses 15 amp woods metal
T.V. turret tuner (black & white T V.1
adaptable legended knobs 1" spindle
oven thermostats
Clare Elliot sealed relay 12V

pressure pad switch 24 x 18 (Tngger Mat)
sub miniature micro switches
12" 8 watt min fluorescent tube whore
6" 4 watt min fluorescent tube white
round pin kettle plug with moulded on lead

OVER 400 GIFTS
YOU CAN CHOOSE FROM
There is a total of over 400 packs in our Baker's dozen range and you become
entitled to a free gift with each dozen pounds you spend on these packs. A
classified list of these packs and our latest "News Letter" will be enclosed with
your goods, and you will automatically receive our next news letters.

TWO POUNDERS*
2P2

-Wall mounting thermostat, high precision with mercury switch and
thermometer

-Variable and reversible 8-12v psu for model control
2P4 -24 volt psu with separate channels for stereo made for Mullard UNILEX
2P6 -100W mains to 115V auto -transformer with voltage tappings
2P7 -Mini key, 16 button membrane keyboard, list price over f 12
2P8 -Mains motor with gear box and variable speed selector. Series wound so
suitable for further speed control
2P9 -Time and set switch. Boxed, glass fronted and with knobs. Controls up to
15 amps. Ideal to program electric heaters
2P10 -12 volt 5 amp mains transformer - low volt winding on separate bobbin
and easy to remove to convert to lower voltages for higher currents
2P11 -Power amp module Mullard Unilex EP9000 (note stereo pre -amp module
Unilex 9001 is BD216
2P12 -Disk or Tape precision motor - has balanced rotor and is reversible 230v
mains operated 1500 rpm
2P14 -Mug Stop kit - when thrown emits piercing squawk
2P15 -Interrupted Beam kit for burglar alarms, counters, etc
2P17 -2 rev pr minute mains driven motor with gear box, ideal to operate mirror
2P3

ball

5 - twee rods 4" x 5/16" hamster aerials
4 - ferrrte slab aerials with L 8 M wave oils

1 - motorised stud switch Is. h.)
1 - 2; hours delay switch
1 - mains power supply unit - 6V OC
1 - mains power supply unit - 4;V DC
1 - 5 pin flex plug and panel socket
1 - 5" speaker sue radio cabinet with handle
10 - slider type volume controls
2 - musical boxes (less keys)
1 - heating pad 200 watts mains
1 - FM front end with tuning condenser and data
1 - 1W amplifier Mullard 1172
1 - wall mounting thermostat 24V
1 - teak effect extension 5" speaker cabinet
2 -pc.boards wrth 2 amp full wave and 17 other recs
4 - push push switches for table lamps etc
10 - mfrs twin screened flex white p v c outer
100 - staples for thin flex
25 - clear plastic lenses 1i diameter
4 - pilot bulk lamp metal clip an type
10 - very fine drills for pcbs etc.
4 - atm thin screw drovers for instruments
2 - plastic boxes with windows, ideal for interrupted beam switch
134. 10 - model aircraft motor - require no on/off switch, rust spin to start
136. 2 - car radio speakers 5" round 4 ohm made for Radromobile
137.
142.

MULLARD UNILEX AMPLIFIERS

We are probably the only firm in the country with these now in
stock. Although only four watts per channel, these give superb
reproduction. We now offer the 4 Mullard modules - i.e Mains
power unit (EP9002) Pre amp module (EP9001) and two amplifier
modules (EP9000) all for £6.00 plus E2 postage. For prices of
modules bought separately see TWO POUNDERS.

Complete kit of parts of a three channel sound to light unit
controlling over 2000 watts of lighting. Use this et home if you
wish but it is plenty rugged enough for disco work. The unit is
housed in an attractive two tone metal case and has controls for
each channel, and a master on/off. The audio input and output are
by 1" sockets and three panel mounting fuse holders provide
thyristor protection. A four pin plug and socket facilitate ease of
connecting lamps. Special price is £14.95 in kit form

12 volt MOTOR BY SMITHS
Made for use in cars, etc. these are very
powerful and easily reversible. Size
3)" long by 3" dia. They have a good
length of 1" spindle -

1/10 hp £3.45
1/8 hp £5.75. 1/6 hp E7.50

25A ELECTRICAL PROGRAMMER
Learn in your sleep. Have radio playing and kettle

boiling as you wake - switch on lights to ward
off intruders - have a warm house to come home
to. You can do all these and more. By a famous
maker with 25 amp on/off switch. A beautiful
unit at £2.50

THE AMSTRAD STEREO TUNER
This ready assembled unit is the ideal tuner for a music centre or an
amplifier, it can also be quickly made into a personal stereo radio easy to carry about and which will give you superb reception.
Other uses are a "get you to sleep radio", you could even take it
with you to use in the lounge when the rest of the family want to
view programmes in which you are not interested. You can listen to
some music instead.
Some of the features are: long wave band 115 - 170KHz, medium
wave band 525 - 1650KHz, FM band 87 - 108 MHz, mono, stereo
& AFC switchable, fully assembled and fully aligned. Full wiring up
data showing you how to connect to amplifier or headphones and
details of suitable FM aerial (note ferrite rod aerial is included for
medium and long wave bands). All made up on very compact
board.
Offered ate fraction of its cost
only E4.95

GOODS ARE ON APPROVAL

these notes are often hastily written and technical information
sheets are seldom available about the items we have to
describe, also advertisements sometimes go to press without
our having a chance to correct any mistakes, however,
everything we sell is supplied on the understanding that if it is
not suitable for your project you may return it within 7 days for
credit. If there was a definite error of description in our copy
then we will pay postage. If not, then you pay the postage.
Note this offer applies to kits, but only if construction is not

started.

2P18 -Liquid/gas shut off valve mains solenoid operated
2P19 -Disco switch -motor drives 6 or more 10 amp change over micro switches
supplied ready for mains operation
2P20 -20 metres extension lead, 2 core - ideal most Black and Decker garden
tools etc.
2P21 -10 watt amplifier, Mullard module reference 1173
2P22 -Motor driven switch 20 secs on or off after push
2P24 -Clockwork operated 12 hour switch 15A 250V with clutch
2P26 -Counter resettable mains operated 3 digit
2P27 -Goodmans Speaker 6 inch round Bohm 12 watt
2P28 -Drill Pump - always useful couples to any make portable drill
2P29 -24 position Yaxley switch contacts rated 5A spindle
2P31 -4 metres 98 way interconnecting wire easy to strip

2P32 -Hot Wire amp meter - 42 round surface mounting 0-10A - old but
working and definitely a bit of history
2P34 -Solenoid Air Valve mains operated
2P35 -Battery charger kit comprising mains transformer, full wave rectifier and
meter, suitable for charging 6v or 12v
2P38 -200 R.P.M. Geared Mains Motor 1" stack quite powerful, definitely large
enough to drive a rotating aerial or a tumbler for polishing stones etc.
2P42 -Tubular heater, 60 watts pet ft, unusued but slightly storage soiled, made
by G.E.C. Perfect order (must be collected by appointment as 12ft long)
2P43 -Small type blower or extractor fan, motor inset so very compact, 230V
2P46 -Our famous drill control kit complete and with prepared case.
2P47 -Joy switch kit complete as previously sold.
2P48 -Telephone ringing unit reduces mains to 50 volts and changes frequency
from 50 hz to 25 hz to give right ringing tone.
2P49 -Fire Alarm break glass switch in heavy cast case
2P51 -Stereo Headphone amplifier, with pre -amp
2P55 -Mains motor, extra powedul has 1 i" stack and good length of spindle
2P62 -1 pair Goodmans 15 ohm speakers for Undo
2P63 -1 5Kv 20 mA mains transformer ex -equipment

2P64 -1 five bladed fan 6}" with mains motor
2P66 -1 2Kw tangential heater 115v easily convertible for 230V
2P67 -1 12v -0-12v 2 amp mains transformer
2P68 -1 15v -0-15v 2 amp mains transformer
2P69 -1 250v -0-250v 60 mA & 86.3v 5A mains transformer
2P70 -1 E.M.I. tape motor two speed and reversible
2P71 -1 PAPST 240 5 hz motor
2P72 -1 115v Muffin fan 4" x 4" approx.
2P75 -1 2 hour timer, plugs into 13A socket
2P78 -1 audax tweeter !tanner to 5P26 speaker
2P77 -1 instrument box with key sae 12" x 4 1" wide 6" deep
2P82 -9v-0-9v 2 amp mains transformer
2P64 -Modem board with press keys for telephone redialler

2P85 -20v-0-20v 1A Mains transformer
2P88 -Sangamo 24 hr lime switch 20 amp S.H.
2P89 -120 min. time switch with knob
2P90 -90 min. time switch with edgewise engraved controller
2P92 -Bailey & Macky pressure switch 50 p.si.
2P94 -Telephone handset for BE home telephone circuit

£5 POUNDERS*
1.

FANS & BLOWERS
Woods extractors

5"£5 + £1.25 post. 6"£6+E 1. 50 post
4" x 4" Muffin equipment cooling tan 115V £2.00
4" x 4" Muffin equipment cooling fan 230/240V £5.95
5" Plannair extractor £5.50
9" Extractor or blower 115V supplied with 230 to 115V adaptor
£9.50 + £2 post.
All above are ex computers but guaranteed 12 months.
10" x 3" Tangential Blower. New. Very quiet - supplied with 230 to
115V adaptor on use two in series to give long blow £2.00 .1E1.50 post or £4.00 4. E2.00 post for two.

IONISER KIT
Refresh your home, office, shop, work room, etc. with a
negative ION generator. Makes you feel better and work
harder -a complete mains operated kit, case included.

2.
3.
4.

6.

low price of £1.15 each. or 13 for £12.00

J & N BULL ELECTRICAL
128 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE,
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 50L
MAIL ORDER TERMS: Cash, P.O. or cheque with order. Orders
under E20 add El service charge. Monthly account orders accepted

from schools and public companies. Access & B/card orders
accepted. Brighton 0273 734648. Bulk orders: write for quote.

12V alarm bell with heavy 6" gong, suitable for outside if
protected from direct rainfall. Ex GPO but in perfect order and
guaranteed.

7.

8.

x 2" (app.)
Fitted volume control and a hole for a tone control should you require it. The amplifier
has three transistors and we estimate the output to be 3W rms.
More technical data will be included
with the amp. Brand new,
perfect condition, offered at the very

250 watt isolating transformer to make your service bench
safe, has voltage adj. taps, also as it has a 115V tapping it can
be used to safely operate American or other 115V equipment
which is often only insulated to 115V. Please add E3 postage if
you can't collect as this is a heavy item.

TELEPHONE BITS

MINI MONO AMP on p.c.b. size

Dial indicator, measures accurately down to .01mm, "John
Bull- or equally first-class make, a must for toolmaker or lathe
worker.

5.

£11.95 plus E2.00 post.
Master socket (has surge arrestor - ringing condenser etc) and
takes B.T. plug
£3.95
Extension socket
£2.95
Dual adaptors (2 from one socket)
£3.95
Cord terminating with B.T. plug 3 metres
£2.95
Kit for converting old entry terminal box to new B.T. master socket,
complete with 4 core cable, cable clips and 2 BT extension
sockets
£11.50

12 volt submersible pump complete with a tap which when

brought over the basin switches on the pump and when pushed
back switches off, an ideal caravan unit.
Sound to light kit complete in case suitable for up to 750 watts.
Silent sentinel ultra sonic transmitter and receive kit, complete.

9.

Tape punch and matching tape reader, not new but believed in
perfect working order if not so we would repair or replace within
12 months. Please add £2.50 postage.
Sensitive voltmeter relay, this consists of a 41" dia moving coil
meter with electronics (we will supply cct. dig.) over E120 each,
they are new and still in maker's boxes.

Box of 25 fluorescent tubes 40 watt daylight or warm white
ideal window pelmets, signs, etc. Please collect or add £2
postage.

10. Box of 25 18" fluorescent tubes assorted colours, please
collect or add £2 postage.
11. 24 x 8 ft 85-120 watt warm white tubes. Ideal plant growing.
Collect or send open cheque to cover carriage.
12. Equipment cooling fan - minin snail type mains operated.
13. Ping pong ball blower - or for any job that requires a powerful
stream of air - ex computer. Collect or add £2 post.
14. Uniselector 360 degrees rotation, 5 poles, 50 ways, 50V coil.
15. Washing machine water pump, main motor driven so suitable
for many applications.
16. Control panel case, conventional design with hinged front and
finished metallic silver, easily arranged as lockable size approx.

15" x 10" x 5r, wall mounting.
17. Two kits: surveillance transmitter and FM receiver.
18. Washing machine pump with motor.
24.
hp motor ex computer. Add £2 if not collecting.
25. Mood lighting switch. 6 plus changes hourly.
26. Audax 35 watt 8' 8 ohm speaker.
34. 24 volts 5 amp Torroidial mains transformer.
35. Modem board with 12 contact pad switch.
37. 24 hr. time switch with clockwork reserve 2 on/off. Plus E 1 if
not collected.
94. Prestel unit. New, complete except for some i.c.s.
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OSCILLOSCOPES

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
RACAL RA17L 500kHz-30MHz.

TELEDUIPMENT D75 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay

only f 140 each with manual

f 350

Sweep

EDDYSTONE 730/4. 480kHz-30MHz.

COSSOR COU150 Dual Trace 35MHz Solid State
f 200
Portable 8 x 10cm display with manual
f200
GOULD 0S255 Dual Trace 15MHz
TELEDUIPMENT D61 Dual Trace 10MHz with

only f 110 each with manual

PROFESSIONAL 9" GREEN
SCREEN MONITORS

£150

Manual

S.E. LABS SM111. Dual Trace 18MHz Solid State

Made by KGM for Reuters. Gives quality 80 column
x 24 line display. Composite Video In. Cased. Good
Now only f32 ea
Condition

Portable AC or External DC operation 8 x 10cm
f151)
display with manual
TELEDUIPMENT 043. Dual Trace 15MHz With
manual
£100
TELEDUIPMENT S544. Single Trace 10MHz
Solid State. With manual
f 110

51, " FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
MP1 Double sided. Double density. 80 track. Un-

£75 se

used

PHILIPS DIGITAL MULTIMETERS

DISK DRIVE PSU. 240V in 5V 1-6A &12V 1.5A Out.

4 digit. auto ranging. Complete with batteries and

Size W125mm. H75mm. D180mm. Cased. Unused
Only £10 ea (p&p £2)

(p&p £5)
£75

leads

TYPE PM2517X (LCD)

GWERTY KEYBOARD (as M LYNX MICRO).
Push to make. Cased
Only f5 ea (p&p £2)
LYNX MICRO -1213K No power. Supply available.
Therefore
Only f50 ea (p&p £51

MULTIMETERS
AVO 9 Mk4 (Identical to AVO 8 Mk4 but scaled
differently). Complete with Batteries & Leads.f55
AVO 8 Mk2 Complete with Batteries & Leads f45
Above Items in GOOD WORKING ORDER-

AVO TRANSISTOR TESTER TT169
Handheld GO NOGO for in situ testing. Complete
with batteries, leads & instructions. p&p E3. Now

appearance not Al hence the price.
AVO TEST SET No 1 (Military version of AVO 8)
Complete with batteries, leads & carrying casef 65
AVO Model 7x. Complete with batteries, leads &

that there is a
real difference at Cricklewood Electronics.
That's why you should never be without the FREE
CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS
CATALOGUE, for sheer variety, competitive prices
and service from the U.K.'s number one 100%
component shop. No gimmicks, no gadgets or
computers, just components, millions of them, all
easily available by mail order, calling or credit card
telephone orders. Just pick up the phone (or a pen) to
get your FREE copy now (no S.A.E. required). You
have nothing to lose.
.

.

.

STEPPING MOTORS

TYPE

15VA
Regulation 19%
62 x 34 (See diagram)
0.35 Kgs

Mounting bolt M4 x 12

30Ve

SERIES
NO.
03010
03011
03012
03013
03014
03015
03016
03017

Regulation 18%
Size

13010
13011
13012
13013

70 35 37

,3014

Mounting bolt M5 x50

13015
13016
13017

ABC

045 Kgs

Rego
Regulation 13%
Size

ABC
80 40 43

09 Kgs
Mounting bolt M5 x 50

80Ve

Regulation 12%
Size

ABC
95 40 43
1.0 Kgs

Mounting bolt M5 x 50

120VA
Regulation 11%
Size

ABC
95 45 SO

1.2 Kgs

Mounting bolt M5 x50

23010
23011
23012
23013
23014
23015
23016
23017
23028
23029
23030
33010
33011
33012
33013
33014
33015
33016
33017
33028
33029
33030
43010
43011
43012
43013
43014
43015
43016
43017
43018
43028
43029
43030

SEC.

VOLTS

VISA

R.M.S.
CURRENT

6 -6

1.25

12+12

0.83
0.63
0.50

9-9

15,15
18+18
22+22
25+25
30+30

042

6+6
9+9

2.50

12+12
15+15
18+18

22-22
25-25
30+30

0.34

am
0.25

POSSIBLE. This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or Telephone for Lists.
Please check availability before ordering. CARRIAGE all units £1 2. VAT to be added

to Total Goods & Carriage.

STEWART OF READING

4.16
2.08

110

0.45
0.22

6+6

9-9

12+12
15+15
18+18
22+22
25+25
30+30

277

0_20

530t4

15.15
18+18

53015
53016
53017
53018
53026
53028
53029
53030

22+-22

363

140 70 75

63012
63013
63014
63015
63016
63017
63018
63026
63025
63033
63028
63029
63030

Size
A

BC

2.2 Kgs

Mounting bolt MS x 60

300VA
Regulation 6%

666

Size

4.44
3.33
2.66

110 57 62

222

A

BC

2.6 Kgs

Mounting bolt M5 x 60

1.81

1.60
1.33

072

ow
0.33

6-6

10.00
6.66
5.00
4.00
3.33
2.72
2.40
2.00

22+22
25+25
30+30
35+35

53012
53013

625VA
Regulation 4%

A
3C
110 45 50
1 8 Kgs

8.89
6.66
5.33
4.44

083

110

15+15
18+18

R.M.S.
CURRENT

9-9

1.66
1.38
1.13
1.00

220
240

9+9
12-12

SEC.
VOLTS

110 50 55

6+6
9+9

220
240

O.

225VA
Regulation 7%

12+12
15+15
18+18
22+22
25+25
30+30

1.71

110

1.09

220
240

0.54
0.50

Callers welcome 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

53011

SOOVA

Regulation 5%
Size
A

BC

135 60 65

4.0 Kgs

Mounting bolt M8 x 70

12+12

25-25
30-30
35+35
40+40

3.20

266
2.26
2.00

110

1.45

220
240

0.72
0.66

12+12

9.38
7.50
6.25

15-15
18+18
22+22
25+25
30+30
35+35
40+40
45+45

-50+50
110

220
240

73013
73014
73015
73016
73017
73018
73026
73025
73033
73028
73029
73030

15+15
18+18
22+22
25+25
30+30
35+35
40+40
45+45
50+50

83016
83017
83018
83026
83025
83033
83042
83028
83029
83030

5.11

4.50
3.75
3.21
2.81

2.50
2.25
2.04
1.02

093

110

10.00
8.33
6.62
6.00
5.00
4.28
3.75
3.33
3.00
2.72

220
240

1.36
1.25

25+25

10.00

30-30
35+35
40+40
45+45
50+50
55 ,55

Telephone: 0734 68041

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL 1W

._.

SERIES

0.83
0.68
0.60
0.50

;

USED EQUIPMENT -WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE. MANUALS SUPPLIED IF

160VA
Regulation 8%

Mounting bolt MS x 50

£110

HUNG CHANG DMM 6010.3; digit. Hand held 28
ranges including 10 Amp AC/DC. Complete with
batteries & leads. P&P f4
£33.50
OSCILLOSCOPES PROBES. Switched x 1
x10.
P&P E2
£11

Type 7 WARNER 24 Steps per rev. 3 Phase (6
wire). 280. Holding Torque 45oz inch
f5 ea

STEEL

SHED

..,"
:.

OUTER

INSULATION

SECONDARY
WINDING

-N.

1
X

!If"(

INSULATION

11

CORE
"W.

END CAPS

SERIES
NO.
93017
93018
93026
93025
93033
93042
93028
93029
93030

Size

BC

50 Kgs

Mounting bolt M8 x90

SEC.

R.M.S.
CURRENT

30-30
35-35

10 41

VOLTS

ILP
TRANSFORMERS
ARE NOW
SUPPLIED WITH
DUAL PRIMARIES
PERMITTING 110V

692

40+40
45+45
50+50
55+55

7.81

6.94
6.25
5.68
5.68
2.84
2.60

110

220
240

OR 220/240V
OPERATION

THE TOROIDAL POWER TRANSFORMER
Offers the following advantages: SMALLER SIZE AND WEIGHT TO MEET MODERN 'SLIMLINE'
REQUIREMENTS.
LOW ELECTRICALLY INDUCED NOISE DEMANDED BY
COMPACT EQUIPMENT.
HIGH EFFICIENCY ENABLING CONSERVATIVE RATING
WHILST MAINTAINING SIZE ADVANTAGES.
LOWER OPERATING TEMPERATURE.

SIZES
VA

SERIE. S

E

VA

SERES

c

625

15

0

8.37

160

5

14.95

5.55
5.00

30

1

225

6

50

2

16.33
17.84

80

3

9.67
10.70
11 96

120

4

12.71

833
7.14

110

454
454

220
240

2.27
2.08

NEOPRENE
WASHERS

-

PRIMARY
WINDING

TYPE

A

Mon -Fri (until 8pm Thurs)

WASHR
ED

Dept EE3, 143 Reculver Road, Beltinge,
Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL.
Telephone: (0227) 375254

1.66
1.25
1.00

"

f4 ea

Jaytee Electronic Services

Size

TOR. Sine/Square/Triangle. 01 Hz-500KHz. P&P

Type 4.200 Steps per rev. 120V (3 wire) Torque
25oz inch

£99
f 126
£175

BLACK STAR JUPITOR 500 FUNCTION GENERA -

Type 3. NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS 24 Steps per
rev, 4 wire 5V 3-3Amps 0-250 rpm0-200PPsf 6 ea

el [_____Wra

TYPE

Meteor 100-100MHz
Meteor 600-600MHz
Meteor 1000-1GHz

Type 2.6/12 Steps per rev. 3 Phase. 12/24 (will
work on 5V)
f2 ea. 5 off f7.50

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
Phone or write today
Telex 914977

FOR FREE DATA PACK PLEASE
WRITE TO OUR SALES DEPT.

NEW EQUIPMENT
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 605. Dual Trace 60MHz.
Delay Sweep. Component Tester
£515
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 203.5. Dual Trace 20MHz.
Component Tester
£270
All other models available.
BLACK STAR FREQUENCY COUNTERS P&P £4

Type 1,200 Steps per rev. 4 Phase (5 wire)
12/24V. Torque 25oz inch (will run on 5V with
£15
reduced torque)

01-450 0995 & 01-452 0161

I LP Toroidal Transformers are now available through
Jaytee. The UK Distributor with the availability and
service to match the quality of the toroidals.

2400 IN -240V OUT 500VA £15 ea P&P £5
240V IN -240V OUT 200VA f8 P&P f3

RACAL 32MHz Universal counter timer. Type 836
Only £50 as
with manual

40 Cricklewood Broadway NW2 3ET

TRANSFORMERS

ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS

AVO 72 -Similar to above but no AC current range.
£10
With batteries & leads

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD.

FROM

only £12

£40
carrying case
AVO Model 73. Pocket Multimeter (Analogue) 30
ranges. Complete with batteries Si leads
£18

mu.

300

7

500

8

625

9

23.37
25.96

'4:'

.

.

ALL ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE. QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR 6 OR MORE OF ANY ONE TYPE
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The CMC Components
42 Clifton Industrial Estate, Cherry Hinton Rd, Cambridge CB1 4ZZ
Telephone: (0223) 213374
Ordering: All components are brand new and to full specification. Please add 65p postage/packing
(unless otherwise specified) to all orders and then add 15% VAT to the total. Minimum order £5.00.
Either send cheque/cash/postal order or send/telephone your credit card number.
Official orders from schools, universities, colleges etc most welcome.

Credit Cards welcome
Trade counter open: Mon to Sat 9.00 - 5.00

r VOLTAGE

rT-TL74
7400
7401

7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7410
7412
7416
7417
7420
7423
7428
7430

20
20
20
24
24
24
37
24
24
24
24
34
34
24
30
30
22

7432
7437
7440
7451

7470
7473
7474
7483
7485
7486
74121

74123
74147
74164
74176
74192
74198

28
28
24
30
45
40
35
80
95
34
44
72
125
100
75
100
185

7805
7812
7815
7818
7824

LSO2
LSO3
LSO4
LSO5
LSO8
LSO9

LS10
LS11

LS12
LS13
LS14
LS15
LS20
LS21

LS22
LS26
LS27
LS28
LS30
LS32
LS33
LS37
LS38
LS40
LS42
LS48
LS54
LS73
LS74
LS75
LS76
LS78
LS83
LS85
LS86
LS90
LS92
LS93
LS95
LS96
LS107
LS109
LS112
LS114
LS123
LS124
LS125
LS126
LS132
LS133
LS136
LS138
LS139
LS145
LS151
LS153

15
15
15
18
15
15
15
18
15
15
18

22
28
15
15
15
18
15
15
15
15
17
18
16
17
16

32
55
16

30
24
28
28
28
42
45
30
32
38
30
48
60
32
34
36
35
42
84
36
36
40
34
36
36
36
82
82
40

LS154
LS155
LS156
LS157
LS158
LS160
LS161
LS163

LS164
LS165
LS166
LS168
LS169
LS170
LS173
LS174
LS175
LS190
LS191
LS192

LS193
LS195
LS196
LS197
LS221

LS240
LS241

LS242
LS243
LS244
LS245
LS247
LS249
LS251

LS253
LS257
L S260

LS266
LS273
LS279
LS280
LS283
LS290
LS293
LS295
LS298
LS299
LS348
LS353
LS363
LS366
LS367
LS373
LS374
LS375
LS378
LS393
LS395

90
41

48
30
32
48
50
46
44
65
74
90
65
80
80
40
40
55
52
52
50
52
62
55
55
55
55
55
60
50
50
50
90
30
50
42
40
30
52
40
140
70
30
30
125
100
200
135
84
135
36
36
55
55
60
84
50
98

35
35

35
35
35
40

Lr5

7912
40
7915
40
7918
40
7924
40
LM323K 400
II

8 pin
14 pin
16 pin
18 pin
20 pin
22 pin
24 pin
28 pin
40 pin

400
200
150
500
525
200
250
550
150
350
600
150
650
250
250
660

R6551
F6800
MC6802
F6821

MC6840
MC6845
DP8216
Z80A SIO
Z80A CTC
Z80 PIO
Z80A DART
Z80 CPU
2764-25
27128-25

low profile
5
8

9
10
12
14
16
18

20

SWITCHES
4 way
6 way
8 way
10 way
Sub -min Toggle
240v 2A

65
75
80
95

SPST (2 tag)
SPDT (3 tag)
DPDT (6 tag)

55
60
55

DIL

TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS

75

MC6809

r DIL SOCKETS

74LS
LSOO
LSO1

COMPUTER IC's
ET41116-3
UPD41256-15
HM4864-15
HM6116-3
R6532

REGULATOR

180
200
240

rLINEAR
LM 301

LM310
LM311
LM318

LM319
LM324
LM339
LM348
LM387

25
60
35
130
160
35
40
60
100

LM388
100
LM389 160
90
LM556
LM557
90
LM709
35
LM723
40
LM747
60
MC1488 70
MC1489 70

240V 1A

SPST (2 tag)
SPDT (3 tag)
SPDT (3 tag

55
60

centre off)

65
65

DPDT (6 tag)
DPDT (6 tag
centre off)
Rockers
10A/250v SPST
10A/250v SPDT
10A/250v SPST
(neon)

80

25
35
80

CRYSTALS
100kHz
200kHz
1.0MHz
1.008MHz
1.8432MHz
2.0MHz
2.4576MHz
3.278MHz
4.0MHz
5.0MHz
6.0MHz
6.114MHz
8.0MHz
10.0MHz
12.0MHz
16.0MHz
18.0MHz
20.0MHz

360
350
260
260
175
180
85
100
90
120
80
105
80
80
80
80
90
120

RIBBON CABLES
price/
foot
10way
16way
20way
24way
26way
28way
34way
40way
50way

14

24
28
36
38
50
58
67
84
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100ft
700
1100
1400
1700
1800
2000
2100
2700
3400

VA
15

30
50
80
120
160

225
300
500
1000
1.2KVA

1-9
5.47
5.56

These prices are for single primary
with two secondary taps, with 8"
colour coded fly leads, Each trans former is supplied with a mounting
kit, consisting of one steel washer,
two neoprene pads, and a nut and

6.31

6.82
7.40
8.72
9.70
10.84
14.47
29.76
34.32

bolt.

P&P £2.50 for above items.

rSERIAL CABLES
APPLE iie to NIGHTINGALE MODEM/JUKI 6100
APPLE iie to NEC Printer
APPLE iii to BROTHER HR/25/EPSON DX 100
MACINTOSH to IBM pc/DIABLO 630/EPSON PX8/
MACINTOSH/BBC MICRO
We can supply serial cables for all other popular computers. Please contact us for details.
LIntroductory Price
£12 each

rDRIVE ACCESSORIES
Single disk cable
Dual disk cable
Single disk drive case
Dual disk drive case
Single disk drive case with own power supply
complete with signal and power cable
Twin disk drive case with own power supply
complete with signal and power cable

£5.50
£7.50
£8.00
£16.00
£17.00
£25.00

Lp&p £2.50 for above items.

rem os
4000
4002
4006
4007
4009
4011

4012
4013
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021

4022
4023
4024
4025
4027
4028
4029
4031

4034
4035
4038
4040
4042
4043
4044
4046
4047

X049

13
13

4050

35
37
20
13
20
34

4052
4053
4060
4066
4068
4069
4070

18

4071

32
33
28
35
36
36

4072
4073
4075
4076
4077
4078

15

4081

25
13

4082
4085
4089
4093
4099
40106
40107

13

18

30
35
90
80
45
50
35
30
36
38
45
45
20

4051

4501

4510
4511

4516
4517
4518
4519
4520

20
38

37
37
40
20
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

45
15
15
15
13

40
80
20
45
40
55
30
38
40
40
120
38
30
36

-A

rTRANSISTORS
AC128
AC187
AC187K
ACY18
ACY20
ACY22
ACY40
ACY41

ACY44
BC107
BC108
BC109
BC109C
BC110
BC113
BC114
BC125
BC126
BC143
BC147A
BC148
BC149
BC149C
BC159
BC160
BC168B
BC172B
BC173C
BC177B
BC179C
BC182

LBciaa

28
24
40
130
125
110
120
120
120
11

10
11

12
12
10
10
10
10
25
12
10
10
12
10

30
10
10
12
15
15
10
12

BC183A
BC183L
BC184
BC184L
BC205
BC208
BC212B
BC212L
BC213A
BC214
BC214L
BC232A
BC237B
BC238B
BC238C
BC239
BC258A
BC258B
BC259B
BC259C
BC268
BC307
BC309
BC318
BC319
BC327
BC328
BC337
BC378
BC394
BC407
BC409

12
10
10
11

10
10
10
11

10
9
10
14
9
9
10
10
9
10
10
12
15
10
8
10
8
8
8
10
18

20
10
10

BC449
BC477
BC546A
BC547C
BC548C
BC549
BC556
BC557B
BC558C
BC559
BC560
BCY42
BCY58
BCY65
BCY70
BCV71
BCY72
BCY78
BCY79
BCY91
BD116
BD131
BD132
BD135
BD136
BD137
BD138
BD139
BD144
BD233
BD234
BD236

20
30
10
12
12
10
10
10
10
10
10

30
35
24
20
18
18
18
18

90
50
40
40
30
30
30
25
25
90
30
30
35_44

DISC DRIVES (uncased)

`D' CONNECTORS (miniature)

400k 5.25 TEAC Slimline £99
400k 5.25 TEAC Slimline,
complete with a 40/80
£104
switch
400K 5.25 Namal Drive
£75
400K 3.5 NEC Drive
(p&p £5.00 for above items)

male
solder
angled
female

9

15

50
110

80
170

25
120
220

37
145
290

solder
angled
cover

85
150
70

120
200
70

175
250
70

270
380
80

395

WATCH OUT FOR

N!1

The Sceptre

809

of the Efvooking

Another Complete
Fantasy Adventure Game
Another FREE poster

More
PERILS
TO BRAVE
396
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f
rofessional Soldering Equipment at Special Mail -Order Prices.
EC50 Mains Electronic Iron.

proportional electronic temperature
control inside the handle. Adjustable
280° to 400°C. Burn -proof 3 -wire
mains lead. Fitted 3.2mm Long -Life
bit. 1.6, 2.4 and 4.7mm available. 240v a.c.

f 31.64
UTZSOLD

Features spike -free, solid state

SK18 Soldering Kit. £16.36
Build or repair any electronic project.
1C18 240v 18w iron with 3.2, 2.4,
and 1.6mm bits. Pack of 18 swg

-'

flux cored60140 solder. Tweezers.
3 soldering aids. Reel of De -Solder
braid. In PVC presentation wallet.

Possibly smallest mains iron in the
world. Ideal for fine work. Slim

T Series Lightweight Irons. 12w 0 06
High efficiency irons for all
_
electronic hobby work. Non -roll
handles with finger guards.
Stainless steel element shahs. Screwconnected elements. Slip-on bits
available from 1.6 to 4.7mm. LA12

£5.66

_,

-mw

vieicg

No.5

£5.88

ORDERS: RING (01) 567 8910

nylon handle with finger grip.
Interchangeable bits available 1.2,
1.6, 2.4, 3.4 and 4.7mm. Fitted with
2.4mm. 240v 12w (12v available).
Presentation wallet.

_--

"c I iti._ .NN!:..0

"."4.....

0::3
---

*A'i

ADAMIN Miniature Iron £7.08
___1 Ma

Soldering Iron
Stands 3&4

Send
SAE now
for our FREE CATALOGUE

4.....':-.Ift_
-1111.ZZatre.. trA
'
,,vC".

.

ki

..4
_..,:li

a sensitive IR receiver with 16 logic outputs (0-15V)
which with suitable interface circuitry (relays, triacs
etc -details supplied) can be used to switch up to 16

vows

items of equipment on or off remotely. The outputs may be
latched Ito the last received code) or momentary (on

sItts°141

18w £7.12

44

DL 1000K - This value -for -money 4 -way

This kit includes all components (+ transformer) to make

I,

...y"

DISCO LIGHTING KITS

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL KIT

model, 12w, 2.4mm bit. LC 18 Model,
18w, 3.2mm bit. 240v Std - 12v
available. Presentation wallet.

Designed specially for LITESOLD irons.
Heavy, solid -plastic base with non -slip pads.

Won't tip over, holds iron safely. With wiping
sponge and location for spare (hot) bits.
No 5 stand for EC50 iron No 4 stand
for ADAMIN miniature Iron No 3 stand

during transmission) by specifying the decoder IC and a
I5V stabilised supply is available to power external
circuits.

Supply 240V AC

or

15-24V DC

at

10mA.

She

(excluding transformer) 9 x 4 x 2cms.
The companion transmitter is the MK18 which operates
from a 9V PP3 battery and gives a range of up to 60ft.
Two keyboards are available MK9 (4 -way) and MK10

chaser features bi-directional sequence
and dimming. 1 kW per channel.£15.95

DLZ1000K - A lower cost unidirecversion of the above. Zero
switching to reduce interference. £8.95
Optional opto input allowing audio
'beat' /light response (DLA/ 1)
70p
DL3000K -3 -channel sound to light kit
features zero voltage switching, autotional

matic level control and built-in microphone. 1kW per channel.
£12.95
DL8000

(16 -way), depending on the number of outputs to be used.
£13.50
MK12 IR Receiver (incl. transformer)
£6.80
MK18 Transmitter
£1.90
MK9 4 -way Keyboard
£5.40
MK10 16 -way Keyboard

£2.60

601 133 Box for Transmitter

for LA12 and LC18 Irons.

Replacement Bits
all above irons. Non-stick
designs, machined from special
copper alloy, with Inconel retaining
rings. Two types - Chromium plated
with copper face (for economy and
ease of use) and Iron plated with
For

BRADEWICK De -Solder Braid.

---.

0

le
£1.04 per Reel
De

Pre -tinned face (Long Life). State tip
size, iron and type.
Copper
LI
EC50

`Tr-

,

Adamin 12 and
LA12
LC18

r -r-

.--

TEN EXCITING PROJECTS
FOR BEGINNERS

-

£1.64

91p

f 1.62
£1.79

i_g_ - -..=, £1.01

For simple, safe and effective
de -soldering of all types of joint,
using a standard soldering iron.
Handy colour -coded packs of 1.5
metres in 3 widths: Yellow - 1.5mm,

Green - 2mm, Blue - 3mm.

Solder Pumps £6.26

( 4 ,.- -.:. --

'

High Quality version of increasingly

popular type of tool. Precision made
anodised aluminium body, plunger
guard and high -seal piston. Easy

thumb operation. Automatic solder
ejection. Conductive PTFE nozzle no static problems.

This Kit has been specially designed for the beginner and
contains a SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD, COMPONENTS,
and a BOOKLET with Instructions to enable the absolute
novice to build TEN fascinating projects including a light
operated switch, intercom, burglar alarm, and electronic
lock. Each project includes a circuit diagram, description of
operation and an easy to follow layout diagram. A section
on component identification and function is included,
enabling the beginner to build the circuits with confidence.

£12.50

ORDER NO %NUB

405 207 AUTORANGING
MULTI METER

operation makes this multimeter a must for the professional or serious hobbyist.

AC Volts: 0-2-20-200-500V

Tool
Sets

Top quality Japanese metric hardened and tempered
tools. Swivel -top chrome plated brass handles.
Fitted plastic cases. 113 set - 6 miniature
screwdrivers 0.9 to 3.5mm £3.71
227 set 5 socket spanners 3 to 5mm £2.82
305 set 2 crosspoint and 3 hex wrenches
,/,.,
1.5 to 2.5mm £2.7 0
/ '4II
228 set 20 piece combination:
5 open, 5 skt spanners, 2 crosspoint, 3 hex
and 3 plain drivers, scriber, handlelholder £6.10

0 -200m -2-20-200-

0-20m-200mA
+12%, 0-10A +2%.
DC Current: 0-20m-200mA
+12%, 0-10A +1.5%.
Current:

Resistance: 0 -200 -20 -20K 200K -2M +1%.
Continuity

,I-)

z

Vohs:

1000V +0.8%.
AC

Buzzer

sounds

at

<2019
Dimensions 127 x 69 x 25mm

£33.00

DVM/ULTRA SENSITIVE
THERMOMETER KIT
Based on the ICI
1126 anda3i digit

Microcutters. £4.82 Light weight hardened and

liquid crystal display, this kit will

precision ground. Flush cutting. Screw joint, return
spring, cushion -grip handles. Safety wire -retaining clip.

form the basis of a
digital multimeter
(only a few additional resistors and

Soldering Aids.

4--v,
--

Set of 3 £4.22
Scraper/Knife, Hook/Probe,
Brush/Fork. 3 useful double -ended
aids to solderingldesolderingl
assembly. In plastic wallet.

plied), or

a

SEND FOR OUR ORDER FORM TODAY

tt

AND JOIN UP WITH THE PROFESSIONALS
Prices include ofrp and VAT Send order with Cheque PO. Ring Im Access Visa sales or ask for order lorms

LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD. DEPT. EE,
97.99 GLOUCESTER ROAD, CROYDON CRO 2DN. 01 689 0574
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EIGHTY -YES 80! different sequences
including standard flashing and chase
routines. The KIT includes full instructions and all components (even the PCB
connectors) and requires only a box and
a control knob to complete. Other features include manual sequence speed
adjustment, zero voltage switching, LED
mimic lamps and sound to light LED and
a 300W output per channel.
And the best thing about it is the price:
ONLY £28.50

With hundreds of uses in doors, garages, car anti -theft devices, electronic
equipment, etc. Only the correct easily
changed four -digit code will open it!
Requires a 5V to 15V DC supply. Output
750mA. Fits into standard electrical wall

box. Complete kit

(excl.

front panel)

XK101

£11.50

Electronic lock mechanism for use with
£14.95
the above kit. 70150

HOME LIGHTING KITS
These kits contain all necessary components and full instructions & are designed to replace a standard wall switch
and control up to 300W of lighting.
TDR300K Remote Control

£14.95

Dimmer
MK6

Transmitter for
above
£4.50

TD300K Touchdimmer £7.75
TS300K Touchswitch £7.75
TDE/K

Extension kit for 2 -way

switching for TD300K

£2.50

switches are required - details supsensitive digital thermometer I -50T to

+150'C) reading 0.1'. The kit has a sensitivity of 200mV
for a full-scale reading, automatic polarity and overload
Indication. Typical battery life of 2 years (PP3). £15.50

ADAMIN Electric Stylus. £16.24
Writes like a ballpoint in Gold, Silver, Copper or 6
colours, on card, plastics, leather etc. Personalise
wallets, bags, albums, books,
Acco,
models ... Operates at 4.5v from its own plug)
transformer - totally safe. Supplied with coloured foils.

input which comes complete with a
pre-programmed EPROM containing

ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT

High quality AUTORANGING LCD muhimeter with features
normally found in meters costing much more such as
DISPLAY HOLD, MEMORY, CONTINUITY BUZZER & 10A
AC/DC current ranges. High accuracy with fully automatic

DC

The DL8000K is an way sequencer kit
with built in opto-isolated sound to light

=

SEND 9"x6" S.A.E.
ELECTRONICS
OR CALL AT SHOP
13 BOSTON RD
MON-FRI 9-5pm
LONDON W7 3SJ SATURDAY 10-4pm

ORDERING INFORMATION:
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
FREE P&P on orders over £20 (UK only), otherwise add
75p + VAT. Overseas P&P: Europe £2.75. Elsewhere
£6.50. Send cheque/PO/Barclaycard/Access No.

El

with order. Giro No. 529314002.
LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
GOODS BY RETURN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
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MAGENTA

E.E. PROJECT KITS
Full Kits inc. PCBs, or veroboard, hardware, electronics, cases (unless stated).
Less batteries.
If you do not have the issue of E.E. which

includes the project - you will need to

order the instruction reprint as en extra 70p each. Reprints available separately
70p each + p&p 80p.

THIS MONTH'S KITS
SAE or 'phone for prices
TILT ALARM July 86
HEADPHONE MIXER July 86
CARAVAN BATTERY MONITOR July 86
SQUEEKIE CONTINUITY TESTER July 86
ELECTRONIC SCARECROW July 86

£7.45
627.69
616.35
23.35
£8.45
.612.73

VOX BOX AMP July 86
EXPLORING ELECTRONICS 1/2 July/Aug 86E9.99
PERCUSSION SYNTH June 86
E28.98
LIGHT PEN (less case) June 86
f 5.80
PERSONAL RADIO June 86
610.98
WATCHDOG June 86
£7.85
MINI STROBE May 86
£12.49
PA AMPLIFIER May 86
f 23.77
LOGIC SWITCH May 86
£14.22
AUTO FIRING JOYSTICK May 86
£11.29

f23.98

STEREO REVERB Apr 86
VERSATILE PSU Apr 86
CIRCLE CHASER Apr 86
FREELOADER Apr 86
STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER Apr 86

£22.39
f 19.98
£7.70
£4.66
BBC MIDI INTERFACE Mar 86
£25.34
INTERVAL TIMER Mar 86
£17.11
STEREO HI -Fl PRE -AMP
£44.62
MAINS TESTER & FUSE FINDER Mar 86 £7.98
FUNCTION GENERATOR Feb 86
£22.53
POWER SUPPLY FOR ABOVE
£7.26
TOUCH CONTROLLER Feb 86
£11.67
pH TRANSDUCER (less Probe) Feb 86
£22.01
LIGHT EFFECTS/GAMES UNIT Feb 86
£10.37
SPECTRUM OUTPUT PORT Feb 86
£10.21
HEADLIGHT ONE SHOT Feb 86
f 10.69
OPORT Jan 86
£6.80
TACHOMETER Jan 86
623.40
MAIN DELAY SWITCH left case Jan 86
£17.93
ONE CHIP ALARM Jan 86
£7.90
MUSICAL DOOR BELL Jan 86
£16.98
TTL LOGIC PROBE Dec 85
£8.59
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER Dec 85 £35.98
DIODE/TRANSISTOR TESTER Dec 85
215.98
UNIVERSAL LCR BRIDGE Nov 85
£23.49
FLUX DENSITY TRANSDUCER Nov 85
£26.15
FLASHING PUMPKIN less case Nov 85
£3.82
SQUEAKING BAT less case Nov 85
£8.63
SCREAMING MASK less case Nov 85
£9.98
STRAIN GAUGE AMPLIFIER Oct 85
225.46
SIMPLE AUDIO GENERATOR Oct 85
22.59
SOLDERING IRON POWER CONTROLLER Oct
E4.72

85

VOLTAGE REGULATOR Sept 85
PERSONAL STEREO P.S.U. Sept 85
R.I.A.A. PRE -AMP Sept 85

CARAVAN ALARM Sept 85
FRIDGE ALARM Sept 85

£6.78
£8.99
f 14.49
19.37

f6.82
SEMI -CONDUCTOR TEMP. SENSOR Sept
E15.93

85

RESISTANCE THERMOMETER

Sept

85

Less

£16.83

Probe

PLATINUM PROBE Extra
£22.00
LOW COST POWER SUPPLY UNIT Aug 85 f 16.72

TRI-STATE THERMOMETER (Batt) Aug 85 £6.05
TREMOLO/VIBRATO Aug 85
E34.48
STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE FOR THE BBC
COMPUTER less case Aug 85
f13.99
1035 STEPPER MOTOR EXTRA
f14.50
OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY PARTS
24.67
CONTINUITY TESTER July 85
£5.37
TRAIN SIGNAL CONTROLLER July 85
£8.78
AMSTRAD USER PORT July 85
f 15.33
ACROSS THE RIVER June 85
£17.97
ELECTRONIC DOORBELL June 85
£6.55
GRAPHIC EQUALISER June 85
£23.33
AUTO PHASE May 85
216.39
INSULATION TESTER Apr 85
f 16.96
LOAD SIMPLIFIER Feb 85
£16.98
SOUD STATE REVERB Feb 85
f 39.98
GAMES TIMER Jan 85
27.63
SPECTRUM AMPLIFIER Jan 85
£5.98
TV AERIAL PRE -AMP Dec 84
£12.36
Optional PSU 12V £2.03
240V £9.86
MINI WORKSHOP POWER SUPPLY Dec 84E34.98
DOOR CHIME Dec 84
f14.91
BBC MICRO AUDIO STORAGE SCOPE INTERFACE
Nov 84
228.77
PROXIMITY ALARM Nov 84
E17.98
MAINS CABLE DETECTOR Oct 84
£4.39
MICRO MEMORY SYNTHESISER Oct 84 £47.98
DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER Oct 84
16.89

VARICAP AM RADIO May 84
E10.43
EXPERIMENTAL POWER SUPPLY May 84 E18.72
SIMPLE LOOP BURGLAR ALARM May 84 f 13.62
MASTERMIND TIMER May 84
25.44
£3.45
FUSE/DIODE CHECKER Apr 84
QUASI STEREO ADAPTOR Apr 84
210.90
DIGITAL MULTIMETER add on for BBC Micro Mar
84
£24.98
£9.85
NI -CAD BATTERY CHARGER Mar 84
£6.78
REVERSING BLEEPER Mar 84
PIPE FINDER Mar 84
63.60
£23.98
IONISER Feb 84
614.48
ZX81 EPROM PROGRAMMER Feb 84
SIGNAL TRACER Feb 84
£14.89
CAR LIGHT WARNING Feb 84
£3.76
GUITAR TUNER Jan 84
£17.73
BIOLOGICAL AMPLIFIER Jan 84
£19.16
CONTINUITY TESTER Dec 83
CHILDREN'S DISCO LIGHTS Dec 83
£8.42
NOVEL EGG TIMER Dec 83 inc. case
£10.24
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER FOR THE BBC MICRO Nov
83 less cable + sockets
£21.98
MULTIMOD Nov 83
£16.98
LONG RANGE CAMERA/FLASHGUN TRIGGER Nov
83

£19,98
HIGH POWER DAC DRIVER BOARD Oct 83 less
case
£12.52
HIGH SPEED A TO D CONVERTER Sept 83 less cable
& connector
£27.98

STORAGE 'SCOPE INTERFACE FOR BBC MICRO
Aug 83 less software
£15.38

HIGH POWER INTERFACE BOARD Aug 83 no
E10.38
USER PORT I/O BOARD less cable + plug E10.49
USER PORT CONTROL BOARD July 83 less cable -Iplug + case
£25.14
GUITAR HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER May 83 67.92
MW PERSONAL RADIO less case, May 83 67.62
MOISTURE DETECTOR May 83
£5.46
CAR RADIO POWER BOOSTER April 83
£11.99
FUNCTION GENERATOR April 83
£45.98
FLANGER SOUND EFFECTS April 83
£24.17
NOVELTY EGG TIMER April 83 less case
£5.48
DUAL POWER SUPPLY March 83
f 59.38
BUZZ OFF March 83
£4.51
PUSH BIKE ALARM Feb 83
£11.73
ZX TAPE CONTROL Nov 82
f 7.13
CONTINUITY CHECKER Sept 82
£5.47
2 -WAY INTERCOM July 82 no case
£4.52
ELECTRONIC PITCH PIPE July 82
£5.40
REFLEX TESTER July 82
£7.77
SEAT BELT REMINDER Jun 82
£4.10
EGG TIMER June 82
£5.44
CAR LED VOLTMETER less case. May 82
£3.18
V.C.O. SOUND EFFECTS UNIT Apr 82
£12.71
CAMERA OR FLASH GUN TRIGGER Mar 82613.65
case

less tripod bushes
POCKET TIMER Mar 82
GUITAR TUNER Mar B2

£4.10
f 17.19

SIMPLE STABILISED POWER SUPPLY Jan
82

MINI EGG TIMER Jan 82

£26.98
£4.40

SIMPLE INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROL Nov
81
£18.70
CAPACITANCE METER Oct 81
f25.81
SUSTAIN UNIT Oct 81
£13.99
TAPE NOISE LIMITER Oct 81
£4.98
HEADS AND TAILS GAME Oct 81
£2.75
CONTINUITY TESTER Oct 81
64.48
PHOTO FLASH SLAVE Oct 81
f 3.80
FUZZ BOX Oct 81
£7.98
SOIL MOISTURE UNIT Oct 81
£6.39
0-12V POWER SUPPLY Sept 81
£19.48
COMBINATION LOCK July 81 less case
221.58
SOIL MOISTURE INDICATOR E.E. May 81 £4.49

BELL REPEATER/BABY ALARM May
81
£6.15
INTERCOM April 81
224.43
PHONE

MODULATED TONE DOORBELL Mar 81
E7.35
2 NOTE DOOR CHIME Oec 80
f 11.35
LIVE WIRE GAME Dec 80
£12.87
GUITAR PRACTICE AMPLIFIER Nov 80 614.10 less
case. Standard case extra
£4.99
SOUND TO LIGHT Nov. 80 3 channel
f23.40
TRANSISTOR TESTER Nov 80
212.80
AUDIO EFFECTS UNIT FOR WEIRD SOUNDS Oct
BO

MICRO MUSIC BOX Feb 80
Case extra

f 14.40
£17.86
£3.60
227.20
£6.70
£3.20
£17.48
£9.20

SPRING LINE REVERS UNIT Jan 80
UNIBOARD BURGLAR ALARM Dec 79
DARKROOM TIMER July 79
MICROCHIME DOORBELL Feb 79
SOUND TO LIGHT Sept 78
CAR BATTERY STATE INDICATOR LESS CASE Sept

GUITAR HEAD PHONE AMPLIFIER Sept 84 f6.38

78

R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR Sept 78
131.20
IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER Jun 78
f 7.50
WEIRD SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR Mar

f19.70

CAR RADIO BOOSTER Aug 84
CAR LIGHTS WARNING July 84

213.87
£7.99

TOOLS
ANTEX MODEL C IRON
ANTED X5 SOLDERING IRON 25W
ST4 STAND FOR IRONS
HEAT SINK TWEEZERS
SOLDER HANDY SIZE 5
SOLDER CARTON
SOLDER REEL SIZE 10
LOW COST PLIERS
LOW COST CUTTERS

£6.98
£7.25
£2.85
45p
£1.39
£2.50
£4.67

f1.98
£1.99

of very clear full colour pictures and easy to

dren and adults. Only basic tools needed.

64 full colour pages cover all aspects soldering - fault finding - components

78

ELECTRONIC DICE Mar 77
BENT NOSE PLIERS
MINI DRILL 126 (1401)
MULTIMETER TYPE 1 1000opy
MULTIMETER TYPE 2 20,000opv
MULTIMETER TYPE 3 30,000epv
MULTIMETER TYPE 4 10M DIGITAL
DESOLDER PUMP
SIGNAL INJECTOR
CIRCUIT TESTER
HELPING HANDS JIG II MAGNIFIER
MINIATURE VICE (PLASTIC)

£2.29

f 6.20
£4.96
£1.89

f8.38
£6.98
£17.98
£27.98
£39.98
£5.48
£2.98
78p

Midi Projects. Penfold 62.95
Getting The Most From
Your Printer. Penfold
£2.95
More Advanced
Electronic Music Projects.
Fanfold
E2.95

(identification and how they work).
Also full details of how to build 6 projects

- burglar alarm, radio, games, etc. Requires soldering - 4 pages clearly show
you how.
COMPONENTS SUPPLIED ALLOW ALL
PROJECTS TO BE BUILT AND KEPT.

BOOKS
How to Get Your Electronic Projects
Working. Penfold
A practical Introduction to Microprocessors.
Fanfold
Basic Electronics. Hodder & Stoughton
Beginners Guide to Building Electronic Projects.
Penfold
DIY Robotics & Sensors Billingsley. BBC
Commodore 64
Elementary Electronics. Sladdin
Science Experiments with Your Computer

Supplied less batteries & cases.
FUN WITH ELECTRONICS,
COMPONENT PACK £16.98
BOOK EXTRA 21.75.
Book available separately.

INTRODUCTION
TO ELECTRONICS

£13.60

SOUND OPERATED FLASH less lead Sept 8425.91
TEMPERATURE
INTERFACE
FOR
BBC
Aug
84

Enjoyable introduction to electronics. Full

follow text. Ideal for all beginners - chil-

HOME INTERCOM less link wire Oct 83
f 14.38
DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE BOARD Oct 83 less cable,
case & connector

NEW
BOOKS

FUN WITH
ELECTRONICS

An introduction to the basic principles of

electronics. With lots of simple experiments. Uses soldering. Lots of full colour

illustrations and simple explanations. A
lovely book. Ideal for all ages.
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONICS
COMPONENT PACK

f9.99

BOOK EXTRA

£2.45

£2.15
£2.10
£8.98

£2.25
E7.99
E5.98
£2.43

How to Design & Make Your Own PCBs. BP121£2.15
How to Make Computer Controlled Robots. Potterf 3.20
How to Make Computer Model Controllers. Potterf 3.19
Interfacing to Microprocessors & Microcomputersf 6.50
Machine Code for Beginners. Osborne
Micro Interfacing Circuits Book 1
Microprocessors for Hobbyists. Colas
Practical Computer Experiments. Parr
Practical Things to do With a Microcomputer.
Usborne

£2.45
E2.45
£4.98

£1.95

£2.19
Questions & Answers - Electronics. Hickman £3.45
Understanding the Micro. Osborne
£1.95

JUST A SMALL SELECTION. LOTS MORE IN

Book also available separately.

OUR PRICE LIST

TEACH IN 86
MULTIMETER TYPE M10292 as specified. Guaranteed. Top quality. 20k/V, with battery check, continuity
tester buzzer and fuse and diode protection. 10A dc range.
Complete with leads, battery and manual.
£13.98

VEROBLOC BREADBOARD, DESIGN PAD, MOUNTING PANEL AND 10 CROCODILE CLIP
CONNECTING LEADS.
£6.98
REGULATOR UNIT FOR SAFE POWER SUPPLY. All components including the specified case. Also the
plugs, fuse and fuseholders to suit the EE mains adaptor.
f 16.78
COMPONENTS FOR PRACTICAL ASSIGNMENTS. Parts 1 and 2 KICt & Nov) £1.94. Part 3 (Dec) 21.37.
Part 4 (Jan) £2.48. Part 5 (Feb) £2.22. Part 6 (Mar) £6.31. Parts 7, 8 & 9 (combined) £2.55.

TEACH IN 86 PROJECTS
UNIVERSAL LCR BRIDGE Nov 85
£23.49
DIODE/TRANSISTOR TESTER Dec 85 f 17.98
USEFUL AUDIO SIGNAL TRACER
Jan 86
£15.95
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR Feb 86 £24.96
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR March 86 123.32
FET VOLTMETER Apr 86
£20.46
DIGITAL PULSE GENERATOR May 86 f 15.89

LEGO Technic Sets
TEACHERS WE ARE STOCKISTS OF THE
WHOLE
RANGE. CONTACT US FOR
BROCHURES. VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES

AND QUICK DELIVERIES.

RECHARGE ORDINARY BATTERIES
Ordinary zinc carbon and Duracell batteries can

be recharged many times using our special

charger. A designer -approved kit as featured in
Practical Electronics, Aug 85 issue. Quickly pays
for itself. PRICE £32.41 or send for details.

MOTOR
- GEARBOX ASSEMBLIES
Miniature precision made. Complete with quality electric motor. Variable reduction ratios
achieved by fitting from 1-6 gearwheels (supplied) as required. Operates from 1.5V to 4.5V.
Small unit type MGS speed range 3rmp-2200rpm depending on voltage & gear ratio. Large
unit type MGL (higher torque motor) 2rpm- 1 150rpm. Long 3mm dia output shafts. Ideal for
robots and buggies.

Small Unit (MGS) £3.49. Large Unit (MGL) £3.98.
Pulley wheels 3mm bore. Metal flange with

brass hub. 10mm dia. £1 .75. 20mm dia.
11 .84. 30mm dia. £1.99.
Metal collar with fixing screw, 3mm bore
24p. Flexible spring coupling 5mm. Length
31 mm 68p.
Flexible metal coupling (universal) 3mm

£2.98.

CATALOGUE

ADVENTURES

WITH

FULLY REVISED CATALOGUE. Brief details of

each kit, our books, & illustrations of our
range of tools & components. Also stepper motor, interface kit & simple robotics.
Plus circuit ideas for you to build. If you
read Everyday Electronics then you need a
copy of the MAGENTA catalogue.
CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST - Send El in stamps
etc. or add f 1 to your order. Price list - 9x4 sae.
Catalogue FREE TO SCHOOLS/COLLEGES REQUESTED ON OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD.

*

SHOP NOW

OPEN

ELECTRONICS
An easy to follow book suitable for all ages. Ideal for
beginners. No soldering, uses an S -Dec Breadboard.
Gives clear instructions with lots of pictures. 16 projects
- including three radios, siren, metronome, organ,
intercom, timer, etc. Helps you learn about electronic
components and how circuits work. Component pack
includes an S -Dec breadboard and all the components for
the projects.
Adventures with Electronics 23.58. Component pack
120.98 less battery.

CALLERS

WELCOME

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.
EE43, 135 HUNTER ST.,
BURTON -ON -TRENT,

f7.98

STAFFS, DE14 2ST.

21.85

0283 65435, Mon -Fri 9-5.
Access/Barclaycard (Visa) by
phone or post.
24 hr Answerphone for credit card orders
Our prices include VAT.

ADD 80P PAP TO ALL ORDERS.
PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
SAE ALL ENQUIRIES,
OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME.
OVERSEAS: (*mem must he sterling.
IRISH REPUBLIC end BFPO: UK PRICES.
EUROPE: UK PRICES plus 10%.

ELSEWHERE, wore to quote.
SHOP HOURS: 9-5 MON-FRI.

PRICE LIST -FREE WITH ORDERS OR SEND SAE
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Editorial Offices

EireirRONIcs

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EDITORIAL,
6 CHURCH STREET, WIMBORNE,
DORSET BH21 1JH

INELE

answered over the telephone

MONDRY

Phone: Wimborne (0202) 881749

See notes on Readers' Enquiries below-we

regret that lengthy technical enquiries cannot be

Advertisement Offices

AUGUST '86

VOL 15 N98

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS ADVERTISEMENTS
4 NEASDEN AVE., CLACTON -ON -SEA, ESSEX

C016 7HG. Clacton (0255) 436471
Editor MIKE KENWARD

BRITISH SCHOOLS TECHNOLOGY
IN APRIL

Personal Assistant

1984 British Schools Technology (BST) was set up with funding from

the Department of Trade and Industry and the Manpower Services
Commission. BST is charged with taking all practical steps to promote and develop technological education in schools and colleges throughout the UK. The

aim of the DTI was that BST should be self -funding within approximately
three years of its life-something which is perhaps a little surprising for an
"educational" body to have to achieve. However, it seems that BST is well on
the way to self financing; it now generates a large proportion of its own funds
and hopes to become independent next year.
BST now operates from two centres, one in Carlton, Bedfordshire, which
was recently opened, and the other at Trent Polytechnic. The new centre at

PAULINE MITCHELL

Assistant Editor/Production
DAVID BARRINGTON

Assistant Editor/Projects
DAVID BRUNSKILL

Editorial: WIMBORNE (0202) 881749

Advertisement Manager
PETER J. MEW Clacton (0255) 436471

Classified Advertisements
Wimborne (0202) 881749
READERS' ENQUIRIES

We are unable to offer any advice on the

Carlton is said to be one of the most advanced in the world with training facilities, laboratories and residential blocks for teachers. The centre also converts
buses to mobile high technology centres for local authorities. Already 85 per
cent of local education authorities have used BST's services and BST is in the
process of retraining 7,000 teachers by the end of this year; teachers who will

use, purchase, repair or modification of
commercial equipment or the incorpora-

be capable of teaching technology in our schools. In addition to this, BST
trains technicians, offers a consultancy service on equipment for schools and
assists with curriculum development.

must be accompanied by a stamped

BST WHO?

Personally I find this all very pleasing and interesting-what perhaps is
amazing is that most people have never heard of BST or are even vaguely
aware of its work. My children are at the age where technology is beginning to
be part of their education and I suppose I am more aware of technology in education than most parents, but BST had escaped me. Surprisingly, teachers I
have spoken to are also unaware of BST or its work. I am sure many parents

would be pleased to know what is being done to educate children in
technology, that teachers are being retrained and that mobile technology units
are becoming available. I feel that there may be areas where smaller companies

and even parents would be willing to help with loan of equipment, gifts of
components or donations etc., if only a little publicity and public relations
were put behind such schemes. So come on BST, let us know of your good
work-even some information which could be duplicated in schools and sent
to parents would spread the word at very little cost.
Children and parents were disturbed by industrial action in the teaching
profession last year. The effort and work of dedicated teachers in this and
other areas needs underlining to regain good relationships and develop the
standing, and perhaps financial support, of education in the UK.

tion or modification of designs published in

the magazine. We regret that we cannot
provide data or answer queries on articles
or projects that are more than five years
old. Letters requiring a personal reply

self-addressed envelope or a self-

addressed envelope and international reply coupons.

All reasonable precautions are taken to
ensure that the advice and data given to
readers is reliable. We cannot, however,
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal
responsibility for it.

COMPONENT SUPPLIES

We do not supply electronic com-

ponents or kits for building the projects
featured, these
advertisers.

can

be

supplied

by

OLD PROJECTS
We advise readers to check that all parts
are still available before commencing any
project in a back -dated issue.

We regret that we cannot provide
data or answer queries on projects
that are more than five years old.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although the proprietors and staff of
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS take reasonable precautions to protect the interests of
readers by ensuring as far as practicable
that advertisements are bona fide, the
magazine and its Publishers cannot give
any undertakings in respect of statements

or claims made by advertisers, whether

these advertisements are printed as part of
the magazine, or are in the form of inserts.

The Publishers regret that under no

BACK ISSUES & BINDERS
Certain back issues of EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS
MONTHLY are available price £1.25

(£1.75 overseas surface mail) inclusive of
postage and packing per copy. Enquiries
with remittance, made payable to Every-

day Electronics, should be sent to Post
Sales Department, Everyday Electronics, 6

COMPUTER INTERFACES EXPLAINED
TILT ALARM HEADPHONE MIXER

solicitor.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Annual subscription for delivery direct to
any address in the UK: £13.00. Overseas:

£15.00. Cheques or bank drafts (in £

Binders to hold one volume (12 issues)
are available from the above address for
£5.50 (£6.25 overseas surface mail) inclu-

sterling only) payable to Everyday Electronics and sent to EE Subscription Dept.,
6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21

delivery.

with the next available issue. For back

sive of p&p. Please allow 28 days for

Payment in £ sterling only please.

Everyday Electronics, August 1986

ture. Legal remedies are available in respect of some of these circumstances,
and readers who have complaints should
address them to the advertiser or should
consult a local trading standards office, or
a Citizen's Advice Bureau, or their own

1JH. In the event of non -availability remit-

days for delivery. (We have now sold
out of Oct. and Nov. 85 and April 86.)
P.111

or for late delivery, or for faults in manufac-

Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21

tances will be returned. Please allow 28
LEARN BY EXPERIMENTING

circumstances will the magazine accept
liability for non -receipt of goods ordered,

1JH.

Subscriptions can only start

numbers see the note on the left.
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EE GEIGER COUNTER
JOHN BECKER

The nature of
radiation and a
means to detect it.
Check your
surroundings and
food, etc.

With public concern at its present level,
this is an opportune moment to briefly

BASIC ATOMIC STRUCTURE

summarise the nature of radiation, and to
describe a simple detection method. It is
emphasised though, that although it is a
practical working unit, it is not a precision
instrument. Where it is vital to know

x , -- - ,
/
, ---, ' \
/

been greatly emphasised since the disaster at Chernobyl. Although this is the most

serious accident in the history of atomic
power stations, it follows numerous other
reported incidents. Previously the worst
accident was at the American Three Mile
Island in 1981. Frequent minor incidents
though, have been reported about nuclear
establishments in other areas, including
Britain. The authorities concerned deny
that we in this country have anything to
fear, but both media and public statements
affirm the disquiet widely felt.

In researching for this article, it was
found that enquiries about Geiger counters
were high. Some distributors reported rapid

stock depletion of commercial counters,
and the tubes that drive them. It is understood that even in the U.S.A, Geiger
counter sales rose following the announcement from Chernobyl, even though it seems
improbable that the effects could be
apparent at such distances.

--

--

/

/

/

accurate radiation data, calibrated commerical instruments should be used by experienced personnel.
The essential purpose of this project is to
check for unusual levels of radiation and to

show that radiation can be detected from
the natural sources all around us. These

T1HE problems of nuclear radiation have

.0----

range from emissions from ancient rocks of
various types, some luminous clock faces,
and even high voltage TV tubes. The ethics

of nuclear power will not be discussed,
though the author's belief is that a technological society relying heavily on power via a
plug, needs satisfactorily controlled atomic
energy.

NUCLEAR ACTIVITY
The commercial use of nuclear power is a
recent situation, but atomic radiation from
natural sources has always existed, and will
until the end of time. The very existence of
ourselves and the entire universe depends
on the forces responsible for the creation of
radiation.

Any matter, whether it

is

part of an

animal, plant, rock, liquid or gas, is made
up of elements. There are over one hundred
of these basic building blocks, ranging from
hydrogen which is the smallest, to uranium
and beyond. The smallest part that defines

an element is the atom. This consists of
three basic forms, protons, neutrons, and

0 PROTONS

NUCLEUS

O NEUTRONS
0 ELECTRONS -DEFINING ELEMENT
NE5360j

Fig. 1. Basic atomic structure.

electrons. Although capable of further subdivision, the nature of a substance depends
on the various quantities of these defined
parts.

The centre of an atom is called the

nucleus. It consists of varying quantities of
positively charged protons, plus neutrons
without any electrical charge (Fig. 1). Spinning around the nucleus, like a planet round
the sun, are negatively charged electrons.
The definition of an atom's type is determined by the quantity of electrons held in

orbit. Hydrogen has one, helium has 2,
uranium has 92. The full table consists of all

elements known, not only those occuring
naturally, but also some that can be created
scientifically, such as plutonium.

Normally, the naturally occuring elements have atoms that are stable. The only
one that does not, is uranium. Should a free
neutron collide with a uranium atom with

sufficient impact, the forces holding it
together will be disrupted. It will break
apart, typically into two nearly equal sec-

tions, and release two or more neutrons
from its nucleus. They fly out at vast speeds,

and if they collide with another unstable
atom, that likewise will disintegrate, and a
chain reaction develops. The total mass of
the remaining and dispersed particles is less

than the original total. The difference
between the two is contained in the energy

released at heat. In the sun, different nuclear reactions, called fusion reactions, involving hydrogen rather than uranium are
occuring all the time. Our planet is warmed

by the radiated heat by-product, and our
lives depend on it. In nuclear power stations, the chain reaction is controlled by
sophisticated processes, and the heat is

harnessed to power steam turbines for
electricity production.

Although elements are defined by the
number of electrons around the atom, their
nature also depends on the make up of the
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nucleus. This can consist of protons and
neutrons in quantities varying from the
norm, resulting in elemental structures
known as isotopes. Such substances have
identical chemical properties, but their
physical attributes are different. Through-

out nature they occur in most elements.
Hydrogen, for example, usually has a nucleus comprising one proton, but frequently
can have a neutron as well when it becomes

known as Deuterium. Occasionally it can
have two neutrons extra, and is then known

as Tritium. Many others are simply known
by their numbers, such as the three isotopes
of potassium, numbered 39, 40 and 41.

MUTATIONS
Some isotopes are inherently unstable,
being created spontaneously by impact
from free travelling atomic particles. Such
isotopes may only hold their new form for
short periods, eventually radiating off their
excess mass. Instruments can detect the
course of these events, hence the use of
isotopes in medical applications.
However, some forms may be harmful

since life depends on the stability of its
elements. Disruption to the make up of
essential atoms can cause adverse behaviour in an organism. Random cosmic events
may create new isotopes at various times
throughout its life, and probably the rarity

of the changes may have no significant
effect. But if sufficient changes occur from
exposure to large quantities of radiation,
disastrous consequences can result through
cell tolerances being exceeded.
In intense radioactive situations, the

changes can rapidly cause death. In other
cases, the changes may not show until many

years later, depending on the nature of the
disruption. Leukaemia and other cancers
are notorious consequences of excess radia-

tion. Alternatively, the changes may not
affect the individual directly, but instead
cause changes to its reproductive system,

modifying the gene structure. Offspring

At present there is disagreement about
safe radiation levels, but possibly information from Chernobyl, and re-examination
of the 1945 Hiroshima data may well yield
revised safety tables.

EMISSION TYPES

decay rate of each isotopic element

Fortunately, most particles and radiations from radioactive isotopes lose their
energy quite quickly as they pass through
the atmosphere. The three primary emission types from nuclear activity are known

be determined, and their age calculated.
Carbon 14 dating is the commonest tech-

as alpha, beta particles, and gamma radiation (Fig.2). Of the three, alpha has the least
penetrating power, being readily stopped by
paper or skin, but it causes the most damage

if it comes from radioactivity which has
somehow got into the body for instance by
breathing it in or eating contaminated food.

It consists of streams of small particles
containing two protons and two neutrons.
Even in air it can only travel a few
centimetres.

radiation.
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nique used. This isotope has six protons and
eight neutrons, compared with six of each in
normal carbon. Cosmic rays form carbon 14

constantly in the atmosphere and so a
background level is absorbed by various
organisms. Knowing its half life, the level

acquired at formation can be compared
against its current level to establish its age.
Calculations can be complex though, since

the excavated sample may also contain
carbon that was irradiated in an earlier cycle.

GEIGER COUNTERS
Many types of detector are available for

trons, losing their power within several

measuring different radiation types and
intensities. Commercially available units

metres in air, and can be easily blocked by

6mm thick aluminium. Gamma rays are
electromagnetic radiation with frequencies
in the 101"Hz to I 02°Hz region. They are
more penetrating, but still can be stopped
by thick concrete or lead.
The ability to radiate is determined not

only by the source type, but also by its
intensity and age. Whenever radioactive
materials decay they try and turn into
something more stable. The rate at which

this occurs is defined in half-lives. This
term is the measure by which a given level
of radioactivity will decay to half the origi-

nal level. For some materials the rate is
rapid; others have half lives spread over
billions of years.
The isotope argon 41 has a half life of 1.8
hours, iodine 131 has 8.1 days and carbon
14 is quoted at 5736 years. Uranium 238
though takes 4.5 billion years to reach half

can cost from more than a hundred pounds
and well beyond. Generally known as Geiger counters, after Hans Geiger who lived

from 1882 to 1947, their fuller name is
actually Geiger -Muller counters. Although
they may frequently be used as counters in
the usual sense, a count in Geiger terms
simply means that an event has been registered. Often count monitoring is not done
by a digital display, but more likely is shown
as a meter deflection or just an audio output
of clicks.
The EE Geiger Counter to be illustrated
here falls into the latter category, though it
does have a secondary output suitable for
feeding to a metering or conventional

counting device, including a computer. It
contains its own internal speaker, but may
also be used with headphones. It is a
portable unit, drawing about 30mA from a
nine volt battery. The exact current drawn
will depend on the setting up and could rise

to 40mA if the adjustment is imprecise,

the consequences.

tions. Consequently the use of nuclear
power must be tightly controlled to eliminate the risk of change from excessive

is

known, the prevailing level in materials can

Beta particles are streams of free elec-

may then become the mutant inheritors of
Not all mutations are bad though, some
may well be evolutionarily beneficial. Assuming the correctness of the theories first
summarised by Darwin, all life forms have
progressed in response to genetic change.
But despite this, it is undeniable that some
mutations are inherently hostile, resulting
in malformation of body shape, brain tissue, resistance to disease and so on. Although a few mutant forms may be incapable of reproduction, so allowing the strain
to become extinct, other adverse characteristics could be passed down many genera-

level. This coincides with the estimated age
of the earth. Given sufficient time to decay
by many half lives, radiation will practically
disappear from a particular source.
In archaeology this fact is used for assessing the age of excavated remains. Since the

.410.

ALPHA RADIATION
STREAMS OF PART ICALS CONSISTING OF
PROTONS + 2 NEUTRONS
2

- 4-0 0 0

BETA RADIATION
STREAMS OF FREE ELECTRONS

GAMMA RAYS

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
IN 10,6 Hz TO 10:0 Hz REGION
RADIATION TYPES
(EE 5374 I

making a PP6 or PP7 preferable. The latter
just fits in with a tight squeeze.
In addition to the essential detection and
monitoring sections, it has been designed to
include a simple pre-test circuit. This permits easy testing to be carried out before the
Geiger -Muller tube is connected. Ideally, a

voltmeter will also be needed to set the
voltage multiplier driving the tube, though
it is not essential. The box used measures
15.5 x 11.2 x 5cm.

G -M tubes are very simple in principle.
They consist of an anode wire held at a high
potential, and a cathode shield surrounding

the wire (Fig. 3). These are enclosed in a
glass and mica envelope filled with one or
Fig. 2. Radiation types.

more rare gases. A resistor is used in series
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+HT
GAS FILLED GLASS
ENVELOPE

IX 013

ANODE

PARTICLE PASSING

CATHODE -STRAP

THROUGH IONISES
GAS SO REDUCING
IMPEDANCE

CATHODE

ANODE

11

5.2
4.8

THIN METAL

20
MIN

CATHODE

06.2
MAX

C

ANODE -CLIP

PULSE OUT
TO AMPLIFIER

GLASS SEALS

3 MAX

6 MAX
17
16

MINIATURE GAMMA TUBE

G -M TUBE TYPE ZP 1310

G -M TUBE

PRINCIPLE

GI

Fig. 3. The Geiger Muller tube principle and construction.

with the anode, and when incoming atomic

particles and radiations pass through the
tube the gas is briefly ionised. The impedance between the anode and cathode is

the anode resistor value. The above two

tubes need a minimum of 2M2, but to
extend tube life, a higher value may be
preferable. Under normal conditions a tube

reduced during ionisation, and the potential
seen at the anode resistor falls. One of the
gases contained is usually a quenching agent
that restores the ionised gas to its original
state once the particle has passed through.

will remain useful for over 500 billion

The anode potential then rises again. The
resulting pulse can be amplified and fed to
the chosen monitoring circuit.
Typically the anode potential needed is
between 450V and over a 1000V, depend-

Since tube operation is determined by the

ing on the tube type. The unit here is

designed for either of two tubes, the Mullard ZP 1300 or ZP1310. Respectively, they

have a working voltage requirement of
550V and 575V. There is little price difference, but the ZP1310 is recommended as it
is more sensitive.
In a simple unit, precise voltage control is

not essential, and the tubes have a wide
range within which they can operate. Anode

potentials below about 400V are insuffi-.
cient to allow the gas to ionise. The level at
which this begins is known as the starting
voltage (Fig. 4). As the voltage is increased,
sensitivity to incoming particles increases
sharply. Then at a level known as the Geiger

point, the detection sensitivity rises only
slowly on a plateau set against increasing
voltage. This extends for a hundred volts or
so. Beyond that higher voltages will increase

the sensitivity, but will shorten tube life.
The usual voltage setting is at the middle of
the plateau range.
Sensitivity and tube life also depend on

STARTING
POTENTIAL

GEIGER
THRESHOLD
PLATEAU

OPERATING

POINT

SLOPE

_ ----ER

VOLTAGE

I

PLATEAU -.4

counts.

POWER SUPPLY

COUNT RATE AGAINST APPLIED VOLTAGE FOR
A GEIGER -MULLER TUBE IN A CONSTANT
RADIATION FIELD
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bit. First set VR1 and VR2 at maximum
resistance. With the meter on an a.c. range

readily be generated by using an inverter
circuit. Instead of employing an expensive
high voltage step-up transformer to produce
the needed level, a voltage multiplier is used

maximum of 9V. Switch the meter to an a.c.
range above 150V. Probe the connection of
the primary winding and C2. Vary VR1 or

in conjuntion with a reverse -connected
mains transformer. These are normally
used with frequencies of 50Hz, but they will

VR2 should vary this up and down, with a

VR2 and check that around 120V a.c. can
be produced. Switch now to the d.c. range
for at least 600V. Probe the junction of D4

still transfer current when driven by fre-

and CS and adjust VR1 for roughly the

quencies of several kilohertz.
The two secondary windings are used in
series with two transistors, TR I and TR2,
as shown in Fig. 5. Their intercoupling via

voltage needed by the G -M tube (500V for

RI, R2 and Cl forms a tuned circuit that
oscillates at around 5kHz, with a level set by
the current through VR1, VR2 and R3. The
a.c. waveform is stepped up by the reversed
transformer, and about 130V a.c. appears at

the primary winding (now being used as a
secondary winding). The exact level will
vary with the load applied. The capacitor
and diode network following, is the multiplier. Diodes DI to D3 rectify the waveform
to a positive d.c. voltage. Bypass capacitor
C20 adds the a.c. level to the d.c. and then
D4 rectifies the final voltage and stores it at
C5 to C7. Depending on the setting of the
emitter loads of TR 1 and TR2, the voltage
here can be around 600V.
This voltage is not dangerous since the
current that can be drawn is very low, but it
is still preferable not to touch any unprotected part of the multiplier circuit. If it is
touched, the effect may be a bit startling,
but no more so than receiving a kick from
static electricity.
Switch S lb following R4 ensures capacitive discharge when the unit is switched off

so that the board can be worked on in
comfort. Although three capacitors are
shown in series at D4, this is only because
those available had a maximum working

around 700V is equally suited. The same
reasoning applies to C3 and C4, but at a
lower voltage.

PSU TESTING
applied voltage.

voltmeter should have an impedance, of at
least twenty kilohms per volt, and preferably as high as possible since probing the
h.t. will load it, and pull the voltage down a

first consideration. Although the unit is run
from a nine volt battery, higher voltages can

(EE 53961

Fig. 4. Graph showing count rate against

up without one is described later. The

suitable for about 9V, check that an a.c.
voltage appears at both sides of the transformer secondary windings connected to
TR1 and TR2. Adjusting either VR1 or

anode potential, the power supply is the

voltage of 250V. A single capacitor of
VOLTS

connecting the G -M tube. This is where a
voltmeter is really needed, though setting

When assembling the unit, it is best to
have the high voltage supply working before

the ZP I 300 and 575V for the ZP1310).
Now set this a little more accurately by fine
tuning VR2. If a 20k/V meter is being used

set the level about 10V below the exact
value since it will rise once the meter is
removed. If an electronic meter or d.v.m. of
much higher impedance is used the voltage
can be set to much nearer the correct level

with the meter connected. During battery
life, the voltage will fall, and it is worthwhile

checking it periodically. Once satisifed the
rest of the circuit can be assembled.

EVENT DETECTION
On the cathode side of the G -M tube is
R5. As particle events cause a discharge
through the tube, a small proportion of the
conducted voltage will appear on this resistor, probably at about 0.5V in level. This
passes through S2a to the pulse amplifier

around ICI a, which pulls up the level to
about 8V maximum. The amplifier gain can
be adjusted by VR3 if full output swing is
not needed. If final output level is unimpor-

tant, set VR3 at maximum resistance and
ignore it.

The pulse length at R5 will have a very
short duration, and will probably only be
seen on an expensive oscilloscope. (A scope
is not needed though to build this project).
The pulse length is extended after IC I a. The
immediate rise in level caused by the pulse

passed via D5 to C9 which charges
rapidly. As the original pulse dies, the
is

charge will decay from C9 at a slower rate,
as set by the current flowing back through
R9. The effective pulse length is thus ex-

tended to several milliseconds, which is
long enough for monitoring.

External equipment, such as counters,
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BC549
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1981000

0
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0
3
7
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100n
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,
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C20
100n
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C7106
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100.111

100n
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VR2
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R10

52a
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100n
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R22

100
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R16

101i

47k
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10EALPHiNE
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911
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+V

520

S2b
V

a

C13
180P

VR6

R19
10k

II

10k
LOG

C

SH1

4700
min CI 5

I 81

100n

9V
C11

22

C14
1819pme

R2
4k7

R21
100k

T
(FE 53

R18
5116

LSI

C16

VR5
25

13

C17

407

OHM

1

S

0 PINS 3-7,10-12

AUDIO AMPLIFIER

TEST PULSE GENERATOR

C

Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of the EE Geiger
Counter.

COMPONENTS

Approx. cost
Guidance only

£50

Resistors
R1,R2,R7,R8,R19,R22
R3

R4,R4A
R5,R6,R16
R9,R13 to R15,R20,R21
R10
R11,R12
R17
R18

All

10k (6 off)
100
2M2 (2 off, see text)
47k (3 off)
100k (6 off)
1k

frequency to voltage converters and computers can register the particle count via the
TTL output. Between them R I 0 and D6
restrict the level to less than 5V, suitable for
triggering TTL equipment and other cir-

page 436

4k7 (2 off)
360k
506

cuits. The maximum current that can be
drawn is limited by RIO. Should more be
needed the resistance value can be lowered,
though at the expense of reducing the pulse
duration.

5%

AUDIO OUTPUT

Potentiometers
VR1

VR2
VR3
VR4
VR5
VR6

5k skeleton preset
250 skeleton preset
100k skeleton preset
1M

25k
10k log.

Capacitors

For audio monitoring, the pulse from
CIO is sent to the audio amplifier IC2. This

has an output capable of supplying up to
two watts into eight ohms. It is suited to
driving most loudspeakers and headphones.
The output level is controlled by VR6, and

the tone can be varied by VR5. The latter
mutes the pulse, making it more comfortable to the ear when monitoring on head-

C1 to C10,C15,C17,C20
C11,C19

100n polyester (13 off)
22p elect. 16V (2 off)

C12

1 p elect. 63V

C13,C14
C16

180p polystyrene (2 off)
4p7 elect. 63V
470p elect. 10V

but when a jack plug from headphones or
other equipment is inserted, it is automati-

1N4007 (4 off)
1N4148
4V7 400mW Zener
BC549 (2 off)

careful routing of oscillator leads away from

C18

D5
D6

TR1,TR2

'Cl
IC2

324
380

Switches
Sl,S2

min d.p.d.t. toggle (2 off)

signal leads and in particular the input to
IC2. A certain amount though is beneficial
since it is a low level reminder that the unit

is on. Fig. 6 shows the p.c.b. layout and
construction and Fig. 7 the wiring of the
remaining components.
The correct functioning of both the pulse
amplifier and the audio amp can be checked
by connecting C8 to the collectors of either
TR I

Miscellaneous
TI

mono jack socket (2 off)
6V transformer (2 x 3VA secondaries) with
240V primary (see text)

XI

G -M tube (see text)

SK1,SK2

cally switched off.
A small amount of oscillator crosstalk can

be expected. This may be minimised by

Semiconductors
D1 to D4

phones. Normally IC2 drives the little internal speaker mounted on the lid of the box,

Knobs (3 off); p.c.b.; 14 -pin i.c. socket (2 off); battery clip; p.c.b. mounting
clips; connecting wire; battery and battery clip; case (15.5 x 11-2 x 5cm).
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or TR2. A spiky note of about 5kHz

will be heard.

TEST GENERATOR
The test generator is formed around IC 1 b
to IC Id, with the first two sections connected as a variable squarewave oscillator. The

403

frequency range is determined by C12, and
3

2

Sissi

R1

loll

R2

1.6

5

4

can be varied by VR4, The squarewave

7

6

output at IC1c is coupled to C13. Since C13
has a low value it will only pass the output at
the edges of the squarewave, and so a short
duration pulse is generated. This is amplified to a respectable level by IC Id. With the
G -M tube switched out by S2a, S2b completes the oscillator feedback circuit allowing it to generate.
The output pulses are taken by IC I a and

1
R18

CI7

()

TRicC),B C> T R 2
C18

«4
0.1 R 12

RIB

611

the subsequent circuits can treat them as
though they had come from the tube. VR4

10

isse

R

..1 819

19

414 R17 Is.

not needed since particle counts of greater
frequency could imply hostile conditions.
Before connecting the tube, run through

R15

the testing of the amplifier circuits, and

HS

R

R 20 t11
R 21

C3

.7703-

.4R6.

e_D:113.

.4

SIs.01:}i1)

R7

4.4

" 141
R 16 1-* 1*-. -111.- 20

1.4,

22

0

R4

9

1

11

12

13

14

15

double check the h.t. voltage on C5. Then
switch off, allow a few seconds for C5 to
discharge, and connect the tube as shown in
the drawing.

.4R6
622 Fs* *---1-11.1. 21

(EE 533 G I

can set the rate from a few pulses per minute
to several hertz. Rates greater than this are

16

17

Is 23

TUBE MOUNTING
The tube is connected by means of a strap
round the cathode, and a clip pushed on the
anode, both supplied with it. Only hold it by
these connectors, and solder to them, not to
the tube directly. Be wary if tightening them

as this could break the glass. Also avoid
touching the envelope if possible as the mica

area can be damaged by fingertip
perspiration.

Conveniently, a felt tip pen provides the
right size holder in which to mount the tube.
The ink cartridge is removed and, if neces-

sary, the tapering interior should be carefully drilled out to 6mm diameter. Resistor
R4 is then soldered to the anode pin. The
connecting lead should have insulating ca-

pabilities suited to the h.t. supply. First
solder the positive lead to R4, and cover in

insulating tape. Then connect the return
lead, also insulating this join.

Push the assembly gently up the holder
until the tube tip just protrudes from the
end. Pass the free end of the lead through a
hole drilled in the small end cap, and push
home to secure the lead in the holder. The
fit should be tight enough to prevent accidental extraction, though a sloppy fit can be

Fig. 6. P.c.b. layout and

wiring. Note that C18 is
carefully laid flat across
the board towards C12.
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improved with more tape around the tube
joins. The pen cap then fits over the tube
end for protection. It can be temporarily

SCREENS -UNCONNECTED AT PCB END
EXCEPT TO TAG POINT N*23
15
21

4

22

20

14
13

SCREEN

52

TEST

SOLDERED TO
POT BODY

removed to increase detection sensitivity.

The p.c.b. also has holes for R4 to be
mounted on the board, this position can be
used if the detector tube is to be mounted

directly to the rear of the box by some
means. Narrow gauge plastic plumbing fittings could be used for this. If the tube is in a

probea second R4 should be put in this
space so that Slb functions correctly.
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0

READY FOR USE
VOLUME

Si

TONE

Once the tube has been installed, switch
on again and with S2 in detector mode, just
recheck that the h.t. is correct. There should
be no significant change as the tube is a high
impedance device except when under particle bombardment. The unit is now ready
for immediate use.

SIMULATE

ON/OFF
B1

SPEAKER
LS

to
SEC

JSEC
T1

5P -4P-40

CIO"\

PR,
SH1

SHY

HEADPHONES

PCB PINS 6 AND

16

TT L

NOT USED

12

CATHODE
STRAP

11

THIS CONNECTION ONLY USED IF
TUBE IS MOUNTED IN BOX
(SEE TEXT)

R4 AND THIS CONNECTION USED
IF TUBE IS IN FLEXIBLE PROBE
( SEE TEXT)

G -M TUBE

ANODE

CLIP
(EE 535G)

The pulse length at R5 has a very short
duration and can only be detected on an

expensive oscilloscope-a 'scope is not
required to build the unit.

Fig. 7. Component interwiring and connections to the G -M tube.

If a voltmeter has not been used for p.s.u.

setting, the h.t. level can be adjusted with
the tube close to a known radiating source.
Set VR1 and VR2 to minimum resistance.
Switch on and slowly adjust them in turn
until particle clicks just start, then increase
VR2 a fraction more. This should put the
h.t. voltage at the plateau level.
In view of government declarations that

we have nothing to fear in Britain from
radiating farm produce, it is unlikely that
close examination of vegetable baskets or
milk bottles will yield results, Indeed, instead of being disappointed that a hail of
machine-gun sounds is not forthcoming, be
thankful!

The largest readily found response is

likely to come from certain types of active

luminescence as found on some older

watches. Not all use this material, but those
that do should be emitting particles detectable when held right up close to the G -M

detector. Some high voltage TV sets may
produce results close to the screen. Normal
electrical safety precautions should be observed. Otherwise follow in the areas favoured by geologists. Many ancient rocks
around the country are slightly radioactive.
Geologists actually use Geiger counters to

determine the age and make up of some
types. However, much of nature around us
exhibits some form of radiation at a very
low level. Even beach sands, peat bogs and
house bricks may have some. The interest to

be found with this unit is not so much in
checking up on Chernobyl or Sellafield, but
in finding and learning about natural radiation sources around us.
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BATTERY TESTER
T. R. de Vaux Balbirnie
approximately across the germanium
D2. This gives a total of 0.9V leaving
a maximum of 0-6V across RI (assuming

Basic condition
check for 1.5V
and 9V batteries

0.2V

diode,
1.5V

home has a surprising
amount of battery -operated equipment
ranging from torches and radios to personal
stereos and video games. This tester identifies good batteries and finds "rogue" cells in
a set. Although suitable for most 1.5V and
9V batteries, it is most useful and effective
in checking non -rechargeable types. Testing
THE MODERN

whether it could find a new lease of life in a
light -duty situation.

preserving readings below 1 V approximate-

As a battery ages, its internal resistance

ly since any such cell would be "dead".

rises. When current flows, a voltage is
developed across this resistance which is

Similarly, with 9V batteries, the section of
scale below 6V is not needed. This maximises the useful part of the scale and leads
to more accurate readings. A slide switch
selects a basic load according to whether a
1.5V or a 9V battery is being tested and a
push-button switch increases the load by a
factor of five for larger types of battery.

tually, the voltage drop becomes so large
that the battery fails to deliver sufficient
current for the purpose. A simple voltmeter
does not provide a good test since negligible

current is drawn by the meter so there is
virtually no voltage drop across the internal

resistance. A better method is to apply a
voltmeter with an appropriate load connected to the battery. The higher the reading, the less voltage is being dropped across
the internal resistance and the better is the
condition of the battery.

The Battery Tester provides such a test
and has the added advantage of modifying
the scale of the meter so only the useful
range of readings are recorded. Thus, in
checking l -5V cells, there is no point in

CIRCUIT
The circuit for the Battery Tester

51a

°OFF
f9V

02
0A90

9V

100mA

20mA

S2 pressed

500mA

100mA

(All figures are approximate)

2).

Thisshould be cut slightly

specified plastic box. Make the track breaks
as indicated and connect the inter -strip link

k

wire. Follow with all soldered on -board
51b

51c

VR1

R2

22k

1k

VR2

220k

R5

390
S1d
3119

R7
100

406

1.5V

S2 released

too large then filed to fit the slots in the

lk

components. Note the polarities of the
diodes and note that these are easily daME)

0 -50uA

I

Battery voltage

holes (see Fig.
RI

°,k

6V2

1611 LOAC I

TABLE 1

Construction is based on a piece of 0.1
inch matrix stripboard size 10 strips x 21

03

52 °

(see Table 1). Switch S 1 c selects R4 (for
1.5V cells) of R5 (for 9V batteries). With S2
pressed, Sld directs battery current through
R6 or R7 as appropriate to increase the
load. Note that the scale of MEl is marked
0-50 microamps but this is no disadvantage
since only comparative readings are
needed.

CONSTRUCTION

826650

EE

the preset loads to the battery under test

is

SI a, b, c and d. The centre position is "off'.
S 1 a directs battery current through either
the diode pair D 1 /D2 (for l -5V cells) or
through D3 (for 9V batteries). With a 1.5V
cell on test, there will be 0-7V approximately dropped across the silicon diode, DI, and

( UNDER TEST)

a Pik
,r11V5

construction for accurate full-scale deflections of MEI. The rest of the circuit applies

switch-the individual poles are labelled

51

01

fail to conduct and the meter

will read zero.
The voltage across R 1 is measured by the
voltmeter consisting of microammeter,
MEI, connected in series with VR 1 and R2
(for 1-5V cells) or VR2 and R3 (for 9V
batteries), as selected by Slb. Preset potentiometers VR1/2 are adjusted at the end of

shown in Fig. I; SI is a four -pole three-way

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Battery Tester.

1N4146

the battery terminals). As the

6.2V D3 will

of a kind may be performed by simple
substitution but a meter gives a precise
indication of the state of the battery and

effectively lost to the external circuit. Even-

at

battery terminal voltage falls, less voltage is
developed across RI until this falls below
0-9V whereupon DI/D2 fail to conduct and
the meter will read zero. With a 9V battery
on test, a similar situation arises with S 1 a
directing current through the 6.2V Zener
diode, D3. Thus a maximum of 2.8V will
exist across R1. As the battery voltage falls,
the voltage across R I will also fall until at

R3

10k

maged by excessive heat from the soldering
iron (this particularly applies to D2). Solder
10cm pieces of light -duty stranded connecting wire to the copper strips as indicated.
If wires of different colours can be used
this will help in indentification when wiring
up. Leave VR I and VR2 adjusted fully
clockwise. Check the completed circuit panel carefully then prepare the case by drilling
holes for the meter, switches and for the test
leads to pass through. Mount the meter and
switches, then referring to Fig. 3 complete

all wiring. (Unused SI pins may be cut off
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COMPONENTS
See

Resistors
R 1,R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

1k(2 off)
10k
15

390
309

page 436

100

All 0.5W carbon film ± 5%

Potentiometers
22k
220k
Miniature horizontal carbon presets
VR1

VR2

Semiconductors
D1

D2
D3

1N4148

0A90
BZY88C 6.2 Zener
diode

Miscellaneous
Si 4 -pole 3 -way slide switch; S2
Completed Battery Tester showing interwiring to the stripboard, meter ME1 and the slide

switch Si.

push -to -make switch; ME1
0-50pA panel meter 32 x 32 x
34mm; 0.1in. matrix stripboard
size 10 strips x 21 holes;
stranded wire; plastic box size 76
x 56 x 35mm internal.

Approx. cost
Guidance only
44

1

A

2

3

<

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

It

£5.50

H

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

0000000000000 0 0 0

00000000000 0 000000

0000000Oo 000000
0000oo
000O00000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0
0

0000000000000000000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,

00000000000000000
0000000Cl00000o00
oo00000000000000000

The completed
circuit board.

16E52601

Fig. 2. Layout of components on the stripboard and details of breaks in the copper strips
on the underside.
Fig. 3. Interwiring details of the meter, slide switch and circuit board.

short.) For the test leads use pieces of
stranded wire, red for the positive connection and black for the negative.

Knot them together inside the case to
provide strain relief (while not recommended for equipment which operates for long
periods or any mains -powered items this
method is adequate for the battery tester).

Tin the free ends so that they may be
conveniently held against the terminals of
the battery being tested.

TESTING AND ADJUSTMENT
Begin with a new I -5V cell. Set SI to
"1.5V" and connect the test leads, observing the polarity. Adjust VR I anticlockwise
until the meter gives full-scale deflection.
Make a similar adjustment using a new 9V
battery. Set S 1 to "9V" and adjust VR2 for
full-scale deflection.

Test some other batteries including, if
possible, some which are nearly "flat"the meter should show readings which are
lower than when new batteries are used and
pressing S2 will reduce them still further. A

little practice will soon reveal what the
readings mean. Switch S2 should not be
used when testing very small batteries (AA
or AAA size cells and PP3 batteries). As a
rough guide, readings below 30-40 indicate
a failing battery. A reading which continues
to fall indicates a battery in a poor state of
111
health.
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R
YOURITIITAINMENT
BY BARRY FOX

Video Terrorism

Sky's programmes are mainly re -runs

he strike in Britain?

HBO engineers and the US Federal
Communications Commission investi-

watched by expatriates and hotel

The Captain is an electronics buff
who has hit the US broadcasting

gators believe the hijack, which they
are calling "video terrorism", needed

Captain Midnight
Who is Captain Midnight? And will

industry where it hurts. He has proved

at least 4 kilowatts of transmitter

that he can jam the satellite broad-

power and a dish at least 5 metres in
diameter. They suspect Dallas as the

casts on which cable stations rely for
their programmes.
The jamming is in retaliation against
the decision by programme provider

"Home Box Office" to scramble its

signals so that they can only be
received by cable stations or viewers

with private aerials who have paid
HBO for a decoder. This pulled the rug
from under the several hundred thousand people in the US who have each
paid several thousand dollars to install

private "backyard" dish aerials capable of receiving premium programmes
like HBO.

In January this year HBO began
scrambling its signals and asking
$12.95 a month for a decoder. Other
programme providers plan to follow

HBO's lead. The "Showtime/Movie
Channel" service said it would start
scrambling at the end of May-but
then Captain Midnight proved that it is
technically possible for third parties to

hijack a broadcast satellite and hold
the cable industry to ransom.
Although it is not widely known,
"Sky Channel" in Britain was blocked
from getting its signal onto Eutelsat
and across Europe a year or so ago
when an interloper-never indentified
-beamed up a rival signal. It could
have been a dry run for the future.
Sales of backyard dish aerials in the
US plummeted as soon as HBO began

culprit area. The broadcasting convention was held there recently and
there was a surfeit of hi tech equipment and expertise in town.
What the industry does not want to
admit is that there is no possibility of
detecting a hijacker who operates in
short bursts. A transmission dish
looks like a reception dish. If the beam
is tightly focused by using a large dish
which is very accurately aimed at the
satellite aerial power, a skilled ama-

teur working in short bursts may be
able to interrupt services with a low
power jammer and virtually no fear of
detection.
Broadcast engineers' secret fear is
that a hijacker with inside knowledge
may be able to send up signals which

switch the satellite off or alter its
position in orbit so that all ground
aerials need realignment.

The practical proof that satellites
can be jammed by dissidents will
worry cable programme providers in
Europe and the UK. They have been
laying plans to follow HBO's lead and

scramble their signals as soon as
enough people in Europe have bought

dishes to make it
worthwhile.
So far only "Filmnet" on the Conti-

backyard

nent and Rupert Murdoch's "Sky
Channel" from the UK are scrambled.

of TV English language soap series,

guests in foreign countries, so owners of backyard dishes in Europe have
not been too bothered about whether
Sky scrambles or not.

Also UK Sky scrambles its signals
by the relatively simple expedient of
reversing the negative/positive polarity of the synchronising pulses needed to keep the picture stable on a TV
receiver screen. An electronics enthu-

siast wanting to watch Sky without
paying for a decoder would find it far
easier to build an unauthorised circuit
than set up a hijack transmitter.

Sky Jack
Be warned! If anyone tries to sell
pirate decoders Sky simply reports
them to the UK copyright bodies, like
PRS, and the film and TV companies
who own the programme rights. And
that can be a fate worse than death.
British Telecom, which uplinks Sky's
signals to Eute/sat never comments

on security; in this case, says BT,
"We have every confidence in all our
security arrangements."

But if other cable satellite broadcasters with more enticing fodder,
like the film, sports and news channels, adopt complex scrambling techniques to control reception, then UK
cable viewers might well see interruptions from a British cousin of Captain
Midnight.
Let us hear your views on the exploits of
Captain Midnight. What is your opinion on a
Satellite TV Subscription.

scrambling. The company received
anonymous threats of interruption.
Engineers did not take them seriously
because they believed it would need a
very powerful signal from a very large
dish to override the legitimate signal

being sent up to the satellite and
"capture" its receiver so that the
satellite transmitter re -broadcasts a
pirate programme instead of the intended one.
Recently, during an HBO broadcast

of the feature film "Falcon and the
Snowman" the picture disappeared
for 5 minutes and was replaced by a

test pattern and the words "Good
evening from Captain Midnight.
$12.95 a month? No way. Showtime/
Movie Channel Beware".
HBO engineers increased the power

of the uplink signal being sent to the
satellite. They do not know whether
the increase of power over -rode the
hijacking signal or whether Captain

Midnight switched off before there

Speechless
Little things mean a lot. I have
talked with several other journalists
about DBS or direct broadcasting by

and why Britain's plans
failed. We all have much the same
satellite,

theory. It was not the technology or the

price that killed DBS, but the attitude
of Unisat.
This was the consortium of British
Telecom, British Aerospace and GEC
Marconi which the government said
must provide the hardware. Dealing
with Unisat was, as one of the other
journalists has written: "like shouting
down a speaking tube to Hong Kong or
Bangkok and getting only echoes in
reply".

This was a particulary apt allusion
because the spokesman for Unisat had
a loudspeaking telephone on his desk.
He insisted on using it, even though it

made communication absurdly

difficult.
The wretched gadget chopped off the
beginnings and ends of words, sounded
as if you were talking to a foghorn and

destroyed all hope of a private chat.
Callers knew everyone in the room,
and probably the street outside, could

hear every word.
I used to play a game, saying "sorry I
didn't hear that" every time the

spokesman spoke. By the end of the

conversation he'd be shouting. But still
he refused to switch his prize gadget off
and use an ordinary telephone handset
instead.

If you were a director of the BBC,
trying to negotiate a satellite rental
contract worth £25 million a year,
would you want to do it while shouting
down a speaking tube?

was any chance of detection.
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The answers to the Problems set in the final
instalment -June 1986 (Part 9) -of Teach In '86
are given below.

SUMMER
SALE!!
...................
alliti
MANY

BARGAINS! CABLE, BOXES, DIL SKTS,

LEADS, KNOBS, HARDWARE ETC, ETC! BUT FIRST
YOU'LL NEED OUR CATALOGUE -WE'LL SEND YOU ONE

9.1 Three input OR

JUST RING OR WRITE FOR YOUR COPY NOW

9.2

FREE (0703) 783740 DAY OR NIGHT
A

0/1

IF YOU ALREADY HAVE A COPY OF OUR CAT. ASK FOR
THE SUMMER SALE SHEET WHICH LISTS PAGE BY
PAGE ALL THE AMAZING PRICE REDUCTIONS!
NEARLY ALL BARGAIN LIST ITEMS I PRICE!
BIG REDUCTIONS ON COMPONENT PACKS -SEE
BELOW FOR EXAMPLES. FULL DETAILS IN CAT.
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE AT THESE LOW PRICES, £10

9.3

PACKS

NEW PACKS
(more sent with catalogue)
K554 Thermistors. Mostly disc,
rod and some valuable bead
types. Identification/data sheet
included. Big variety up to 40mm
dia. Catalogue value over £50.

K524 Opto Pack £3.95 £2.95
K525 Preset Pack £6.75 £3.95
K528 Electrolytic Pack £3.95

£3.20

K531 Precision resistors £3.00

£2.50

K532 Relays £6.00 £3.00
K517 Transistors £2.75 £1.95
K523 Resistors £2.50 £2.00
K520 Switches £2.00 £1.70
K522 Copper clad board £1.00

100 £8.00

K547 Zener Diodes. Glass &

plastic, 250mW to 5W ranging
from 3V to 180V. All readily

identifiable.
100 £4.50
K548 Tantalum Capacitors.
Wide range of values from 0.1 to
68p, 3V to 50V. Includes both
beads and valuable solid types.

£0.70

rCE

K530 Polyesters £3.95 £2.95
K518 Disc Ceramics £1.00

£0.70

K503 Wirewound Resistors

9.4 R1 = R2 = 72.15kQ

100 £6.50

£2.00 £1.50
K505 Pots £1.70 £1.40

TEACH -IN '86

W4700 Push button banks

£2.95 £2.00

As usual, GREENWELD are
supplying all TEACH -In '86 items

K526 Heatsinks £5.50 £4.00
K527 Hardware £4.00 £3.00
K534 Sleeve Pack £1.00 75p
K536 74 Series Pack £4.00

9.5
VOLTAGE

- as we have done over the past
10 years. Our experience with
these projects ensures you
receive top quality components
as specified at the best possible
price, so you can order with
confidence. This year's kits are
available as follows:
Basic Items: M10262
multimeter; Verobloc, bracket &
design sheets, 10 leads with
croc clips + FREE - The latest

£3.00

3.3V

K537 I.C. Pack £6.75 £4.00
K538 Diode Pack £2.50 £1.50
K539 L.e.d. Pack £5.95 £4.95
K540 Resistor Pack £2.50

1-7V

£2.00
I

Im5

I-

TIME

500P5

PLEASE TAKE NOTE

Note corrections to Figures 9.4 and 9.5 (Page
296) -Car parking light control system.
"The lower two inverters are NOT required and
should be replaced with direct connections."

TEACH -IN SOFTWARE

Tape 3 NOW AVAILABLE
To complement each published part of the Teach-ln series,
we have produced an accompanying computer program. The
Teach -In Software is available for both the BBC Microcom-

puter (Model B) and the Sinclair Spectrum (48k) or Spectrum -Plus. The programs are designed to reinforce and
consolidate important concepts and principles introduced in
the series. The software also allows readers to monitor their
progress by means of a series of multi -choke tests, with

K535 Spring Pack £1.70 80p

1 PRICE PANELS
2

Z914 1W Mono Amp 75p
Z915 1W Stereo Amp £1.75
Z916 Am Tuner 75p
Z925 Relays 95p
Z926 Relay/Triac 92p
Z927 Reeds 30p
Z966 Modem £3.25
Z967 Modem £4.25
Z936 Stereo Amp £1.00
Z918 Inverter £1.25
Z919 Inverter £1.10

post £21.95

or separately: M10262 £14.95;
Verobloc etc. £6.21; croc clip
leads £1.97.
Extra Components required for

parts 1 and 2 £1.50
Extra Components required for

parts 3 and 4 £3.60
Extra Components required for
parts 5 and 6 £4.95
Extra Components required for
parts 7, 8 and 9 £2.17
PSU-EE Special Offer mains

adaptor £4.95

Regulator Unit: All parts including
case, also in -line fuseholder, fuse

FIBRE OPTICS -66% OFF!!

20m coils lmm core -single
£6.30 £2.15
twin £11.00 £3.75

and 2mm plugs for PSU £16.95
LCR bridge: All parts including

case £23.95

Diode/Transistor Checker: All
parts inc. case £15.95
Audio Signal Tracer: All parts
inc. case £11.95
Audio Signal Generator £19.50
RF Signal Generator £19.95
Digital Pulse Generator £13.20

COMPUTER BOOKS -up to 90%

off!! £9.95, £6.95, £5.95
Now all 99p each!!
UHF Modulator 50% off!

for delivery.

PRICE, inc. VAT and

Z942 Joystick Interface f 1.00
Z974 Mixer Amp £1.25

5) and Tape 3 (parts 6, 7, 8 and 9) are now available for
£4.95 each (inclusive of VAT and postage) from Everyday
Electronics and Electronics Monthly, 6 Church Street, Wim-

Spectrum; add 50 pence for overseas orders; allow 28 days

resistor colour code calculator!!

Z912 RF Panel 75p
Z910 RF Panel 75p
Z911 RF Panel 35p
Z913 RF Panel 35p

scores at the end.
Tape 1 (Teach-ln parts 1, 2 and 3), Tape 2 (parts 3, 4 and

borne, Dorset BH21 1JH. IMPORTANT State BBC or

GREENWELD Catalogue and a

Aztec UM1286 £6.00 £3.00

WNW

All prices include VAT; just add 60p P&P
Min Access order £5. Of-

GREENINELD ficial orders from schools
etc.
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

welcome -min

tn-

voice charge £10. Our

shop has enormous stock of components
and is open 9-5.30 Mon -Sat. Come and
see us!

443D Millbrook Road, Southampton, 501 OHX.
Tel. (0703) 772501/783740
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INTERNATIONAL DIODE
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
A. Michaels

Designed to help the user in finding possible substitulas
for a large selection of the many different types of diodes
that are available. Besides simple rectifier diodes, also
included are Zener diodes, I.e.d.s, diacs, triacs, thyristors, OCIs, photo and display diodes.
144 pages

Order code BP108

£2.25

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO
MICROPROCESSORS
R. A. Penfold
Provides an introduction which includes a very simple
microprocessor circuit which can be constructed so that
the reader can experiment and gain practical experience.
96 pages

Order code BP123

£1.95

HOW TO USE OP -AMPS
E. A. Parr

This book has been written as

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
The books listed below have been
selected as being of special interest to

our readers, they are supplied from
our editorial address (mail order only)
direct to your door.

HOW TO GET YOUR
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WORKING
R. A. Penfold
We have all built projects only to find that they did not
work correctly, or at all, when first switched on. The aim
of this book is to help the reader overcome just these
problems by indicating how and where to start looking

for many of the common faults that can occur when
building up projects.
96 pages
Order code BP110

£1.95

DATA AND REFERENCE
HOW TO IDENTIFY UNMARKED ICs
K. H. Recorr
Shows the reader how, with just a test -meter, to go
about recording the particular signature of an unmarked
i.c. which should enable the i.c. to then be identified with

reference to manufacturers' or other data. An i.c.

signature is a specially plotted chart produced by measuring the resistances between all terminal pairs of an i.c.

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COLOUR CODES AND
DATA CHART
B. B. Babani

Although this chart was first published

in 1971

it

provides basic information on many colour codes in use

throughout the world, for most radio and electronic
components. Includes resistors, capacitors, transformers, field coils, fuses, battery leads, speakers, etc. It is
particularly useful for finding the values of old
components.

£0.95

Order code BP7

Chart

CHART OF RADIO, ELECTRONIC,
SEMICONDUCTOR AND LOGIC SYMBOLS
M. H. Babani, B.Sc.(Eng.)
Illustrates the common, and many of the not -so -common, radio, electronic, semiconductor and logic symbols

books, magazines and instruction
manuals, etc., in most countries throughout the world.
Order code BP27
£0.95
Chart

that are used

in

TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT-FINDING CHART
C. E. Miller

Used properly, should enable the reader to trace most
common faults reasonably quickly. Across the top of the
chart will be found four rectangles containing brief

description of these faults, vis-sound weak but undistorted, set dead, sound low or distorted and background
noises. One then selects the most appropriate of these
and following the arrows, carries out the suggested
checks in sequence until the fault is cleared.

Order code BP70

Chart

£0.95

DIGITAL IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS
A. Michaels
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese digital
i.c.s. Also includes details of packaging, families, functions, manufacturer and country of origin.

Order code BP140

256 pages

£4.95

LINEAR IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS
A. Michaels
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular

selection of European, American and Japanese linear
i.c.s. Also includes details of functions, manufacturer

and country of origin.
Order code BP141
320 pages

£4.95

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
A. Michaels

Helps the reader to find possible substitutes for a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese transis-

tors. Also shows material type, polarity, manufacturer
and use.
320 pages

Order code BP85

pritstteet
7ntroduction to

MotereProc"°'

Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit
board designs from magazines and books and covers all
aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photographic methods and designing your own p.c.b.s.
80 pages

Order code BP121

£1.95

£0.95

Order code BP101

Chart

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE
YOUR OWN P.C.B.s
R. A. Penfold

£2.95

Linear IC
Equivalents
and Pin
Connections

Shows the complete beginner how to tackle the practical
side of electronics, so that he or she can confidently build

the electronic projects that are regularly featured in
magazines and books. Also includes examples in the
112 pages

Order code No. 227

£1.95

CIRCUITS AND DESIGN

THE ART OF PROGRAMMING THE ZX
SPECTRUM

M. James, B.Sc., M.B.C.S.
It is one thing to have learnt how to use

all the

Spectrum's commands and functions, but a very different one to be able to combine them into programs that
do exactly what you want them to. This is just what this
book is all about -teaching you the art of effective
programming with your Spectrum.
144 pages

Order code BP119

£2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
COMMODORE 16 & PLUS 4
R. A. Penfold
Helps you to learn to use and program these two

128 pages

Order code BP158

£2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
BBC MODEL B MICRO
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Written for readers wanting to learn more about pro-

gramming and how to make best use of the incredibly
powerful model B's versatile features. Most aspects of
the BBC micro are covered, the omissions being where
little could usefully be added to the information provided
by the manufacturer's own manual.

Order code BP139

£1.95

ACORN ELECTRON

A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER
E. A. Parr, B.SC., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.

Starts by designing a small computer which, because of
its simplicity and logical structure, enables the language
to be easily learnt and understood. The shortcomings are
then discussed and the reader is shown how these can
be overcome by changes and additions to the instruction
set. In this way, such ideas as relative addressing, index
registers, etc., are developed.
96 pages

Order code BP72

£1.75

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS -BOOK 1
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS -BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
These books are designed to aid electronic enthusiasts
who like to experiment with circuits and produce their
own projects, rather than simply following published
project designs.

BOOK 1 contains: Oscillators-sinewave, triangular,
squarewave, sawtooth, and pulse waveform generators
operating at audio frequencies. Timers -simple mono stable circuits using i.c.s, the 555 and 7555 devices, etc.
Miscellaneous -noise generators, rectifiers, compara-.
tors and triggers, etc.
BOOK 2 contains: Amplifiers -low level discrete and
op -amp circuits, voltage and buffer amplifiers including
d.c. types. Also low -noise audio and voltage controlled
amplifiers. Filters -high-pass, low-pass, 6, 12, and 24dB
per octave types. Miscellaneous-i.c. power amplifiers,
mixers, voltage and current regulators, etc.
BOOK 1
128 pages
Order code BP117 £1.95
BOOK 2
112 pages
Order code BP118 £1.95

Order code BP127

£2.25

features. Adds considerably to the information already
supplied in the manufacturer's own instruction manual.
144 pages

Order code BP142

£1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE

ATARI 600/800 XL
R. A. & J. W. Penfold

Especially written to supplement the manufacturer's own
handbook. The information supplied will help the reader
to master BASIC programming and to make best use of
the Atari's many powerful features.
128 pages

Order code BP143

£1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
AMSTRAD CPC 464 AND 664
R. A. & J. W. Penfold

The Amstrad CPC 464 or 664 running with Locomotive
BASIC makes an extremely potent and versatile machine
and this book is designed to help the reader get the most
from this powerful combination. Written to complement
rather than duplicate the information already given in the
manufacturer's own manual. Also applicable to the CPC
6128.
144 pages

Order Code BP153

£2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
SINCLAIR QL
R. A. & J. W. Penfold

Helps the reader to make best use of the fantastic Sinclair

QL's almost unlimited range of features. Designed to
complement the manufacturer's handbook.
112 pages

Order code BP150

£1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO Z80 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Takes the reader through the basics of microprocessors
and machine code programming with no previous knowledge of these being assumed. The Z80 is used in many
popular home computers and simple programming examples are given for Z80 -based machines including the
Sinclair ZX-81 and Spectrum, Memotech and the Amstrad CPC 464. Also applicable to the Amstrad CPC 664
and 6128.
144 pages

Order code BP152

£2.75

No previous knowledge of microprocessors or machine
code is assumed. Topics covered are: assembly language and assemblers, the register set and memory,
binary and hexadecimal numbering systems, addressing
modes and the instruction set, and also mixing machine
code with BASIC. Some simple programming examples
are given for 6502 -based home computers like the VIC20. ORIC-1/Atmos, Electron, BBC and also the Commodore 64.
112 pages

Order code BP147

£2.50

THE PRE -BASIC BOOK
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.ENG., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,

-BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold

F.B.I.M.

tronic enthusiasts who are capable of producing working

projects from just a circuit diagram without the aid of
detailed construction information. Any special setting -up
procedures are described.

BOOK 1 Temporarily out of print
BOOK 2
160 pages
Order code BP98

R. A. & J. W. Penfold

ming and to make best use of the Electron's many

AN INTRODUCTION TO 6502 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold

HOW TO DESIGN ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold

Each book provides a wide range of designs for elec-

Ja""troweew's"tier°1"'

COMPUTING

144 pages

POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
-BOOK 1
POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

Prectost alaCtrOftiC
Ekliddirtg Mocks
Book

£2.95

Designed to help the reader learn more about program-

128 pages

ter

Order code BP88

Both books include practical circuits together with details
of the circuit operation and useful background information. Any special constructional points are covered but
p.c.b. layouts and other detailed constructional information are not included.
Book 1 is mainly concerned with getting signals in and
out of the computer. Book 2 deals primarily with circuits
for practical applications.
£2.25
Book 1 112 pages
Order code BP130
£2.25
Book 2 112 pages
Order code BP131

your special requirements are also provided.
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160 pages

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE

trial and error, but without resorting to any advanced
mathematics. Hints on designing circuit blocks to meet

Computer
TerminotegY
Explained

mathematical as possible.

MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK 1
MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS -BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold

The aim of this book is to help the reader to put together
projects from standard circuit blocks with a minimum of

popular
Electronic
Circuits
Book t

calculations. The approach has been made as non -

Commodore machines with the minimum of difficulty by
expanding and complementing the information supplied
in the manufacturer's own manuals.

BEGINNEri'b GUIDE TO BUILDING
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold

form of simple projects.

a designer's guide
covering many operational amplifiers, serving both as a
source book of circuits and a reference book for design

£2.25

Another book on BASIC but with a difference. This one

does not skip through the whole of the subject and
thereby leave many would-be programmers floundering
but instead concentrates on introducing the technique by
looking in depth at the most frequently used and more
easily understood computer instructions. For all new and
potential micro users.
192 pages

Order code BP146

£2.95
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Digital IC
Equivalents
and Pin
Connections

COMPUTING

RADIO

continued

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DXING
R. A. Penfold

HOW TO GET YOUR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
RUNNING

J. W. Penfold

Have you ever written your own programs only to find
that they did not work! Help is now at hand with this book

which shows you how to go about looking for your

errors, and helps you to avoid the common bugs and
pitfalls of program writing. Applicable to all dialects of
the BASIC language.
144 pages
Order code BP169

£2.50

Anyone can switch on a short wave receiver and play
with the controls until they pick up something, but to find
a particular station, country or type of broadcast and to
receive it as clearly as possible requires a little more skill

and knowledge. The object of this book is to help the'
reader to do just that, which in essence is the fascinating
hobby of radio DXing.

Order code BP91

112 pages

£1.95

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS

GUIDE
Completely revised and updated, this book is an invaluable aid in helping all those who have a radio receiver to
obtain the maximum entertainment value and enjoyment
from their sets.
Clearly shown are the station site, country, frequency

and/or wavelength, as well as the effective radiation

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS
R. A. Penfold

power of the transmitter.

£2.95

Order code BP155

128 pages

Provides details of the various types of modem and their

suitability for specific applications, plus details of connecting various computers to modems, and modems to
the telephone system. Also information on common
networking systems and RT TY,
96 pages
Order code BP177

£2.95

Add 50p per order postage

AN INTRODUCTION TO
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

(overseas readers add £1, surface

J. W. Penfold

Covers such items as monitors, printers, disc drives,
cassette recorders, modems, etc., explaining what they

are, how to use them and the various types and
standards. Helps you to make sure that the peripherals
you buy will work with your computer.
80 pages

Order code BP170

TO ORDER

£2.50

COMPUTER TERMINOLOGY EXPLAINED
I. D. Poole
Explains a wide range of terms that form the computer

mail

postage) and send

a

PO,

cheque or international money order (£ sterling only) made payable
to Everyday Electronics (quoting
the order code and quantities required)

to EE & EM BOOKS

jargon used by enthusiasts. Includes a reference guide to
the more commonly used BASIC commands.
£1.95
Order code BP148
96 pages

CHURCH
6
SERVICE,
STREET, WIMBORNE, DOR-

THE PRE -COMPUTER BOOK

only.)

SET. BH21 1JH.

(Mail

order

F. A. Wilson

Aimed at the absolute beginner with no knowledge of
computing. An entirely non -technical discussion of computer bits and pieces and programming,
£1.95
96 pages
Order code BP115

PLEASE ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

"If last month's issue of EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS

MONTHLY hadn't sold out, I'd have

got the thing
off the

Sell-out disappointment can upset even the less
ambitious reader! So why not take out a year's
subscription and make sure of every issue,
straight from the Publisher? Complete the order
form below and post to: EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS MONTHLY,

Subscription Dept., 6 Church Street, Wimbome,
Dorset BH21 1JH.
Tel. 0202 881749.

Annual subscription rates:
UK £13. Overseas £15 (£ sterling only)

ground by
now."

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS
MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

Annual subscription rates:
13. Overseas £15 (surface mail)

UK

To: Everyday Electronics and Electronics Monthly,
Subscription Dept., 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 1JH.
Name

Address

(cheque/PO in
I enclose payment of
only payable to Everyday Electronics)

£ sterling

Subscriptions can only start with the next
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SOLAR HEATING
CONTROLLER
BARRY WISE

Cut your fuel bills
using solar energy
and this simple

control circuit

SOLAR HEATING CONTROLLER

I

MAINS ON

PUMP ON

4
MANUAL OVERRIDE

COMPONENTS
Resistors
4k7 (2 off)
100 (2 off)
R4,R5,R6 2k2 (3 off)
R7,R8
10k (2 off)
R9
4M7
See
R1,R2
R3,R13

R10

exploited in the UK. We have grown up
with the idea that the fossil fuels are going to

last forever. But fossil fuel stocks are becoming depleted and more difficult to extract, and environmental pollution caused

by burning them is becoming a major
problem. Harnessing solar energy is one
way to reduce our dependance on fossil

mal efficiency. The controller described
here can be used for most solar heated water

systems. It ensures that water is pumped
only when there is a useful amount of heat
to be gained.

Capacitors
Cl

The simplest application of solar energy
is in providing part of the heat required for

The full circuit diagram of the Solar
Heating Controller appears in Fig. 2.
Diodes D2 and D3 act as sensors mounted
on the hot water tank and solar panel. A
constant current is passed through each of

C2,C3

Solar radiation is absorbed by a black
sheet and the resulting heat is transferred to
the hot water cylinder by water circulating
through the sheet or through pipes attached

to it. Heat loss from the absorber is minimised by back insulation and a clear plastic
or glass cover.
In the simplest systems water is circulated
using thermo-syphon principles. However,
a pumped arrangement allows greater flexibility of panel position and improves ther-

them via R I and R2. One property of small
signal diodes is that a change of tempera-

D1

D5,D6

8V2 Zener diode

D2,D3,D4 1N4148 (3 off)
D7

D8
TR1

ICI

1N4002 (2 off)
green I.e.d. (with
mounting clip)
red I.e.d. (with
mounting clip)
BC182L
LM741 op -amp

Miscellaneous

Fig. 1. Flat plate solar collector.

RLA

Ti

_.-HOT WATER OUT
WAT ER CHANNEL

GLASS COVER

INSULATION
BLACK ABSORBER
PLATE
BASE

330p radial elec. 63V
100n suppression
cap 250V

Semiconductors

voltage to vary in a repeatable manner. This
differential voltage is applied to the inputs

Schmitt trigger with positive feedback introduced by R9. R3 and VR1 are used to
balance the schmitt trigger inputs initially
so that a differential temperature change
within the desired range will be detected.

470n polyester 100V
100n polyester 100V
(2 off)

C4
C5

ture will cause their forward conduction

of ICI, which is configured to act as a

100 cermet preset

VR1

CIRCUIT

collector as shown in Fig. I.

page 436

Potentiometer

fuels.

domestic hot water. The most common
method of doing this is to use a flat plate

1k5

330
R12,R14 2k2
R15
1k 1W
All
5% except
where stated
R11

with other renewable energy
sources, solar energy is greatly under ALONG

10A single pole
changeover relay,
24V coil
3VA transformer,

240V primary, 20-020V secondary
S1
d.p.s.t. switch, 240V
a.c. 4A
S2
s.p.s.t. switch, 30V
d.c. 1A
Three-way terminal block; fourway terminal block (2 off); p.c.b.
terminal pins (10 off); 1 amp fuse

and p.c.b. mounting fuse clips
(2 off); plastic case, size 150 x 80
x 50mm; grommets (3 off); printed circuit board available from the
EE PCB Service, order code

EE533; twin 7/0.25mm cable;
epoxy putty; fixings, etc.
rEE54461
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Approx. cost
Guidance only
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Front panel folded back to reveal the mounting of the printed
circuit board and wiring to components on the rear of the front
panel.

been provided to reduce the effects of

and C4 giving a full wave rectified and
smoothed 30V nominal. This is then
dropped through R15 and clamped by D l at
8.2V to power the op -amp
stable voltage drop across R I and R2.

If' the solar panel diode D3 becomes
hotter than the tank diode D2, the output
voltage of the amplifier will rise. Resistor
R9 ensures that the output switches cleanly
between the supply rails. This turns on TR 1
which activates the relay. The green l.e.d.
D7 indicates when this occurs. The power
supply for the circuit comprises T I , D5, D6

interference on switching transistor TR1.
A manual override facility has been incorporated with S2 switching on the relay.
C5 and RI3 protect the relay contacts from
the arcing that occurs when attempting to
switch an inductive load. They also provide
electrical interference suppression.

Capacitor Cl has been incorporated to
reduce differential input noise. Any common mode noise is filtered by C2. C3 has

Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram for the Solar Heating COntroller.

L2

R15
1k

R12

R9

262

RI

4k7

467

R5

R7

267

106

440

Cl
470n

NKI

-moo

.

104
a 164148

a

EE

R LA

TO

UMP

OE

1

07
ED

[PANE Li

Ll

R6

05

03

01

o

k

2k2

20

N 4002

1N4146

148

'OVER IDE
814
242

R3

100

DE

rm. o 1
LL'20

154002

551
100

ON

k141

R4

'NZ.Lt, D8

21,2

LED
OE

NOT USED

NOT USED

-...FLAT ON
CASE
OUTPUT

NOT USED

741 CONNECTIONS

e

c

b

BC 182
CONNECTIONS
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LED CONNECTIONS
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08
RED LED

D7

GREEN LED
0

k

52

a

4

105 D6

T1

R1r.

COIL

FS1

k

k

R LA

N

//
E

NC

NO

v

CS

N

L

E

LI

L2

PUMP

MAINS

2400 ac

CONNECTIONS

02
TANK

SENSOR

D3

PANEL
SENSOR
(EE54641

IfcicFp0°M1M.M"MilTM11
CE9

tIMW

\K-jb

--ffAma

Fig. 3. Component layout, interwiring details and full size printed circuit board master pattern for the Solar Heating
Controller.

CONSTRUCTION
Most of the components are fitted onto

the printed circuit board as detailed in
Fig. 3. Ensure that the polarity of diodes
and capacitor C4 are correct and check that

ICI is the right way round!

The circuit board was designed to fit
inside a plastic case measuring 150mm by
80mm by 50mm although any reasonable
size may be used. Three grommets are fitted

to holes in the front of the case and the
I.e.d.s and switches are fitted in the lid.

SENSORS
Make up two sensor leads, one for the
solar panel and one for the hot water tank.

Twin 7/0.25mm cable is suitable and the
type which has one side marked with a
coloured stripe or ribbing is ideal. At this
stage each lead can be a couple of metres
long. They can easily be extended if necessary with more cable.
A 1N4148 diode is simply soldered to the
end of each lead as shown in Fig. 4. Each

Fig. 4. Sensor construction.

Position these lid mounted components so

that there is sufficient clearance with the
board components when the case is put
together.

Complete the interwiring as shown in
Fig. 3 paying careful attention to the polari-

ty of the I.e.d.s. It is also worth double
checking SI switch wiring since this will
carry mains voltage. Lower the board into
the case and connect a three core mains
cable to the three way terminal block. This

cable should be fitted with a three amp
fused plug.
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SOLAR EXPANSION TANK

Check the operation of the controller by
holding a soldering iron against the panel
sensor. The relay should turn on after a few
seconds. Leave the panel sensor to cool

VENT

VENTS

down for a few minutes and the relay should

COLD

SOLAR
COLLECTOR

FEED
COLD

WATER
CISTERN

A typical solar heated system is shown
diagramatically in Fig. 5. Solar energy,

DOMESTIC

collected by the panel, is pumped to the
preheat cylinder. The pump is switched by
the solar panel controller. This preheated
water is then drawn through the existing hot
water cylinder.
The pump is normally connected to the

set

* CHECK

HEAT FROM
IMMERSION
HEATER OR

mains supply ready for installation.

INSTALLATION

HOT WATER

AUX I LLIARY

turn off. Disconnect the unit from the

VALVE

EXISTING

ti

CYLINDER

EXISTING

terminals marked LI, N and E on the
controller's four way terminal block. Note
that L2 is live when the green I.e.d. is off;
this connection being a useful feature on
more sophisticated pumping systems. A
pump rated at 30 watts or so is quite
adequate for most solar installations. A
higher powered pump will only cost you
more while it is running!

BOILER

PUMP

YINEHEAT
C LIN CEO

* AVOIDS THERMO - SYPHON COOLING AT NIGHT

(E 5430)

Fig. 5. Typical arrangement for a solar water heating system.

The controller should be located in a

TEST PROCEDURE
POLYSTYRENE

Thread the two sensor leads through the
end grommet and connect into the terminal

SEALANT

block as shown in Fig. 3. Plug in the unit
and switch SI on; the red I.e.d. should light.
Switch S2 to the auto position. Beware, the
fuse clips and other components near the
three way terminal block are now live! The

SENSOR

1E54551

back of the switch, SI, is also live. Make
Fig. 6. Method of mounting the sensors.

sensor can then be potted by moulding
epoxy putty around the diode and cable
end. Ensure that no bare wires are left
exposed. The putty will harden in about 24
hours.

sure the two sensors are close together and
hence at the same temperature. Turning the

visible position so that the switching of the
pump can be monitored. The box should be
mounted where the temperature is unlikely
to vary widely. It should not be mounted in
the attic.
The fixing of the sensors is important for

good operation of the complete heating
system. The sensor leads should not run
next to mains leads. The sensors themselves

should be fixed using epoxy putty or silicone sealant and they should be covered
with some insulation such as polystyrene.

preset, VRI, should cause the relay and
green I.e.d. to turn on and off. The correct

Fig. 6 shows this arrangement.

point at which to set VRI is found as

the pipe which runs from the preheat

follows. Turn until the relay is on. Then

cylinder to the solar panel. Mount it as close
as possible to the tank. The actual connection flange is a good place. The panel sensor
should go on the black absorber plate of the
solar panel, close to the outlet pipe.

turn the preset back until it is just past the

point at which the relay turns off. Five
degrees of rotation past the turn off point is
about right.

The tank sensor should be mounted on

MODIFYING HYSTERESIS
Hysteresis is the difference between the

SOLAR HEATING CONTROLLER

"switch on" and "switch off" points of the
controller. The amount of hysteresis is
determined by R9, the feedback resistor of
the 741 amplifier. The 4M7 resistor specified gives a hysteresis of about seven degrees C which should avoid the possibility
of rapid on/off cycling of the pump. If you
wish to experiment with the hysteresis of
your system, try changing the value of R9. A
3M3 resistor gives a hysteresis of about ten

PUMP ON

MANUAL OVERRIDE

MAINS ON

degrees C and a I OM resistor will give about
3.5 degrees C.

DIY KIT SERVICE

GEIGER COUNTERS

FOOT PEDALS

PE Geiger, audio and meter output -Unit 264 with heavy duty

Linkafex Chorus
Linkafex Delay
Linkafex Equaliser
Linkafex Flanger
Linkafex Fuzz
Linkafex Modulo

£69.50
without box £55.00
with normal black steel box £59.50
EE Simple Geiger, audio only output -Unit 265 with steel box £49.50
box as published

Unbound £47.00

EFFECTS
Blow Box
Chorus Flanger (PE')
Cybervox (EP)
Echo-Reverb (PE')
Flanger
Frequency Doubler

Fuzz (Smooth)
Guitar Modulo
Guitar Overdrive
Hand Clapper
Multi -Processor
Phaser (PE')

Reverb - Mono (EE')
Reverb - Stereo
Rhythm Generator

Ring Modulator (PE')
Thunder & L'tning (PE'l
Tom -Tom Synth
Tremolo

Wah (Auto & Manual)
Wind & Rain Storm (PE')

SET 214
SET 235
SET 228
SET 218
SET 153
SET 98
SET 209F
SET 196
SET 56
SET 197
SET 189
SET 226
SET 232
SET 203
SET 240
SET 231
SET 250T
SET 190
SET 136
SET 140
SET 250W

Unboxed

Boxed

£24.83
£54.49
£39.26
£52.16
£23.95

£29.33
£59.99
£44.76
£57.66
£28.45
£15.30
£19.58
£23.56
£29.04
£26.69
£61.33
£42.36
£27.35
£36.54
£59.99
£45.58
£29.50

f10.80
£15.08
E19.06
£23.54
£22.19
£53.53
£36.86
£22.85
£32.04
£54.49
£40.08
£26.00
£14.87
£11.12
£18.86
f 26.00

f19.37
£15.62

(24.36
£29.50
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CONTROLLERS
Bass Boost

SET 13813

Compander

SET 238
SET 245F
SET 174
SET 167
SET 217
SET 173
SET 156M
SET 156S
SET 141
SET 144
SET 229M
SET 256
SET 229S
SET 213
SET 227
SET 222
SET 139
SET 138T
SET 152
SET 155

Disco Light Control
Envelope Shaper
Fader (Voice OM
Graphic Equaliser

Guitar To Synth
Headphone Amp Mono
Headphone Amp Stereo
Hum Cut
Microphone Pre -amp

Mixer 4ch Mono (PE')
Mixer 4ch Mono Simpl
Mixer 4ch Stereo (PE')
Mock Stereo
Noise Gate (PE')
Sustain
Tone Control
Treble Boost
Vocoder
Vodalek Robot Voice

Unboxed

Boxed

£9.12
£18.49
£57.00
£20.70
£17.72
£20.83
£35.91
f 13.57
£22.15
£12.31
£10.43
£44.45
£15.49
£82.15
£19.87
£22.11
£20.81
£15.51
£9.12
£72.15
£13.81

£13.62
£22.99
£62.50
£25.20
£22.22
£25.33
£41.41
E18.07

£26.65
£16.81
£14.93
£49.95

f19.99
£89.95
£24.37
£26.61
£25.31
£21.01
£13.62
£79.95
£18.31

SET 204
SET 206
SET 216
SET 207
SET 209L
SET 211

COMPUTER PROJECTS
'Scope Simulator (PE'(
Dig Delay & Mcs (PE')
Mini Sampler (PE')
Rhythm Gen (Computer)
Synth To Computer
Chip Tester 24 -pin (PE')
Chip Tester 16 -pin (PE')
Mini Music Tuner (EE')
= Kit as Published

SET 247
SET 234
SET 246
SET 185
SET 184
SET 258F
SET 258S
SET 259

Unboxed

Boxed

f37.26
£36.39
£19.73

£42.96
£42.09
E25.43

f29.22

f34.92

£17.54
£19.71

£23.24
£25.41

Unbound

Boxed

£39.00

£44.50

f162.00 £198.50
£69.50
£29.14
£21.65
£35.80
£29.00
f 19.00

£75.00
£34.64
£26.15
£39.30
£32.50
£22.50

Bones - Linkafex Robust Nicest, SET 234 19 inch steel rack. others Black Steel
& Aluminium. All kits include PCBs, parts, instructions Free wee & solder with

boned sets. Further details in Catalogue of over 70 kits - Send 9 n 4 S.A.E.
(Overseas Catalogue send £1.00 or 5 IRCS). Mail order, CWO, cHa, PO, Access,
Visa. Details correct at press, ENE
Add 15% VAT. Add P&P - unboxed kits £1.00 each, SET 234f 3.50. Other boned
krts £1.50 each. Insurance 50p per f50. Overseas P&P in catalogue.

PHONOSONICS, DEPT. EE68,
8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON, KENT BR5 4ED.
Tel: ORPINGTON 37821 (STD 0689, LONDON 66)
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TONY SMITH G4FAI
tion with which it desires to communicate,
and end with its own call -signal."

Japan's JAS -1 amateur radio satellite is

cards, using GMT and the 24 hour notation. The world is divided into 24 standard

due to be launched in August. With the

time zones, whereby local time changes by

These early calls were allocated on a

one hour over every 15° of longitude.

rather arbitrary basis, and bear little resemblance to those of today. Examples of calls

NEW SATELLITE
satellite structure and power supplies built
by NEC at a cost of over a million pounds,

many of the on -board electronics have
been constructed by amateur enthusiasts.

These include transponders for earth satellite -earth communications, one of
which will hold, and re -transmit later,

messages for stations in other time zones.
Launching will be into a circular low earth

orbit, at an altitude of 1500km. A maximum of eight passes a day will provide
"windows" of about twenty minutes for

Zones to the east of Greenwich progressively increase by one hour, and those to the
west lose one hour.
The zones meet at the International Date
Line in mid -Pacific. Crossing the line east
to west, the date moves forward one day,
and in the reverse direction it goes back
one day.

This is why time is so important for

issued to well-known personalities of the
time, were LUX, John Scott Taggart, and
MXA, Leslie McMichael.
All activities were suspended in the
1914-18 war, and when licences were reissued in 1920, call -signs consisted of a
figure 2 followed by two letters, eg, 2FG

this case replacing MXA). In 1924,
letters indicating the country of origin were
introduced, and 2FG became G2FG.
(in

communication purposes, and the satellite

amateurs. If they want to contact another
part of the world, they must take account
of time differences to ensure there is likely

has an estimated life of three years. All
being well, JAS -1 will join a number of

to be some response at the time they

For many years, the nationality prefix
letters of call -signs were similar to the

transmit. If they pre -arrange a contact (a

signal letters of ships, and the markings of

other satellites, from Britain, USA and the
USSR already in amateur service. There
will be more about these in a future
column.

"sked"), its no good saying "8 o'clock",
as the time difference can cause confusion. Say "20.00 GMT", and both parties

aircraft. Nowadays, so many call -signs

BAD START
The Radio Society of Great Britain

Just to confuse you, radio amateurs in

(RSGB) got off to a bad start with its new
scheme for Morse testing, due to begin on
April. Guidelines for prospective volunteer examiners did not appear until nearly
two weeks after that date. Interim arrangements had to be made for tests to be held
at ten exhibitions and rallies throughout
1

the summer, but the response was so
great that many applicants were
disappointed.
The RSGB anticipates that at least half of

the planned 70 test centres will be available within six months, and the majority of

the remainder within a year. As at the
beginning of May some 200 applications
had been received from would-be examiners. A Chief Examiner has been appointed,

and he is arranging for the testers to be
tested (at 20 wpm) before appointment.
Making "official" arrangements on be-

know exactly what is meant.
GMT is also known as Universal Time.

Britain, G stations are located

Bureau in Paris.
The Royal Observatory is a major partici-

class B (v.h.f. and u.h.f. only), and all
others are class A (all bands). Australia,

pant in this service, but when GMT ceases
it will become a user rather than a contribu-

VK, varies the, number in the prefix to

tor, picking up UTC via radio transmissions. Something like £200,000 a year is
needed to save this historic world famous
service, which also represents Britain's
"official" time. This is a very small sum in
terms of national resources, but apparently insurmountable in terms of economic
cuts.

So what about the amateurs? They can
continue using GMT if they like, but more
correctly should go over to UTC. This is
also known as "Z", resulting in time
sometimes being given as "20.00 zulu"!

QUESTION CORNER

tail. The RSGB has never been involved in

Q. Why do amateur have call -signs,
and what is their significance?
A. Amateur radio is the only hobby governed by international regulations, and
these are laid down by the International
Telecommunication Union. One regulation

indicate the State, eg, Victoria is VK3 and
Queensland VK4.
Some countries, such as the USA, have
rather complicated systems in which various licence classes, eg, Advanced, Extra,
General, Novice, and others, are also indicated in the call -sign. Suffixes provide
further information, /M indicates a mobile
station; /MM maritime mobile; /P portable

operation; and /A, transmission from an
alternative address to that for which operation is normally licensed.
The table illustrates typical amateur pre-

fixes of a few countries. New or special
(eg, commemorative) calls are appearing
all the time.

Table 1

Examples of amateur call -sign prefixes

WHAT TIME IS IT?
It was reported last November that

states that: "During the course of their
transmissions, amateur stations shall

Country

Britain was to lose Greenwich Mean Time
by the end of 1985. This was due to costcutting at the Royal Greenwich Observatory, Herstmonceaux, where insufficient
funds were available to replace the caesium standards for the Time Service's six
atomic clocks.
At the time of writing, the service is, in
fact, still functioning. All the standards
have exceeded their average life expectation of four years, and a revised estimate

transmit their call -sign at short intervals."
A call -sign is an identification code,

now suggests that GMT will have to go

holders of experimental transmitting licences of a new rule, requiring all stations to
have a distinctive call -signal. "Each station, when signalling, should begin each
transmission with the call -sign of the sta-

before the end of 1986.
What has this to do with amateur radio?

British amateurs record the time of a
contact in their log books, and on QSL

416

in

synchronised by the International Time

many countries use Universal Co-ordinated Time-UTC. This is time from a number of sources around the world closely

planning and meticulous attention to de-

approach, to make sure that everything is
right from the beginning.

In

England, GM is Scotland, GW Wales, GI
Northern Ireland, GD the Isle of Man, GJ
and GU the Channel Islands, whilst the
number indicates the type of licence issued. G1, 6, and 8, with three letters, are

half of a government body requires careful

something like this before, so the initial
delays may represent an over -cautious

have been allocated that new series have
had to be introduced which may no longer
have the same connection.

Prefix

Argentina

LU

allocated to a station, which tells others
not only which country it is in, but often

Canada

VE

Czechoslovakia

OK

what part of the country, and even the type
of licence applicable to the station. When
there is any suggestion that regulations are
being contravened, the call -sign enables
the authorities to identify an offender.

Eire

Call -signs in Britain go back to 1910,
when the Postmaster General notified all

India
Korea
Mexico
New Zealand
Singapore
Turkey
USA
USSR

Yugoslavia

El

VU

HM
XE

ZL
9V1

TA

A,K,N,W
UA,UB,UC,etc.
YU
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FREEZER
FAILURE

ALARM
Freezers are usually very

break down

reliable but if

yours does
you need to know before
the food
starts to thaw. This simple
alarm will tell you if
the temperature

inside the freezer

begins to rise.

SCRATCH

BLANKER

0)19/e PRINTER

Far more sophisticated

than a scratch
cuts out the noise spikes
this unit
smooth audio-invaluable and replaces them with
for
anyone
used collection of conventional
with a well
records.

BUFFS R

Any serious computer user
will find this unit is really
It allows the
useful.
continuation of
previous letter, account, listingdata or text entry whilst the
or what -have -you is printed
out.

feature- SEMICONDUCTORS
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In recent months, several readers have
written to ask for a means of examining the

contents of memory and displaying the
values contained therein. This can be quite
useful and is normally undertaken with the
aid of a monitor utility.
Many software suppliers have such programs available though they often form part

of a more complex package which also

&rvaion

(kVe fer
the

aikt

Coter,
month, in our eighteenth instalment

of On Spec, we shall be examining

another useful system variable and describ-

ing some applications of the simple two chip eight -channel interface described last
month. We start, by popular request, with a
means of delving into the Spectrum's
memory.

A Journey Into ROM and RAM
Since the Spectrum, like most low cost
home computers, employs a 16 -bit address
bus, there are 65,536 (216) different memory
locations, each having its own unique address. The allocation of memory (in terms
of both ROM, RAM and specified reserved
functions) can be illustrated with the aid of
a "memory map".
A simplified memory map for the Spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. Readers should

note that addresses are specified in both

hexadecimal and decimal and that the map
is effectively 8 -bits wide since one byte is
stored at each address.
Fig. 1. Simplified memory map for the 48K
Spectrum and Spectrum Plus.
DECIMAL

65535

UDG
GOSUB STACK

HEX
FFFF

STACK

MACHINE STACK
BUILDS

POINTER

41,

DOWN

FREE MEMORY

BUILDS
UP

ST KENO

CALCULATOR STACK ,ETC

BASIC
PROGRAM AREA
23734

5CB6
SYSTEM VARIABLES,ETC

23296

5B00
SCREEN MEMORY

16384

4000

ROM
0

1E0511 GI
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0000

necessary outlay required to purchase a fullblown monitor program, the simple BASIC
listing (Listing 1) shown should at least

provide a partial solution. This program
will display, in decimal, hexadecimal and

ASCII/BASIC token form, the contents of
any 16 -byte block of the Spectrum's

the next or previous 16 bytes respectively.
The program displays addresses in both
decimal and hexadecimal form (this can be
a useful facility in its own right!) and
initially displays the contents of memory
starting at 32768 decimal (8000 hex). The
start of the displayed block may be altered
by responding to the "a" option after which
the user is prompted for a new start address.
If "q" is selected, the program is terminated
and cleared from memory.
The program will provide a useful insight
into how sections of the ROM are utilised
(note, however, that it does not disassemble
the code!). By selecting a suitable address

within the area normally used for the
storage of BASIC programs, the program
can even be used to display itself (try an
address of around 24000 initially!).

Listing 1: MEMORY DISPLAY

by MikeTooley BA
THIS

contains a compatible assembler. The reason for this is that, when developing
machine code programs, it is highly desirable to have an assembler and monitor coresident in memory.
For those of you who cannot justify the

memory. The display can be scrolled forwards (using the "n" option) or backwards
(using the "p" option) in order to display

10 REM X** Memory Display Program
***
20 REM Everyday
Electronics August 1986
30 REM
40 LET a=32768: REM Initialise
50 PAPER 0: BORDER 0: INK 7: CLS
60 PRINT AT 0,0; INVERSE I;"ADDRESS"
70 PRINT AT 0,19;
INVERSE 1;"CONTENTS"
80 PRINT AT 1,0;"DEC
HEX"
90 PRINT AT 1,13;"DEC HEX ASCII/TOKEN"
99 REM
100 REM **X Display 16 Bytes *X*
101 REM
110 FOR i=0 TO 15
120 PRINT AT i+3,0;a+i
130 LET d=a+i: GO SUB 400
140 PRINT AT i+3,6;h$
150 PRINT AT i+3,13;PEEK (a+i)
160 LET d=PEEK (a+i): GO SUB 500
170 PRINT AT i+3,17;h$
180 IF d<32 THEN LET b$="": GO TO
200
190 LET b$=CHR$ d
200 PRINT AT i+3,21;b$
210 NEXT i
299 REM
300 REM *** Select Option ***
301 REM
310 INPUT "n, p, a or q
";r$
320 IF r$="q" THEN
330 IF r$="n" THEN RANDOMIZE USR 0
340 IF r$="p" THEN LET a=a+16: GO TO 50
350 IF r$="a" THEN LET a=a-16: GO TO 50
INPUT "Address ? ":a
360 GO TO 50
399 REM
400 REM *** Convert 2 -byte dec to hex
**X
401 REM
410 LET x=d
420 LET h$="0000"
430 LET 2=4096
440 FOR y=1 TO 4
450 GO SUB 600
460 NEXT y
470 RETURN
499 REM
500 REM *** Convert
1 -byte dec to hex ***
501 REM
510 LET x=d
520 LET h$="00"
530 LET z=16
540 FOR y=1 TO 2
550 GO SUB 600
560 NEXT y
570 RETURN
599 REM
600 REM **X Convert 1 -byte dec to ASCII
*X*
601 REM
610 LET c=INT (x/z)
620 LET x=x-z*c
630 LET c=c+48
640 IF c>57 THEN LET c=c+7
650 LET h$(y)=CHR$ (c)
660 LET z=z/16
670 RETURN

Readers who already have access to a
monitor program, or who otherwise would
not immediately find the program useful,
need not despair! The subroutines starting

at lines 400, 500 and 600 can be quite
invaluable for those developing their own
BASIC programs and requiring decimal,
hex and ASCII conversion facilities.

a line of the form,
10 LOAD "MEMCODE"CODE
in your program. To print the free memory
at any later stage use a line of the form:
110 PRINT USR (64000); "bytes free."
As another alternative, the machine code

may be POKEd from within a BASIC
program. This is an arguably more elegant

solution since a separate machine code

STKEND
This month we put the STKEND system
variable under the microscope. STKEND
occupies locations 23653 and 23654 (5C65
and 5C66 hexadecimal) and contains the
two -byte address of the first free byte above

the Spectrum's calculator stack. This stack
grows upwards whereas the machine stack
(in high memory) grows downwards.
Now, since the CPU Stack Pointer register points to the last location to have been
filled in the machine stack, subtracting the

module is not required. The following program illustrates the technique:
5 DATA 33,0,0,57,237,75,101
6 DATA 92,237,66,68,77,201
10 for i=1 TO 13
20 READ x
30 POKE (64000+i),x
40 NEXT i
110 PRINT USR (64000); "bytes free."
120 STOP

The 13 values contained in the DATA
statements of line 5 and 6 are simply the

value contained in STKEND from the

decimal equivalent of the thirteen hexadeci-

Stack Pointer will give the extent of free

mal values given earlier. Readers should
also note that there is nothing particularly

memory available within the system.
Knowledge of this value can be extremely

useful in a number of applications and
simple

routines for printing the free

memory available can be easily incorporated within BASIC and machine code.

The following code, written using Z80
assembler mnemonics, subtracts the contents of STKEND from the Stack Pointer

(SP) and, in order that the value can be
returned to BASIC, the result is placed in
the BC register pair.
ORG 64000 ; relocatable
STKEND
EQU 23653
MEMCODE LD
HL,O
ADD HL,SP
LD
BC,(STKEND)

SBC HL,BC
LD B,H
LD
C,L
RET
END

Readers lucky enough to have an assembler to hand can simply enter the foregoing
code which can subsequently be CALLed as
a subroutine. Those not having access to an
assembler can utilise, the Hex Code Loader

The two -chip eight channel output inter-

face, described last month, can be tested
with the aid of a number of I.e.d.s, as shown
in Fig. 2. Each I.e.d. requires its own current
limiting resistor; 270 ohm being typical.
The following BASIC code should toggle

all eight 1.e.d.s "on" and "off" whenever
any key (other than BREAK) is pressed:
100 OUT 127,255
110 PAUSE 0
120 OUT 127,0
130 PAUSE 0
140 GO TO 100
The two -chip interface has a port address

of 127 and, to illuminate an individual
l.e.d., simply output its value determined
from Table I. To illuminate the 1.e.d.
Pin. No. of PLI

Output value

2

1

2
4

3

4

become the start address of the subroutine.
2. Enter the 13 hex bytes listed below:
21,00,00,39,ED,4B,65,5C,ED,42,44,4D,C9
3. Now use the SAVE option to preserve
the code on tape (the EXECUTE option will

5

8

6
7
8
9

16

32

64
128

connected to line 5, for example, it is simply

necessary to output the value, 8, using a
command of the form:
OUT 127,8
Where several lines are to be activated at
the same time, it is merely necessary to add
the individual values together. The follow1.e.d.s

driven by lines 5 and 6 (having values of 8
and 16 respectively):
OUT 127,24

An alternative technique employs the
useful BIN function available in Sinclair
BASIC. Each binary digit within the BIN
value corresponds directly to a particular
line. Thus the following command is exactly
equivalent to the previous command:
OUT 127,BIN 00011000

Applications
270

not return any value). In this particular

Just two of the many applications of the
Simple Output Interface are illustrated in
Figs.

example we shall use the filename

3 and 4.

In Fig.

3 the interface

provides control for a simple experimental
buggy. This vehicle has driving motors, M I

and M2, connected to "port" and "starboard" wheels respectively whilst two skids

are fitted "fore" and "aft". This arrangement provides "forward drive" (both motors activated), "right turn" and "left turn"
(with either one of the motors activated).

PL

How the interface may be used as a

bytes). This will typically be around 46K
with the hex loader still present in memory.

5. Now reset the machine to clear the
memory and load the machine code from
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Fig. 4. Using the output interface to control
a programmable darkroom timer.

ing command activates the two

Table 1

to a suitable value, say, 64000. This will

tape by typing:
LOAD "MEMCODE"CODE
6. Now enter the command:
PRINT USR (64000)
This should return a value nearer 48K as
the hex loader is no longer in memory.
To use the code at some later stage simply
save the machine code module immediately
after your BASIC program and then include

Fig. 3. Motor control for a buggy using the
interface.

Two -chip Output Interface

EE (readers not having this issue will find a
copy of the program contained in our On Spec Update). The procedure is as follows:
1. From the initial prompt, set RAMTOP

showing the free memory available (in

EE513G1

special about the start address (64000) other
than that it is an easy one to remember.

published in the December 1985 issue of

"MEMCODE".
4. To check the code (before exiting from
the hex loader) press BREAK and then type
the following direct command:
PRINT USR (64000)
If the code has been entered correctly you
should be rewarded with a numeric value

PL I .{

o)
(EE5126

programmable darkroom timer is shown in
Fig. 4. Two lighting circuits are controlled
by 5V relays, RLA and RLB, whilst a 5V
piezoelectric transducer, WD1, is used to
provide warnings.
Regular readers will, no doubt, develop
many more novel and sophisticated applications for the interface. Let me know what

you come up with so that I can include
details in a future edition of On Spec.
Next month: We shall be taking a look at the

Fig. 2. Circuit for testing the Two -chip

Spectrum's RAM and

Output Interface.
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ward explanations and
circuits to build and experiment with.

PART 2 Using a transistor
invention of the transistor
THE
paved the way to the development

COLLECTOR

A TRANSISTOR SWITCH

of a multitude of electronic circuits,
ranging from a simple switch, such as

that described in this article, to the
most complex of computers. There are
several different kinds of transistor. In
this article we use a junction transistor

Set up the circuit (Fig. 2.2) and
connect the battery. Is a current flowing through lamp LP2? How can you

BASE

tell that it

described and used in later articles.

must be very small because LP I does
not show the slightest signs of glowing.
Now unscrew LP 1 and take it from its

DIAGRAM OF STRUCTURES

One form of this transistor consists
BASE

ductor material sandwiched between
two layers of n -type material. This is
called an npn transistor. Connections
to the three layers are named as in the

EMITTER

Base current
COLLECTOR

The junction transistor has two pn

BASE
EMITTER

junctions:
1) Base -emitter this is normally forward -biassed (see Part 1). The base

TYPICAL TRANSISTOR

COLLECTOR

CURRENT lc

can be very large. As you have seen, the

COLLECTOR -BASE
BETWEEN

could ever flow across them (except
with a destructively large collector base p.d!). But, for reasons we do not
have space to go into here, a current
does flow across this junction. More -

OV AND 6v

JUNCTION
BASJ

-UNECMT TOTNE R

BASE
CURRENT lb

EMITTER CURRENT

Ic+lb

OV

(EE5060

Fig. 2.1. The construction, circuit symbol
and operation of junction transistor.
e

bloom ............... 11101110

,.....,i41111PirThinC:MKLIV

A-WWW/0441:0U.UM01,414.0011bift'r
:::UkU:t144044.4!!!arbOti....

bbbbbb MfOU bbbbb
bbbb bbb MO11011.11,010b,
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over the size of this current is related to

the size of the current flowing across
the base -emitter junction. This is the

small base current is cut off the collec-

tor current is cut off, too. This is the
way in which we use a transistor as a
switch. By switching the small,; base

current on and off we are able to

control the much larger collector
current.
Remove LP 1 and connect R (direct-

ly to the base of TR I. The lamp LP2
comes on again. Try replacing R1 with
resistors of higher value. They allow a

smaller base current to flow to TR 1.
What happens to the brightness of LP2
as the resistance R 1 is increased and
the base current is decreased? (Answer
opposite).

basis of the action of the junction

Here is another way of controlling

transistor.
Junction transistors can also be
made with a layer of n -type material
sandwiched between two layers of p type material (pnp construction). The

the switching action, Fig. 2.3. RI limits

principle of operation is the same as
above, but polarities are opposite and
currents flow in the opposite

The greater the voltage, the greater the
base current. See the effect of voltage
on the brightness of the lamp. (Answer
opposite.)

directions.
420

to the base of TR I is called the

base current. The current flowing
through LP2 to the -collector of TR I is

lamp LP2 glows brightly. But if the

2) Collector -base: this is normally

It would be expected that no current

The current flowing through R 1, and
LP 1

called the collector current. Base current is very small. Collector current

+6V

0-6V.

reverse -biassed.

ing through LP 1.

SYMBOL

diagram Fig. 2.1: Collector; Base;
Emitter.

potential

socket. What happens to LP2? Obviously, breaking the connection at LP I
has made a difference to the circuit.
Presumably there was a current flow-

COLLECTOR

of a very thin layer of p -type semicon-

about

Is a current flowing

The current through LP1, if any,

EMITTER

Junction transistor

difference exceeds

is?

through LP1?

(see Fig 2.1). Other types will be

current flows when the base emitter

by involving the reader
in experimenting with
them. There will not be

the base current to a safe level. By
touching the flying lead G to any one of

the points A to F, you can apply any
one of the voltages shown to the base.
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Resistors
R1 220

plus resistors of
several values up to
47k

Transistor
TR1 ZTX300

npn junction
transistor

Miscellaneous
LP1, LP2 6V 0.6W lamp, in holder
(2 off); battery box with four 1.5V
cells; breadboard (e.g. Verobloc)

Resistors

See

R1 100
R2 470
R3 330
R4 33
R5 47
R6 82

Page 436

Transistor
TR1

ZTX300 npn junction
transistor

Miscellaneous
LP2 6V 0.06W lamp in holder;
battery box with four 1.5V cells;
breadboard.

A transistor switch-results
of investigations
1st investigation

The greatest value of R 1 that still
produces a visible glow is 22k approxiBATTERY +6V

rent is about 30mA-200 times as

much. Exact results depend on the

A

individual transistor.
2nd investigation
Point F (OV): No base current, TR1

419

i

R2

is "off', and LP2 does not light.
Point E (0.5V): LP2 is off because

40

1.

there is no base current. Remember
that it needs about 0.6V to overcome
the field caused by the depletion zone
at a p -n junction, so the base -emitter
p.d. must be at least 0.6V before a base
current can begin to flow.
Point D (0.85V): A very small base
current, a small collector current

R3

i

TT

ir

i

R4

(which is much larger than the base

.40
TR1

.
R5

I

b
c

RI
R6

Fig. 2.2 (above). Circuit for demonstrating
transistor action (Investigation 1) and
working layout.

gation 2.
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current), so LP2 glows dimly.
Point C (1V): LP2 glows brightly, for
the base current is now just enough to
turn TR1 fully on (or almost fully on,
depending on the transistor used).
Points B and A (3V and 6V): The
lamp glows brightly as the transistor is

saturated (fully on) and the collector
current is the same (possibly slightly
more) as when G was connected to
point C.

Fig. 2.3 (right), Circuit diagram and demon-

stration "breadboard" layout for Investi-

mately. This gives a base current of
about 0.15mA, and the collector cur-

N.........

EESO5G1

BATTERY -

Turn over for Water Detector project

421

How it works
The circuit uses a transistor as a

WATER DETECTOR

switch and depends on the fact that a
very small base current can turn on a

The circuit in Fig. 2.4 warns you

much larger collector current. The
water is detected by a probe, which

when there is water where it should not
be. You could use it to indicate when a

consists of two pieces of wire, close
together but not touching. Water, if
present, completes the circuit and a
current flows from one probe wire to

water tank is nearly full and about to
overflow. You could use it to detect
when it is starting to rain and the
washing needs bringing in.

another, through the water. The
amount of current that flows through
LP I
6V

WIRES
+6V

BLOCK OF WOOD OR
EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE

0-06A
(OR SOLID-

probe is in water is quite enough to
turn the transistor on. The lamp glows
at full brightness (or almost). As in the
circuit in the investigation above, R1 is

there to limit base current to a safe
amount -for example, in case you accidentally touch the probe wires
together.
You will find that even a thin film of
water is enough to trigger this circuit. A
probe can be at the end of a long pair of
wires. The probe can be outdoors, or in

while the lamp and the rest of the

EDGE OF TANK

%Se

RI

small base current that flows when the

some place that is difficult to get to,

-STATE
BUZZER)

TR1

ZT X 300

But, with the transistor circuit, the

useful feature of the circuit is that the

IRES TO CIRCUIT

PROBE

the water is not enough to light a lamp.

circuit can be in the kitchen or living room.

WATER

I00

ABOUT Smm

Construction

APART

There are lots of ways of making the

EE 508 GI

I

(BE 50701

2.4. Water detecting circuit (the
breadboard layout is similar to that for

Fig. 2.5. Probe to detect water level in

Fig. 2.2.

operating level.

Fig.

tank. Wires slide up or down to

set

probe. The diagrams Fig. 2.5 to Fig.
2.7, show designs for a probe suitable
for hanging on the edge of a tank, and
one suitable for detecting drops of rain.

It needs only one drop to bridge the
000000000
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4 -way Extension Socket 3 -Pin Sockets
Fused and with Neon Indicator
E4 10
(5,75
As above but With Lead
Twin Extension Socket White Nylon
E1.65
2 -way Multiplug 13A Outlets
9°P
3.wey Multiplug 13A Outlets
E2.10
13A Plug White Fused
EACH 46p
10 for £3.95
Single Extension Lead on Carrier
£8 gg
13A Socket on 15 metre cable

TIPS

MASTER SOCKET E2.85

0.25

E4.50
DUAL OUTLET 1.161

E750
4 -CORE CABLE
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C PIP111 02.14 ex

,,- .,,G*

j;0,51:4:00

10 off E1.98 ea.
D 11.1P2) 02.30 ea

4.....74., ,r,.,,,`,

ID:,

ilg v,9, 0
54
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£4.95 for 100

ROTARY SWITCHES

I (9.95

1-POLE/12-WAY
2-POLE/6-WAY
3-POLE/4-WAY
4 -POLE/

THYRISTORS A-2

E5 10

BOTH --f 9 99

TO CHARGE PP3.
AA, C Pe 1) TYPE

P6a

VAT

04,
<3.'

,,..}

BATTERIES

q .04

TELEX: 35565

1 off

25-99

100 up

.95

85
2.15
1.60
1.25
2.45
2.60

.80
2.05

Low profile IC sockets:Pins

8 14 16 18 20 24 28 40

Pence

2.40
1.75
1.40

2.75
2.90
2.70
1.90
2.45
3.85
5

9

1.55
1.20

2.20
2.45
2.25

2.40
1.70

1.65

2.20
3.45

2.10
3.30

10 11

12

15 17 24

Please ask for quote on higher quantities or items not
shown. All memory products Japanese or American
manufacture.

-44.

Please add 50p post & packing to orders under £15 and VAT
to total. Access orders by 'phone or mail welcome.
Non -Military, Government & Educational orders welcome for
minimum invoice value of £15 net.

ti2 4 .:.,
.4,0

TS
Sh

-.1

(24hr. ANSWER SERVICE)

Part type
4164 15Ons Not Texas
41256 150ns
2114 200ns Low Power
6116 150ns
6264 150ns Low Power
2716 450ns 5 volt
2732 450ns Intel type
2764 250ns Suit BBC
27128 250ns Suit BBC
27256 250ns

E4.90
TRANSISTORS A2
E4 90
TRANSISTORS 214-3N

E517

4,

13p ea

IC LIN VOL 2E5 99
130014-(9 99

UNIVERSAL NI -CAD
BATTERY CHARGER

TWO BY SAFI
(5.99 a CI 85

Next Month: Another transistor switch
plus a light dependent resistor project
-Electronic Candle

74LS series TTL, wide stocks at low prices with DIY
discounts starting at a mix of just 25 pieces. Write or
'phone for list.

3 -WAY

I f595

IC LIN VOL

NICKEL CADMIUM

DEPT. EE8. THE MALTINGS,
HIGH STREET, WEM,
SHROPSHIRE SY4 5EN
TEL: (0939) 32763

E2.25 for 10

DIODES VOL 2 f9.75
BOTH -f 18 70
IC CMOS f7 50
IC TTL (7 55

.15%

C23 1105

ICI ell £3 65 ea

MARCO TRADING

i

DIODES VOL

2V
RECHARGEABLE
UNIT
1

A BANK OF '0' TYPE
CELLS (10 OFF)
ENCAPSULATED IN A BLACK
PLASTIC BOX COMPLETE WITH
INLET AM) OUTLET SOCKETS 1/OR
TYPE) AND RISE HOLDER, THIS GMN0
120 FROM A VERY NEAT AND TIDY UNIT.
DIMENSIONS Approa 245mm x
75mm x 70mm
EX. EQUIPMENT MANUFAC-

MASTER £4 80
SECONDARY £2.85
BELL TONE RING81

' 1 6' : ' T

'1 -

EQUIVALENT BOOK

SECONDARY SOCKET El 95
ADAPTOR 10/3A f2 95

ADAPTOR 95A/BT

0'15'4'

ei Y, :

AY'4';;$

PAP 45p each

B.T. APPROVED

SPARE

e<-4 t,

,,,c.)..

I,

ADAPTORS These very high quality British made
2 -Pin European Adaptors are ideal for driving radios.
cassette recorders. TV games, calculators etc. The
adaptor fits the UK shaver socket.
REF
D.C. Volts Current
1+
10+
100.
EOB
4.5V
200mA 50p
45p
32p
200mA £1.00 80p
EM3
6V
55p
E09
6V
400mA E1.50 E1.25
85p

ELECTRICAL

ORY2 PORTASOL E13.90

8 , ", -:,

,...4`

:t4:k' ' C'4.P% 0

4,1

'PC,,,,N

.4

e' ,

,.

0,),

,

,('"

.

N\

GAS SOLDERING
IRON

:
4,4,,..

.c

..,.,

(It,

4,,,;(0,0.6i,

t9; SF:, et. 1 l

k' ? . .

q,

t%
'9,
;44., '
. ' :f -4

(k40

<4.,

-CO

ONE 15 WATT SOLDERING IRON
SUPPLIED COMPLETE WITH 13A FUSED PLUG.
..2),

0C'

40,,*
-1, ...

C..;=____......

0 .° 4 )°,2, <a- CC3 4Z.
Cjt,,,.:).,0.?4,. 04 eiso,,,.,7
, 0.,,s4 $ ,

e<

,C.;3
....N.1

visual and audible alarm system.

Happy Memories

9.

<14I.

parallel with LP1 and have both. a

EC SIXAl

ft%te4R:55. 2

e

or you can connect the buzzer in

Fig. 2.7. Alternative stripboard design for
a rain detector sensor.

Fig. 2.6. Design for a rain detector probe.

c

solid-state buzzer, which gives a loud
warning note when water is detected,

'N'NSTR IP BOA RD
I

gap and the circuit is triggered.

Variations
You can replace the lamp with the

00000d0000

WIRES TO
CIRCUIT

4,

WIRES TO
CIRCUIT

SERVISOL PRODUCTS

SOLDA-MOP STANDARD GAUGE -74p. LIGHT GAUGE -76p.
INDUSTRIAL REEL -E2.90. TAPE HEAD CLEANER -C1.10.

SUPA FREEZE -IT -C1.40. SWITCH CLEANING LUBRICANT -C 1 .24. AERO-KLENE-C1.14. SILICONE GREASE

HAPPY MEMORIES (EE),

Newchurch, Kington, Herefordshire HR5 3QR.
Tel: (054 422) 618

SPRAY -C1.50. EXCEL POLISH -C1.16.
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has anything that causes excitement, tension or anxiety.
If you are sufficiently stoical (or masochistic) you can experiment on yourself.

OWNL TO
1
0

_J1_

Iim110111,

BY GEORGE HYLTON

Try biting your tongue while holding the
meter prods, of the transistor connec-

back "experiments". Here the PGR is
utilised as a convenient indicator of some
change in a subject or patient. Often the
patient is asked to try to relax. If the pitch
of the noise in his earphone falls he knows
he's succeeding. (I'm saying "he", but of

tions. You might see a drop in resistance,
after a few seconds

course it's just as likely to be "she" in

CONTACT RESISTANCE

BRIDGE TECHNIQUE

The great problem with contact resistance is that the two electrodes tend to
make an erratic and variable contact with

For this sort of work a really sensitive
indicator is needed, so that even a tiny

the skin. Our equivalent circuit really needs

two extra resistances to take this into
account, see Fig. 3. The contact resistances are likely to vary randomly, as your
grip relaxes or tightens and can introduce
"noise" (unwanted variations).
Improving the quality of skin contact is

the most useful single step towards obtaining

consistent results. Professional

measurements of the Psycho -Galvanic
Response (PGR for short) make use of

practice.)

step in the desired direction is detectable.
One possibility is to make changes in skin
resistance unbalance a bridge, see Fig. 4.
The unbalance voltage is then amplified by
an op.amp. before being made to activate
an indicator-audible or visible,
Another advantage of the bridge technique is that the bridge can always be set
to balance at the start of a session,
whatever the skin resistance of the individual subject. Skin resistance varies enormously from person to person.

A "psychogalvanometer", which he
has come across in an article on "fringe"

A READER asks the meaning of the term

medicine.

This a high-sounding word for something essentially simple. A psychogalvano-

meter is an instrument which indicates

SKIN
CONTACTS

SKIN

changes in the electrical resistance of the
skin.

CONTACTS

Such changes are basically the result of
the operation of sweat glands in the skin.

Under conditions of stress the glands
operate and since sweat is salty water the
resistance of the skin falls. This is known

psychology as the galvanic skin
response and the instrument which
in

rEE517G

(EES1S GI

Fig. 3. Adding variable resistance to model

Fig. 1. A simple transistor amplifier circuit.

effects of "contact resistance".

measures it is a psychogalvanometer

IS YOUR RESISTANCE
LOW?
With an ordinary ohmmeter capable of
measuring resistances up to about a meg-

ohm you can measure your skin resistance. All you do is hold the test prods or
clips firmly, if necessary moistening your
fingers to get a better contact.
If your meter is not sensitive enough you
can rig up a simple transistor amplifier (as
shown in Fig. 1). Your skin resistance is

now the base bias resistance and any
current through it is amplified hFE times,
which should be at least 100 for a decent
modern silicon transistor. It follows that
the meter should be on a low current or
low voltage range.

SKIN

E1

BALANCE
POT

BODY

-L.SKIN
TO

rEE5111G

Fig. 2. Analogy of "skin resistance" using
Fig. 1.

meter is responding not just to the resistance of the skin but to the resistance of
the whole body, from the fingers of one
hand, up the arm, through the chest and

commercial electrodes, often made of
conductive rubber or plastic. These are
coated with a special conductive electrode
jelly. The idea is to provide a large area of
contact and to reduce the contact resis-

back down the other arm. True. The

tance to as low and steady a value as

equivalent electrical circuit, shown in Fig.
2, contains three resistances: two for the
skin, which the current must traverse at
each end; and one for the body. But the
body resistance is quite low, because the

possible.

body is mostly water and salty water at

the timing resistance of an RC Audio

that. Ths skin resistances, in comparison,
are high and swamp the body resistance.

Oscillator. The frequency then changes in
response to psychological influences such
as fear and pain and emotion generally.

FEAR AND PAIN

stances the changes are very small. With a

As readers of adventure stories know,
fear traditionally brings on a cold sweat.
This moistens the skin and reduces resistance. Pain has a similar effect, as indeed

crude PGR instrument they may be too

I can hear some of you objecting that the
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INDICATOR

(EE5160

INDICATION
The more optimistic sort of PGR instrument design uses the skin resistance as

The trouble is that in ordinary circumsmall to observe.

This is useless in the most common
application of these instruments, bio-feed-

Fig. 4. Employing an op -amp in a bridge
circuit to improve sensitivity.

BIO VARIABLES
The PGR is only one of many biological
quantities which vary and can be used in
biofeedback work. Others are pulse rate,
skin temperature, and blood pressure. All
are potentially useful in relaxation exercises and other "mind over body" training.

Despite suspicion by doctors and
despite the bad reputation gained by the
so-called lie detector, which measures the
same quantities but frequently gives erroneous results, these bio-feedback techniques do have a genuine role to play in
medicine. This is still a relatively new field
for research, and interested readers may
be able to use their knowledge of electronics or information processing to make
improved instruments or indicators.-See
Biological Amplifier, Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques, Part 7, EE January,
1984.
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...from the wor
INSECT ATTACK EARLY WARNING
Electronics helps to fight off the threat of insect pests invasion
attacks by insect pests according to Dr. Graham Bent

by an inbuilt microprocessor will not only count the insects but
compute their direction of flight and, it is hoped, identify them. All
this information would then go to H.Q. via land -line or radio link.

(Entomology Department), as reported to our correspondent
George Hylton.

small. Conventional wisdom says that for good reflection of a

RESEARCH at the agricultural centre, Rothamstead Experi-

mental Station, aims to provide farmers with warnings of

This entails keeping an eye on what insects are flying over the
fields. In a fully developed system, automatic reporting stations
dotted about the country would sample the insect population and
report back to headquarters, where the data would be collated
and mapped.

Insect detection by radar is not easy, because the targets are so

radar wave the target should be at least comparable in length with
a quarter of the radar wavelength. This is far from true with the

Rothamstead radar, which uses 3cm waves on insects only a
millimetre or so long. The echoes are very faint and can only be
detected by careful processing.
However, the wavelength mismatch does bring a bonus. The

Until now, mechanical traps have been used. These are

faint echoes from insects are produced by a process called

essentially pipes sticking up above the fields. Fans draw air down
the pipes into filters where the insects are retained. The contents
are examined by human inspectors who identify the species and
count the numbers.

Rayleigh scattering, and this turns out to be proportional to the
mass of the insect. So the first step in identification-knowing the
size of a insect-has already been taken. For large insects, the

Current research is aimed at replacing this slow and labourintensive system with a fully automatic one. Radar beams, directed upwards from field stations, will detect insects flying by at
heights of 12.5 to 250 metres. Sophisticated signal processing

Rank Awards
The 1986 Rank Prize Funds
Awards have been presented
to three Philips research scientists who, at the beginning of
the seventies, laid the basis for
the optical recording and read-

"One needs also perseverance and some luck, because
gambling is unavoidable. We
did not need so much perseverance, because it was a nice,

friendly and converging subject. And we had some luck."

ing of information on a disc.
With this international distinction, Dr. P. Kramer, Senior
Managing Director of Philips
Research, Mr. G. Bouvhuis, se-

nior scientist, and Dr. K. Cornpaan, now retired, have received recognition for a basic
invention which has led to the
LaserVision optical disc, the
Compact Disc and the disc for

storage of digital data, along
with the corresponding electronic systems.

They received the Awards

radar echoes are modulated by the wing -beat frequency, and this
could be used as a further aid to identification. Radar Taxonomy,
as the zoologists calls it, is being born.
In time, it is hoped, insect forecasts may become as familiar an
event in summer as pollen counts.

WOMEN GO UNDERGROUND
Watching a man working down a hole is not all that unusual a pastime, but in Scotland these days if you peer down a hole, you could
just spot a lassie instead. For Diane Lauder, from Edinburgh, is a

trained British Telecom jointing engineer-probably the only one
in the UK?
For her latest assignment, Diane is busy helping to prepare
communications links for the Commonwealth Games due to start
next week (24 July). BT has a major involvement in the Games and

Jeffrey Fellows has been appointed the first Director of Projects and Technology at the British National Space Centre

(BNSC). Based at the BNSC's

technical centre at the Royal

is using multiple technologies taking in satellite, digital, optical
fibre, microwave and cellular radio links. There is even a transportable dish aerial to handle special satellite links.

Diane, seen in our photograph working at the Meadowbank
Stadium, major arena of the forthcoming Games, works with an
external maintenance control group.

Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough. He will be responsible
for, among other things, develop-

ing and promoting national ini-

tiatives of high technical and
scientific merit.

from Sir John Davis, Chairman

of the Trustees of the Rank

This will either be within the

Prize Funds, at the Royal Institution in London. Awards were
also presented to eight scientists from the UK and USA for
their work on infra -red recording and large -screen television
techniques.
In his speech of thanks, Dr.

framework of the European
Space Agency or bilaterally,

Kramer stated, "Ideas like an
optical disc need a proper environment to grow: a large multidisciplinary research organisa-

through the Director General,
advising the Defence Secretary

on technology of relevance to
MOD programmes. This means

advising on the compatibility,
efficiency and effectiveness of
the research and development
activities in the various programmes undertaken or sponsored by BNSC.

tion, expertise in a number of
technological areas and a spirit
of entrepreneurship, both technical and commercial.
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Id of electronics
Electronics To Do The Walking

GATEWAY TO THE FUTURE
probable relaxation of the law

define a suitable forward strategy for the development of its

British Telecom have announced that it is to start an electronic
extension of its Yellow Pages Directories. Information on advertisers will be held on a central database, accessible at no cost

regulating the services building
societies can offer, has led the

information systems for the late
1980's and early 1990's.

(other than the ordinary telephone charge) by anyone with a

Gateway Building Society to

The review will look at the
society's approach to IT,

External forces, including the

reconsider its approach to information processing.

The building society has
asked information systems consultants BIS Applied Systems to

encompassing both hardware
and software, in the light of
future business requirements.

suitable communicating terminal.
Electronic Yellow Pages (EYP) will initially contain information
covering the London, Reading and Guildford areas. Any company
currently paying for advertising at semi -display level or above in
the ordinary Yellow Pages covering those areas will qualify for a
free listing on the database.

SATELLITE

LOCAL

Cirkit Distribution has
reached agreement with Belling
Lee Intec for the UK distribution
of their range of fibre optic com-

"This represents an important
progression for Cirkit enabling

ponents which includes d.c.
transmitter and receiving mo-

us now to offer a top line in fibre

dules, dry termination connectors and analogue transmission

time alongside existing in-depth
stocks of electronic components
from other leading suppliers."

systems.

optic components for the first

Software
Certificate

DEALERINTERLINK

A low-cost, on -demand
private network system,
entitled Dealerinterlink, has
just been introduced by British
Telecom in the City of London.
More than 40 major banks and
dealing houses have already
signed up for the service.

Dealerinterlink enables pri-

vate circuits-to provide fast

trading links between two

points-to be established within 24 hours.

The Institution of Electrical
Engineers (IEE) and the National Computing Centre (NCC) are
to combine their resources in an

effort to introduce a National
Certificate in Software Engineering. This, it is hoped,
should lead to a large increase in

the supply of skilled software
engineers.

This joint initiative comes in
response to concern expressed
by both organisations over the
current shortage of high quality

RECEPTION

LINKS

Mike Sandham, Cirkit's Industrial Sales Manager, said

Optical fibre cables worth
£8.5 million have been ordered
by British Telecom from British
firms.
Single mode optical fibres
will, for the first time, be used in

the junction network which
connects local telephone exchanges over distances up to 20

Printer importer/distributor

Micro Peripherals have an-

nounced plans to diversify into
satellite television. Trading
under the name of Vusat, they
have already designed a domestic system and hope to have UK

and European models on the

miles. More than half the cable
ordered is of the high capacity
single mode variety.
BT is claimed to be the first
telecommunication authority in
Europe to deploy single mode
optical fibres on a large scale
between local exchanges. They

market by the autumn.
Managing director Ian Jones,
an ex -BBC engineer, indicated
that satellite television would
become extremely sophisticated
with complex signal encryption.
This would mean each domestic
receiver could be addressed via
satellite from a central computer

are able to contain costs because
the new cables can be equipped

grammes only if the required

permitting access to pro-

for high capacities, up to 140 subscription had been paid.-A
Mbit/s or 3840 simultaneous case here for "Captain Midconversations on one pair of night"? See For Your
Entertainment.

fibres.

Polytechnics and colleges running degree level
courses in electrical and electronic engineering are to
receive £3M from the Department of Trade and Industry to buy electronic computer aided design (ECAD)
equipment.

engineers in the new techno-

British Telecom has
reached an agreement with
the Minstry of Post and Telecommunications in China to
open an International Direct
Dialling (IDD) service.

Direct dialling will open
between Britain and Beijing
(Peking), Shanghai and 24

other major cities and

towns, covering all but a
handful of China's 5 million
telephones.

Calls will be sent via a
satellite orbiting 22,300
miles above the Indian
Ocean, between BT's Goon hilly earth station and a new

satellite station at Beijing.

logies of electronics, communication and control.
The IEE has identified an
annual shortage of at least 1500

graduates in the new technologies. The Alvey Directorate
predict that this shortage will
increase to 5,000 by 1988. An
even greater shortfall in the
number of technicians trained
in these fields is anticipated by
the Engineering Industry Train-

ing Board (EITB) which esti-

FAT TAKE NOTE

BBC Midi Interface (March 1986)

Some readers seem to have a problem with data either not
making it through the opto-isolator, or being corrupted. This

could possibly occur with a combination of relatively low
available current drive from the synthesiser and relatively
inefficient opto-isolator (which should be the type with the
"3" suffix and a guaranteed high level of efficiency).
The problem might be helped by making resistor RI
slightly higher in value, and R2 a little lower in value. Also

the 3,000 being
trained annually is only half the
number required.

there is just an outside possibility that it is due to excessive
sensitivity, resulting in IC2 being held in the "on" state, and
making these resistors lower and higher in value (respectively) should cure the problem.

Clwyd Technics have just

problem, but this should be unnecessary and some slight
adjustments to the values of RI and R2 should be all that is

mates that

Replacing the opto-isolator would probably cure the

launched a Welsh version of
Edword,
their
highly
acclaimed Word Processing
Package for schools.

required.

TILT ALARM (July 1986)
The authors name for the Tilt Alarm should be Mark
Stuart Not I. P. Kemp. We apologise to both authors for any
inconvenience caused.
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FLAT TELEVISIOM
AERIAL
M.JAMES

A novel approach to TV
reception that will take less
than one hour to complete
THIS DESIGN is for a flat television aerial that can be made very

cheaply (for less than £1) and very quickly (in half an hour or
less) and will give excellent results in an enclosed space, at a low level indoors (such as a flat or bedsit).

The design is best suited to areas with horizontally polarised
signals - if in doubt look at the aerials in your area. Aerials with the
"rods" in a horizontal position are for horizontal polarisation and
those with vertical "rods" for vertical polarisation. The flat aerial
can be used vertically but this may cause some mounting problems

unless one of your walls is in line with the direction of the
transmitter. Obviously the aerial could be hung by two threads from
the ceiling but this will look rather odd. However, the card used as
the basis for the aerial can be painted with various designs or larger
pieces of card can be used, then cut to form decorative shapes and
painted, e.g. a butterfly shape suitably painted might look very good
in the right setting, it cannot of course be allowed to move around as
this would upset reception.

The completed aerial before being "sandwiched" with a piece of
card.

DESIGN

Fig.

(opposite). Dimensions and layout details for the Flat TV

The Flat Television Aerial is based on the "Yagi" design, but has
the advantage of being very thin (about five millimetres). This is
achieved by using kitchen aluminium foil for the elements. The foil
is given strength and rigidity by sandwiching it between two sheets
of card. In the prototype, for ease of construction, the cardboard
backs of pads of A4 paper were used. To build it you will need the
following materials and tools: aluminium foil (at least 30 centi-

elements, near the central gap. The second board is then pasted on

metres wide and 9 centimeters long); two sheets of cardboard (21 by
30 centimetres each); paper/card glue ("Pritt-Stick" etc.); a stapler;
a very sharp knife (preferably a craft or "Stanley" knife); a co -axial
plug for the television; two metres (or more if appropriate) of thin
co -axial TV aerial cable and insulation tape.

IN USE

CONSTRUCTION
The foil positions are marked out on one of the pieces of card,
around a central line 15 centimetres from the edge (see Fig. 1). The
appropriate pieces of aluminium foil are then cut out and pasted to
the board. The co -axial cable is stripped and stapled to the dipole

1

Aerial.

top of the first - over the foil - and then the two are stapled together and taped around the edges, giving the profile seen in Fig. 2.
The co -axial plug is now soldered to the other end of the lead -out
flex and the aerial is finished.
In practice the aerial is very simple to use, the basic rule being as

high and as far from obstructions as possible. Mount the aerial
either horizontally or vertically, depending on the signal in your
area (as mentioned earlier) and rotate it until the best signal is
received. It may then be fixed in position. If you live in a flat or
"bedsit", the easiest position for it would be mounted flat on the
ceiling, held by "Blu-Tak" or drawing pins. But if you live in a
house with an attic or loft then it could be mounted there.

Fig. 2. Profile detail showing the "sandwich" arrangement for the aerial.
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finish, and some other type of covering or
leaving a natural finish are probably more
practical options.
VENEERS
An alternative to painting is to use some
form of plastic veneer. The most common
type is the thin self-adhesive material
which is available from most do-it-yourself

stores, and the woodgrain types can be
very useful when making cases for hi-fi
BUILDING projects into tobacco tins and

and then painting it or spraying it with clear

the like seems to be a lost art, and is
perhaps rather out of keeping with today's
projects with their LSI integrated circuits

lacquer. However, this should be a type
intended for use on non-ferrous metals.
Without the lacquer the surface will soon
start to show finger marks and return to
virtually its original condition.

and other high technology components.
There seems to be a preference for projects to look as much like the commercially

produced "real thing" as possible, rather
than looking home-made.
Being realistic about it, if you have
difficulty making projects look reasonably
professional it does not really matter, and
a smart looking project will work no better
than one which is an eye -sore. I know of
no electronics law which states that more
fun is derived from building a well finished

project than from putting together one
with a relatively crude appearance.
On the other hand, anyone seeing your
handywork is more likely to judge it by its

appearance than by the skill involved in
putting the electronics together, and it
does not require a great deal of time or
money to considerably enhance the appearance of a project. One final point that
should not be overlooked is that adding
neat and easily read legends to a project
help to make it that much easier to use,
especially where someone other than the
constructor will sometimes use the unit.

PAINTING
Home-made cases are not very popular
these days, and with a wide range of good
quality ready-made types available at reasonable prices there is not much incentive
to do it yourself unless this is an aspect of
construction which you particularly enjoy.
Most cases have a fairly high standard of

finish as supplied, and any attempt to
improve on them could easily have the

Diecast boxes can look very good when
painted, but simply painting straight onto
the raw surface with enamel will not give a
durable finish, and the covering will soon

start to chip and scratch. Prepare the
surface by comprehensively cleaning it
with a scouring pad, and then let it dry
thoroughly before applying a coat of metal

primer. In my experience primers of this
type seem somewhat reluctant to give a
good covering, and two or three coats

These veneers are quite easy to use,
although they can be a little awkward
when covering large cases. Also, great
care has to be taken to avoid letting two
adhesive surfaces come into contact with
one another-you may never be able to
separate them again.

The best approach to using these depends on the particular type of case involved. With a small to medium size case
with square corners it is possible to use

one piece to cover five sides, with a
second piece to cover the removable lid or
front panel.

paint, and spraying is likely to give a better,

This is not the method I would recommend though, as although it can look very
neat initially, with time most of these selfadhesive plastic veneers seem to become
less flexible and even slightly brittle. They
then become slightly loose at what were
once tight corners, giving a rather shabby

more even finish than brush painting. In

appearance.

either case it will almost certainly be better
to use two thin/medium coats rather than
one heavy coating.

to cover each side individually. This is
basically just a matter of cutting pieces

may be required.

SPRAYING
The case is then ready to receive the

Spray painting is best undertaken outof-doors on a fairly calm day. This minimises the risk of inhaling paint or fumes, or
of any off -target paint damaging anything
important.
Use plenty of old newspaper around the
area being sprayed, and allow for the fact
that the paint will spread out over a much

wider area than one would reasonably
expect. Paint containers always carry the

manufacturers recommendations and
warnings, all of which should be read
carefully and heeded.

Most suppliers offer a Ford choice of
colours when it comes to inexpensive

opposite effect.

plastic cases, and you might be tempted to

One exception to this are the diecast
aluminium boxes which are popular for
certain types of project (musical effects
pedals for example). Some of these are
supplied painted with a tough hammer
finish paint, but others have a "natural"
finish, which generally seems to mean a

try a colour change. Many plastic cases
seem to take spray paints with no surface
preparation other than making sure that
the case is clean and free from grease

dirty and unpolished finish.
Sometimes quite a reasonable appearance can be achieved by thoroughly polishing the case with a metal polish (practically any type is effective with aluminium)

equipment or other items of equipment for
ordinary domestic use.

marks.

With types that are made from a high gloss soft (p.v.c.-like) plastic things seem
to be a little more awkward. Using a very
wet, wet and dry paper or something of
this nature to give a matt finish helps to
give a mechanical key for the paint, but it
can still be difficult to obtain a really good
(Left) The tough hammer finish of this diecast box is
ideal for musical effects footswitches.

This diecast box has been painted and coloured
transfers used to enhance the final appearance.

Probably a better way of doing things is
slightly larger than is really needed, fitting
them in place, and trimming them exactly
to size using a sharp modelling knife.
When laying the veneer, start at one end

of the case and sort of roll it into place
pressing it down firmly as you go. This
should avoid any air bubbles under the
veneer, but if necessary it can be carefully
peeled back and relaid.
Small bubbles can be removed by bursting them with a pin and firmly pressing the
veneer down on to the case. Be careful not
to leave any slightly protruding edges as
these will tend to catch on things, pulling

the veneer away from the case and
possibly tearing it.

JOINING UP
With a case such as the diecast aluminium variety, which have rounded corners,
the top, bottom, and two sides should be
covered with a single piece of plastic. This
leaves the problem of making a neat join,
the easy way to do this is to overlap the
ends and then cut through them both with
a sharp knife.
With the two surplus pieces of material

removed the two ends should then butt
together perfectly. With something like a
woodgrain pattern this will not disguise
the join since the pattern will not match,
and the best way to make it so that you
"can't see the join" is to arrange for the
join to be underneath the unit or out of
sight at the back.

There are much thicker types of selfadhesive veneer available, and these gen-

erally give a better and harder wearing
finish, although at a higher cost. They are
really only suitable for flat surfaces or fairly

large cylindrical objects as they will not
take tight corners.
The woodgrain types are good for loud-

speaker enclosures, hi-fi cabinets, etc.,
and there is also a brushed aluminium
effect veneer which is ideal for front
428
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panels. These veneers are much tougher

than the non -rigid variety, and are that
much more difficult to trim to size once
fitted.
Cutting the pieces precisely to size prior

11=

to fitting them, and then aligning them

MULT IME TER

DIGITAL

LETTERS

accurately with the panels of the case is

beyond the capabilities of most of us
though, and final trimming with the veneer
in

place is

probably the only practical

method.

The aluminium front panel of this two-tone plastic
case has been finished with "dry rub -down transfers". A plastic bezel smartens -up the display.

Astray
Sir --Re s.r.b.p.; I believe your contributor,

R. A. Penfold (May issue, p. 248) goes

Take things very carefully and slowly

astray in his explanation of this abbrevia-

though. Air bubbles are not usually a

tion. 40 years ago and more it was ex-

problem, but any that do occur will proba-

plained to me in the drawing office of the
establishment where
worked that the
letters stood for synthetic -resin -bound
paper, and that similarly s.r.b.f. stood for

bly not be removable with the puncture
method. It will be a matter of carefully

I

lifting the material and relaying it.
It has been assumed here that the selfadhesive veneers are of the type which has
a sheet of backing paper which is removed

synthetic -resin -bound fabric. Of course, in
conversation these materials were (and,
guess, still are) referred to as Paxolin and
I

to reveal a sticky surface. These are, of
course, simply pressed into place.
Some veneers have a thermal adhesive
which must be ironed into place. These are
relatively difficult to deal with, and it
seems to be crucial to have the iron set at
the correct temperature. In particular, hav-

The shroud of this aluminium case has been finished
with a black "vynil-effect" covering.

in the first section. The statement, "In
theory the output current from each transformer could be doubled" is suppose
based on the idea that a transformer

ing the temperature slightly too low will
result in the veneer soon coming unstuck.
The importance of keeping the covering

I

should have a constant wattage output.
But this is not a correct idea. Except
perhaps in a very small transformer, the
maximum current rating is likely to be

pressed firmly against the case until the
glue has set cannot be over emphasised. If
this is not done the inevitable result will be

air bubbles that produce patches where
the veneer is not fixed in place. With time

these patches tend to grow until the
covering comes away from the case
completely.
It has also been assumed here that the
veneer is made of plastic rather than real
wood or aluminium. In fact real wood
veneers are available, but these are somewhat more difficult to deal with, and can be
difficult to trim across the grain with even
the sharpest of knives. The edges can be
carefully sanded down to a perfect fit

A piece of coloured card, artistic drawing and some
lettering make for a novel front panel.

The sloping front panel
and plastic stick -on labels make for easy oper-

ation of this compact
memory synthesiser.

though. Being genuine wood, when the
covering has been completed the veneer

can be sanded and then varnished or
polished, and generally treated as solid
wood.

Many cases have aluminium front
soft and easy to work, they are also

former could deliver twice the normal current
I meant that a perfect, lossless transformer

way of hiding these is to use the brushed
aluminium effect trim. It seems to be best

to fit the veneer after any drilling of the
panel has been completed, and to use a
sharp knife to cut matching holes in the
veneer.

Another possibility is to use a metal
polish to polish out any scratches, but to
avoid bright patches where the scratches
An example of a chipboard veneered surround that
can be used for housing audio equipment to give a
quality finish.

method is unlikely to be practical, and
some form of covering is then the only

criss-cross pattern.
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E. F. Good C.Eng., MIEE
Darlington.
Regarding the point raised by Mr. Good, the
most widely accepted meaning for s. r. b.p.
seems to be sheet resin bonded paper, but
alternatives such as synthetic resin bonded
paper, and synthetic resin bound paper also

When I wrote that "in theory" a trans-

scratches at no extra cost! The easiest

series of small circular movements or a

It is a great pity that it is not generally
accepted by editors such as yourself that
teaching is the most serious and responsible of all activities and that your authors
should treat it as such.

article.

pliers seem to provide a selection of

An inexpensive way of giving a neat

explain this.

power it can handle. I indicated this in my

vulnerable to scratching, and most sup-

appearance and hiding minor scratches is
to repeatedly wipe the panel from end to
end using wire -wool (or a scouring pad).
This gives an effect which is similar to a
brushed aluminium type, and other attractive effects are possible by using (say) a

text on power transformer should fail to

Mr. Good is, of course, quite right to say that
the "copper loss" of a transformer limits the

panels, and although these are relatively

solution.

controlled by I2R heating, and no teaching

seem to exist. As the meaning is much the
same in each case it is difficult to establish
which one is the original.-R. A. Penfold.

TREATING ALUMINIUM

were situated the whole panel must be well
polished. Incidentally, this method of polishing out scratches is also quite effective
on plastic cases. With deep scratches this

Tufnol. But as these names are, or were,
trademarks of a particular firm they could
not be used in official documents.
In his piece on transformers (p. 276), it
seems to me that G. Hylton falls below his
usual level of accuracy and clarity, mainly

could do so. In practice, the winding resistances are a limiting factor.
The amount of extra current obtainable in
practice depends very much on the design of
the particular transformers being used. It so
happens that for reasons of convenience of
manufacture the primary windings of the
miniature mains transformers so often used
in transistor equipment are commonly made
with wire of a thicker gauge than necessary.
The primary iron loss of such a transformer is
relatively low, and series connection carries a

small penalty in terms of copper loss. In

these circumstances a series primary,
It

is important to thoroughly wipe the

finished panel clean to remove any aluminium dust, and to then protect it with a clear

lacquer of some kind. Otherwise the surface of the panel will almost certainly start
to oxidize, producing a very dull and
unattractive finish.

parallel secondary arrangement can be fairly
efficient.

May I take this opportunity to reinstate a

point which had to be omitted from the
article for lack of space? If a "series opposing" connection of two secondaries is used
to obtain a reduced voltage then the "regula-

tion" is poor. The output current has to

tiWeitt- die/4w

traverse both the secondary resistances and

the voltage drop is high.-G. Hylton.
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MICRO MIMI TUMER
JOHN BECKER
resulted in 53 notes to each octave! Insanity

A computerised
aid for musical
instrument
tuning.

must have been the end product for any
musician attempting to play such a monster. More realistically, if instruments are
tuned close to the standard one to two and
two to three ratios, a range of 18 notes to the

sophisticated design techniques can
counteract this to a certain extent, the

this ideal is not hard to achieve, but for

tendency to drift still remains.

keyboard instruments a requirement of 18

notes is a problem for the designer, the
these notes are so close in frequency that we

1 average solo instrumentalist. Both electronic and acoustic instruments can be used
with it. It has been designed for control by
the BBC, C64 or PET series of computers,
but can be readily used with other computers having an 8 -bit parallel socket such as a

User Port or IEEE 488 port, with only

minor modifications to the program. The
computer performs most of the controlling
analysis, and gives a screen readout showing

the frequency received, the nearest note to
it, and the ideal frequency for the note. A
scale shows the deviation from the ideal.

TUNING PRECISION
Instrument tuning is not the precision
science that some may believe it to be, and
strangely instruments tuned to exact mathe-

matical frequencies do not always sound
correct to the ear. The main criteria can be

have now adopted the less than ideal standard of 12 notes to an octave, resulting in

some sharps and flats being treated as

interchangeable.
Also by way of standardisation, a convention in 1939 pronounced that note A in the
treble clef should have a precise frequency

of 440Hz. Literature shows that prior to
1939 the frequency of treble A had varied
amongst instruments in different countries

between 373Hz and 567Hz. The table
shown later gives the calculated note frequencies for the modern tempered scale.

UNIFORMITY
However, scientific definition of a note
does not ensure ideal uniformity. A note
correctly produced under laboratory conditions may sound totally wrong under con-

cert conditions. Indeed if all instruments
were identically tuned to precise frequencies the music produced could sound ex-

summed by saying that a note which sounds
right is right!
The making of music is a very subjective

tremely dull and uninteresting. The fullness

activity and throughout history different

same frequency and degree of synchronisa-

racial groups have had different ideas about

tion. In fact professional musicians will

the ideal notes to be played. Despite this,
the basic relationships of notes played in
succession have certain common factors.
Essentially these result in frequency relationships of one to two and two to three

often vary the frequency of a particular note
by introducing vibrato. This generally can
vary the frequency to either side of the ideal

producing the most satisfying sounds. From

deviation and rate of modulation is highly
personalised and will vary from musician to
musician, and in regard to the mood of the

these ratios, other frequency ratios can be
established to produce a scale within an
octave.
By definition of course, an octave implies

eight notes to the scale, the first and last
notes having the frequency ratio of two to
one. The ideal frequency of these eight
notes depends on the starting point. Starting with one note, the next seven can be
tuned so that when played consecutively
they will sound correct. But if the starting
note is one of the other notes just played, it
is quite probable that when playing the rest
of the notes the tuning will sound incorrect.

Some of the notes may sound right, but
others need to have a different pitch.

WELL PITCHED
In 1885, a Mr. Helmholtz remarked on an
extreme instrument designed to produce all
possible pitch variations in true scales. This
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resistors, capacitors and semiconductors,
etc. changing slightly the warmer they get.
Expansion with a rise in temperature is a
fundamental fact of nature, and although

many stringed and wind instrument players

octave can be accepted as an ideal. For

tuner, and the player. Fortunately some of

FrHIS is a simple little tuning aid for the

Electronic instruments suffer from a
similar problem due to the characteristics of

of an orchestral sound is partly due to
instruments not playing at precisely the

by as much as half a tone, and at a rate of

about 6.5 times per second. The exact

music.

In electronic music production, frequency modulation is often introduced by using
chorus or vibrato units inserted between the
instrument and the amplifier. They can add
considerable richness to a sound when used
in moderation.

PITCH PERCEPTION
Atmospheric temperature and moisture
content also play a significant role in pitch
determination. A frequency counter can be
used when setting an instrument to an exact
frequency, yet the ear may not regard this as

correct, even though the meter says it is.
Again, it is another factor of nature, this
time related to the speed of sound. The
speed of sound is not a constant, and should
be expressed in relation to the conditions of

the medium through which it travels. The
density of the medium is a fundamental
controlling factor. This will change with
temperature, pressure and in the case of air,
with the moisture content.

The usual speed of sound is taken to be
1120 feet per second at 0 degrees C at sea
level. Through fresh water at 20 degrees C
the figure is 4756 feet per second, five times
as

fast. Although concert halls are not

usually flooded, just the addition of water
molecules breathed out by the audience can
alter the speed of sound to an extent. This
means that the perceived pitch of an instrument may be different from the frequency
shown on a meter alongside the player.
Increased intensity of a sound can also
raise the perceived pitch. This is especially
true of instruments producing purer tones
that are close to sine shaped. Complex tones
though, may appear to be more stable with
amplitude variations. This is probably due
to complex tones containing harmonics less
likely to cause perceived pitch changes.

OBJECTIVES
From the above, the uninitiated may well
query the need to tune at all, since it is all so

variable. Initially musical satisfaction can
only come from playing notes that sound
right. Precise frequency control, though, is
less important than consistency. If a whole
group decide to tune for A at 435Hz instead

of 440Hz, it really makes little difference

STABILITY
Stability of a tuned note is also a common

problem for musicians. Any instrument
player will be aware that a note produced at

the start of a session will probably have
changed in pitch a short time later. One of
the reasons for this is changes in temperature. As a concert hall becomes warmer, so
the instruments will be subjected to expansion, whether they are metal, wood, stringed
or membraned.

since it is expected that everyone will still be
playing subsequent notes that are harmonically related. If they do not have their notes
equivalently tuned the sound can be
appalling.

So in tuning the objective is to take a
standard starting point, and tune other
notes so that they are harmonically related
to the first. This is where the problem arises
for those who are not fortunate enough to
have perfect pitch perception.
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TUNING AIDS
Amongst any group of musicians there
will usually be at least one who can establish
the starting note from which the others can
tune their instruments. The amateur soloist
though, sitting alone in a room somewhere,

may have to rely on a tuning aid of some

sort. There are several types available,
ranging from tuning forks, pitch pipes,

frequency meters, to electronic frequency
comparators. All have their advantages and
disadvantages.

ing can again be done whilst listening for

project is extremely simple. It consists

beat frequencies. There is the danger though
that if they are blown too hard, a false pitch
somewhat higher than the ideal is produced.

basically of a pre -amplifier and a sample
period gating stage, Fig 1. A reference

Pipes are also rather harsh and inexper-

as an essential part of the unit but as an
extra facility that can be plugged into an

ienced ears may have difficulty in recognising the difference between a note and one of
its harmonics since the tonal qualities of the

pipe and the instrument are likely to be
different. It is also very easy to become out
of breath whilst using them!
Electronic frequency comparators extend

the pitch pipe principle to a much wider
range of musical notes, often to a full eight

TUNING FORKS
The tuning fork is arguably the simplest

to use for settting the initial note. The
commonest one is probably the one tuned
to 440Hz, as this is the international frequency standard for treble A. If a tuning
fork is hit on a hard surface and held to the
ear at the same time as an instrument note
is played, the two frequencies produced will
interact, resulting in a third or beat frequency. The closer the first two frequencies are

to each other, the slower will be the beat
frequency. By adjusting the instrument note
until the beat is no longer apparent, precise
tuning can be achieved. It is very easy, and
perfect pitch perception is not necessary.

octaves, covering 96 notes. For several

each note is tuned just fractionally out, the
errors can accumulate across the full range,
and inharmonious discords result. This is
especially true with a keyboard instrument

like a piano. Guitars are perhaps more

easily tuned against a fork since the fretting
enables the same string to produce different
notes. So, for example, if E is tuned on one
string, A can be readily tuned on another by

fretting the first string at a point where it
should produce note A, in this instance the
fifth fret. By playing both strings simultaneously the tension of the second string
can be adjusted until the beat frequency
disappears. Other notes can be tuned in a
like fashion, providing of course the player
is sufficiently experienced to know which
fretting should produce which note.

output type. This should be placed as close
as possible to the sound output. Electronic

instruments or signal generators can be

shaped so that the voltage swing can be

FREQUENCY COUNTERS
Frequency counters can be used as tuning
aids, though in this case the frequency needs
to be related to a chart giving the equivalent

musical notes and octaves. Frequency determination can be either by measuring the
duration of one cycle, or by counting the
number of cycles or pulses received during a

predetermined time. The unit presented
here employs the latter method, using the
octaves.

Experience is needed though, since if

Acoustic instruments can be coupled in
via a microphone, preferably of the high

catalogues.

have vanished from semiconductor

descending steps, usually in octaves and
musical fourths or fifths. The notes are
beat tables, enabling precise matching to be
achieved.

INPUT STAGE

plugged straight in. Those producing a 5V
squarewave output can be switched directly

computer to set the sampling rate and
translate the pulse count into notes and

be counted and related to predetermined

audio amplifier.

years special tone generator chips usable in
this way were produced, but they appear to

Having set the first note, subsequent
notes can be tuned in a series of rising and
adjusted until a certain number of beats can

frequency output stage is also included, not

With a frequency counter of this nature,
the timing period across which the pulses
are counted will depend upon the degree of
accuracy required. For musical purposes,

to the computer via S2 (Fig. 2). Other signal
sources need to be pre -amplified and

detected by the computer.
Potentiometer VR I sets the initial input
level, and enables signals greater than 5V to
be processed. The gain of the pre -amp IC2a
is set by both VR2 and S 1 . With Si open,
VR2 can vary the gain from around unity to
x10. With S I closed, VR2 varies the range
between about x10 and x100. The precise
amount of gain is determined by the ratio of
the input resistance of R 1 plus R2, to the
total feedback resistance of R3 plus VR2.
IC2a is coupled to the comparator stage
IC2b. The reference level here is 2.5V as set

by R8 and R9. R7, R 10 and R 12 set the
comparator trip point. In the absence of an
input signal, the output of the comparator

the accuracy of the pulse count will be
relative to the octave in question. For
example, note A of the 3rd octave has a
frequency of 1760Hz. Since A#' is 1864Hz
and G#' is 1661Hz, a deviation of several

cycles in the count can be tolerated. It is

SV

unlikely that the ear will readily detect the

difference between 1760Hz and say

1750Hz. However, for A at 220Hz a difference of 10Hz in the count is the equivalent
of a semitone, which the ear will certainly
notice.
The length of time for which a stringed
note will vibrate will depend on the string
length and tension. Higher notes cannot be
sustained for as long as lower ones. Consequently timing ranges must be changed for
different octaves. This could be done manually, but since the computer is being used
.to calculate notes from frequency, it is just
as easy to also make it automatically control

COUNT

0
RANGE,:... d'..,,.

AUTO
REF

440 Hz
OUT

the sampling rate in accordance with the

PITCH PIPES
Pitch pipes take the tuning fork principle
a little further since they normally have six
notes of E, A, D, G, B, E octave. Oddly they
only appear to be available with A at 220Hz
rather than 440Hz. Using pitch pipes, tun-
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frequency that it detects. Which leads us to
the block diagram.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

Most of the work is carried out by the
computer, and so the electronics of this

Fig.

1

Block diagram of the Micro Mini

Tuner.
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Fig. 2 Complete circuit of the Micro Mini Tuner.

will be static. As the input signal level
increases, the output of IC2a will swing in
sympathy by an amount dependent upon
the gain set. When the output rises above
the reference level, so the output of IC2b
will change from low to high.

Once the waveform falls below the

sends data line DA7 up and down, which
resets IC I back to zero. The count restarts
and once more the computer counts the
signal input pulses until the relevant trigger

Se

line goes high. In this way the optimum
sampling period for particular octave
ranges is constantly updated.

threshold the comparator will again change

Since there are six lines available, six

state. As it is being tripped by opposing

octaves of input frequency can be assessed
with their relative sampling rates standardised. Taking the treble clef octave containing A-440Hz as octave 1, octaves between

cycles of the signal waveform, irrespective
of its shape, so the output will be a square wave of the same frequency. This is
switched via S2 and S3 to the first data line

COMPONENTS
Resistors
R1, R3 to R6,
R10, R11, R13,
R14, R16 to
R18

-1 and +4 have standardised counting

R2, R7 to R9

DA0 of the computer. The software pro-

periods. Octaves above and below these

gram for the computer is written so that the
number of times the squarewave goes high
and low can be counted.

points can be sampled, though the relative
accuracy will deteriorate. The duration of
each sampling count is thus controlled
between 0-11Hz and 35Hz.

R12
R15

The number of times that samples are

COMPUTER CONTROL
One of the handshake lines of the computer can be used for calling the attention of

external equipment. For this reason it

is

referred to here as the ATN (attention) line.
The computer has an internal timer that can

be program controlled to cause the ATN
line to put out a constant frequency. Here
the program sets this output as close as
possible to 440Hz, and it is used as the clock
input to the counter ICI. This is a 12 -stage

binary counter, each output of which divides the frequency by two.

Output one, therefore, is half the input
frequency, output two is one quarter, out-

put three is one eighth, etc. Since each
output is at half the rate of the previous one,

the rates are, in musical terms, one octave
apart. The computer data lines DA1 to DA6

are connected to IC1 outputs seven to 12
respectively.
The program detects which of these lines

is high at any particular moment. When a
selected line goes high, the computer stores
the pulse count so far received, calculates
the equivalent frequency, finds its note and

octave values, and displays them on the
screen. It then checks the figures against an

internal table, and decides whether the
counting period should be changed. In this
case, on the next counting round it chooses
a different data input as its trigger line.
After processing the count, the computer

432

made in a given number of seconds is also
displayed on the screen. It is calculated by

All

page 436
100k (12 off)
10k (4 off)

360k
1k

±5%

Capacitors
Cl, C7

1p elect. 63V (2
off)

C2

100p polystyrene

adding the sampling rate to the length of
time that the computer takes to process

C3 to C5, C8

33p elect. 6V (4

each answer. This range varies from 0.64Hz
for octave 4 to 5.15 seconds for octave - I
Do not be confused by sampling rates and

C6
C9

.

sampling periods. The sampling period is
the time during which the count is collected.

The sampling rate is the total of the sampling period plus the time taken to process
the answer.

OVERRIDE
If only an approximate idea of frequency

is needed, sampling consistency can be
dispensed with. Consequently switch S4 is
included to tell the computer to sample at
the highest rate irrespective of the musical
octave. In this mode the computer's second
handshake line is used. This is termed here

as the DAV, or Data Valid Line. It

is

connected in the computer to a register that

detects the arrival of a leading or trailing

edge of an input pulse. The state of the
register can be read and appropriate action
taken.

In this unit, S4 can switch the constant
stream of 440Hz pulses onto the DAV line,

so that the register can be kept constantly
set by the leading edges of the ATN signal. If

the DAV register is found to be set, the

off)

100n polyester
15n polyester

Potentiometers
VR1
100k log. mono
VR2
VR3

rotary
1M mono rotary
10k log. mono
rotary

Semiconductors
ICI
4040
IC2
324

Switches
Si to S4

min s.p.d.t. (4 off)

Miscellaneous
SK 1, SK2, SK3 mono jack socket
(3 off); knobs (3 off); 14 -pin i.c.
socket; 16 -pin i.c. socket; p.c.b.;

ribbon cable and suitable multi -

way socket for connection to
computer; connecting wire; case
(15 x 11.3X 4.5cm); fixings etc.

Approx. cost
Guidance only

£25.00
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computer will only respond to the setting of
the first trigger line from ICI, line DA1. It

will then perform all its sampling at the
highest rate. As less processing work is

6

4

7

required, the sampling rate goes up to

R3

0-24Hz.

41(

440Hz REFERENCE
As the computer is putting out a known

2

as an audio reference signal.

It

is fed to

IC2c, which acts as a buffer stage, and also
gives a bit of filtering due to C6 and C9 in

+)

I

*1 R4

Rl

frequency on the ATN line, this can be used

C

V

R5

111

R6

1.111

*C3
.4R2 1.4'

R

3

squarewave signal. Squarewaves are a bit

1'

R7

I

1.411

H1

11.1

order to smooth off the edges of the

harsh to listen to for any length of time.
Smoother ones are less tiring to the ear.
VR3 controls the output level. The signal

111*i

5

j.

-1

RI6 1.41

fa.i

R17 1041

®
O

8 DA6

If 9 DA5
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O

IV

I7
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may be fed to any normal amplifier system

and at maximum is about 1.5V peak to
peak. As a self check facility, the 440Hz
reference can be switched direct back to the
computer by S3.

op
POWER SUPPLY
The unit requires a power supply of 5V at
about 1 mA. This can be supplied direct by
the computer or from a separate p.s.u. The
PET can deliver 250mA from its cassette

port. The C64 cassette port can deliver
100mA, and the cartridge port 450mA. The
BBC has 100mA available at its user port.

ASSEMBLY

Assembly of the unit is straightforward
and needs no special comment. Just ensure
that all joins are checked and the wiring is
kept neat. Fig. 3 shows the p.c.b. layout and
Fig. 4 interwiring of the controls and connectors. The computer socket and its con-

"c)

r:

eLL,
ocy
g 6.0N-6-10-4

1'

Fig. 3 Layout and wiring of the p.c.b.

nections can be varied to suit the lead

available. The case used in the prototype
measures 15cm x 11.3cm x 4.5cm. Holes for
the potentiometers are drilled 21mm above

the base, 30mm apart starting 45mm from
the left. Switch holes are 20mm from the
sides, at 15mm and 30mm above the base.
Connections to the PET, C64 and BBC
are shown in Fig. 5.

PROGRAM
The pulse counting of audio frequencies
must be performed as efficiently as possible.

Consequently the sampling part of the
program is carried out by a machine code

routine. The rest of the processing is in
BASIC. The screen presentation is shown in
the photograph. The program is written for

the Commodore PET, with additional information given for use with the C64 and
the BBC. The differences between these
three machines are very minor, and largely

consist of memory location and cursor
control code variations. Notes in the software listing give all the necessary information for using the unit with any of these
three computers.

The program can be readily altered for
use with other computers possessing similar

facilities. The requirements are that an
eight -bit parallel data socket with two hand-

shake lines is available. This can be of the
User Port or IEEE 488 variety. Most computers have a BASIC that is only a dialect
variation on Microsoft BASIC, and translations should be quite simple. The machine
code, though, is for computers having 6502
and 6510 microprocessors, often found in
conjunction with a Microsoft interpretor.
Manuals should be consulted if it is intend -
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17

53

ed to use the unit with other processors. The
program requires a little over 3K of
memory.

52

BYPASS

TEST

USE
It should be remembered that the signal
being sent to the unit should be as free from
noise and extra harmonics as is possible. If
either are present, the tuning interpretation
2

LEVEL

S

ing unit should therefore be used with

0

INPUT
LEVEL

INPUT
GAIN

REFERENCE

discretion and treated as a guiding source
rather than a definitive analyser. Professional tuning, through centuries -old practise of setting relative fourths, fifths and
octaves, is still superior if you have the ear
and patience. Nonetheless, for the average

Si

GAIN

csf<2

SKI

A

CD-*

30

,.OUTPUT

PUT I

L.080
DAV

musician, this tuning aid should remove the

question marks from the tuning of many
instruments by guesswork and bring about a
0
little more harmony.

SIGNAL

REF

may erroneously also calculate on the unwanted input portions.
As stated earlier, tuning is in many ways a
matter of personal interpretation. Any tun-

TO

OAIPUTER

5V PSU
INPUT

Ir DA 0

1EE 531 GI

Fig. 4 Interwiring of the controls and connectors.

PET

UNIT

C64

DAV

FLAG2

CA1 -44- B

DAD

P BO

PA 0

DA1

PB I

PA 1

DA2

PB2

PA 2

14

DA 3

PB3

PA 3 .0- F

12
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PB4

PA 4 f H
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PB1
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PB 6
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UNIT
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DA 7

PB7
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PB 6
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PB 3
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C
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-
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DAV

CB I
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12
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IIEE532G1

Fig. 5 Connection details for the PET, C64 and BBC computers.

Table of note frequencies.

NOTE FREI:9_1E1-AI:: I ES I N HZ
OCTAVES -3 TO +4.

+3

+4

OCT

-:3

-2

-1

0

+1

C

16.3516

32.7n32

55.40;4

130.813

261.626

523.251

1046.5

20,3-4

C#

17.3239

34.6473

69..7.957

I.

277.183

554.365

1108.774

2217.46

D

13.354

36.7081

73.4162

146.832

2A74.1-7.5

987.374

1174.66

2349.32

D#

19.4454

38.8909

77.7817

155.56.3

311.127

622.254

1244.51

2489.02

E

20.517117

41.2034

8.7..4069

164.814

329.623

659.25

1318.51

2637.02

F

21.8268

43.5535

37.3071

174.514

349.228

698.456

1296.91

2793.--

F#

23.1247

45.2493

92.49R6

184.997

369.994

739.989

1479.98

299.96

G

24.4997

48.9994

.7.9.74Aq

195.998

391.995

783.991

1567.98

2135.916

51.9131

1 n 3. c:21-7,

207.652

415.

R30.609

1661.22

3322.44

440

30

1750

3520

G#

A#
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TO 6 SIGNIFICANT FIGURES

.;.:41

-

cc

11n

29.17452

58.2709

116.541

233.0:32

456.164

932.328

1864.66

3729.31

30.8577

61.7254

123.471

246.9,12

493.883

987.767

1975.53

74991.07
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i
I

OCT C
I

IDEAL HZ

D=1POKEREG.:R=INT(6400/2)/100

M=INT(M),W=.:.K+M)*Y+X-S=INT(EXP(W)*10V10:IFF>100THENF=INT(F):S=INT(S)
J=INT(1.-KH*36)>.IFJ-INT(J))=.5THENJ=J+1
IFJC1THENJ=1
IFPEEK(DAV)ANDSETHENG=11,00T0450

450 0=11-:,D=21G:E=D*2,POKEREG,E.R=INT(6400*D/Z)/100
PRIMT:yljA-7-FRINTTAD(44)LEFTVCL$,J-1>,"t",LEFTS(CL$,35-J)
470. PRIHTTAB(101),F,L$;TAP(103,NI(M+1),TAB(101);SjL$ GOT0320

430 G=H:IF5<,:7THENG=6
440 IF07;11THENG=11

D90
400
410
420

.'jso M=INT(P-K:):IFM-INT(M)D0.5THENM=M+1

:150 PRINTVI,S4-;T4(83),CL4::PRINTTAB(101);Z$;TAB(103)S$;TAB(101);2$,GOT0320
70 L=LOG(FA4',H=INT(L/36):P=LOG(F)/Y,K=ITT(P:12)*12:F=INT(F*10)/10

3511

320 PRINT11$,TAB<9)"*"jTAB(20),R+(INT(TIME/6)/10);L4:TIS="000000"
SYS<!E,Y
N=PE6(<2(1):4256-4-PEEK(27(0)):F=04*2YTVD:PRINTTAB(9)U$
340 IFF,I9THEN370

310 TA=CHRVCH)+D$

200 IFB$="IN"THENB=INIG0T0240
210 IFLEFTT(B$,1)="Z"THENB=VAL(MID*(B$,2)) POKER,Z(B):GOT0150
IFB$="REG"THENREG=A:POKEA,2'00T0150
730 STOP
240 HI=INT(B/256)'LO=B-'(HI*256),POKEA,LO:A=A+1POKEA,HLGOT01.50
150 V.7i61L00(2):Y=LOG(2>/12.FORR=1T020:IFEXP(Y*A1<1.71875THENNEXTA
260 ..--LOG(1.71375)-(Y*(A-1)),POKERE,2:D=1.R=INT(6400/27)/100:S$="**",Z$="*****"
270 PRINTTAB(80):"OCT ",F0PB=11.011'READMS(B):PRINTNS(B)" ";:NEXT,READN$(12)
280 PRINTNV12),PRINTTAB(44);:FORB=1T011,PRINT"I ":-NEXT:PRINT"I"'FORB=1705
90 DI=D$+CHRVCD),NEXT-V$=CHRIKCH)+D$+WPRINTV$,D$;TAB(8),"HZ RECEIVED"
300 PRIHTTAB(48);"NEAREST NOTE":PRINTTAB(48);"IDEAL H2",POKEDRT,128

IFBIt="OUT"THEN2=OUT:GOT0240

160 A=A+1,IFTV'A"THENPOKEA,VAL(B$) GOT0150
170 IFB$="UU"THENPOKEA,UU,GOT0150
180 IFB$="DD"THENPOKEA,DD-GOT0150

150 READBIFB$="*"THEN250

'

I

I
I

I

G# A
I

I

A# B

IDEAL H2

34.6

C0

F# 6

34.3

F

NEAREST NOTE

D* E

142 RECEIVED

C0 D

60 A

A* B

-2111111111111
t

OCT C

RATE SECS 4.44

MINI MUSIC -TUNER

500 HIMEM=B
600 A$="TUNER" FORC=0T04:ROKE(B+C),ASC(MIDVAI,C+1,1)),NEXT:CLR
It, DIM14$(13).RESTORE'READWA=VAL(Al):ONAOOSUB650,690,740
2:21 IFFK3THENSY=PEEK(MM)*256+PEEK(ML)+5,0070130
630 SY=HIMEM+5:0070130
:40 REM PET USER PORT
650 CU=145,CD=17,CL=157,CC=147,CH=19,2(0)=0,2<l)=1,2(2)=2:ML=52:MM=53
660 DRT=59459:IN=59457,OUT=59471,DAV=59469CTL=59467,0SC=59464:SRL=59466
670 Z=440,0=140,UU=128:DD=0,SE=2
680 POKECTL,PEEK(CTUAND2270R16,POKEOSC,O,POKESRL,15:RETURN
690 REM 064 USER PORT
700 CU=145 CD=17.CL=157.CC=147,CH=19,2(0)=251,2(1)=252,2(2)=253:ML=55:MM=56
710 DRT=56579:I14=56577-OUT56576 DAV=56509,CTL=56591:0SC=56582:SRL=56583
720 2=440 0=95,UU=199,DD=251:SE=16POKECTL,7TPOKEOSC,O'POKESRL,4:RETURN
730 REM IF** CORRECTION FOR C64 USE - SWAP OVER WIRES TO PCB PINS 13 & 14 ***
740 REM PBC USER PORT
750 CU=I1 CD=10 3L=8,CC=12.CH=30,2(0)=112 2(1)=113:2(2)=114,UU=128:DD=0
760 DRT=&FE62AN=&FE60,OUT=&FE60:DAV=e,FE6D"CTL=8:FE6B.OSC=$,FE68,SRL=&FE6A
770 7=4400=140,U11=128,DD=O-SE=16
780 POKECTL,PEEK(CTL)AND2270R16:POKEOSC,OTOKESRL,15:RETURN
790 REM BBC USER MOTES
BOO REM THE BBC USES '?' INSTEAD OF 'PEEK' AND 'POKE', THUS 'POKEA,VAL(B$)'
310 PEM woOLD BECOME -7A=VAL(E$Y. FOR 'PEEK' THE .'?" CAN BE SUBSTITUTED
62n REM DIRECTLY, THUS 'N=PEEK,;(471))' BECOMES 14=?(2(1))'. 'SYS' BECOMES
7.:30 REM
CALL' SO .SYSSY). BECOMES 'CALL(SY)'. "TI$="000000"' BECOMES
40 REM 'TIME=0'. WHEN TYPING IN, -1ORMAL BBC REQUIREMENTS FOR A SPACE BETWEEN
850 REM SOME STATEMENTS SHOULD BE OBSERVED.

5.8471 E:-.-SY-65,IFAC3THENHI=INT(B/256):LO=B-(HI*256),POKEML,LO,POKEMM,HI,GOT0600

540 PRINTCHRVCC),TAB(129)"MINI M11SIC-TUNER",PRINTTAB(51)"RATE SECS"
f511 IFAC3THENEY=REEK(MM)*256+PEEK(ML),O0T0570
560 SY=HIMEM
57A AI="".FORC=01.04,A$=ft-F-CHRS(PEEK(SY+C)),NEXT:IFAS="TUNER"THEN610

:,ATAC ,C41,11 'LICE ,F ,F#,G ,G#,A ,A#, B ,*
DO PEADAS,A=VAL(AI),ONAGOS1 IB650,690,740

DATA120,162,0,124,20,134,Z1,134,22,169,UU,141,0U1
430 1ATA169,3D,141,OUT,173,IN,168,41
500 DATAFE6,240,1,96,152,41,1,197,272,240,240,133,22,24,101,20,123,20,165,21
51C MTA105,0,133,21,240,225,208,223,0,0,*

440

A

I

F# G

448

I

F

NEAREST NOTE

I

D# E

HZ RECEIVED

1

C# D

* RATE SECS 1.66

MINI MUSIC -TUNER

AO REM EE MINI TUNER PROG25q 23JUN36 *** SEE NOTES AT END BEFORE TYPING IN
110 DATA1-PET USERREM _SUBSTITUTE RIGHT NO & NAME IN THIS LINE = 2-C64, 3 -BBC
120 GOT0530
130 L$=CHRS(CL)+"
US=CHRS(CU)+" "
140 T=64.CL$="
"'A=SY-1 TI1="000000"

Listing 1:
Program for the
Micro Mini Tuner

produced.

graphs showing the display

Micro Mini Tuner Screen photo-

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS

SHOP

TALK
Shrinking Protection
The usefulness of heat shrink tubing is
usually only appreciated when confronted

with the problem of protecting "live"
terminals from being touched and the
possibility of shorting leads together when
building projects in confined spaces.

With test probes it is the bare solder
joints on leads, such as I.e.d.s, which can

cause problems when mounting in the
body of the probe. With mains, the hazard
is during testing when "live" terminals are
exposed.

Geiger Counter
Readers will probably experience some
difficulty in locating a local source for the
miniature Geiger Muller tube, type ZP1310
or ZP1300, listed in the EE Geiger Counter.

The one used in the prototype was supplied by Phonosonics.
The GM tube and a complete kit of parts
(£58.42 inclusive-for overseas prices
see their catalogue) for the above project

BY DAVID BARRINGTON
period of time, oxide particles and other
harmful debris, shed by the passing tape,
accumulate on the tape head guides, pinch
rollers and capstan and can cause all sorts
of minor frustrating malfunctions. This can

range from the break up of sound to
incorrect tape speed, caused by 'drag'.
The regular cleaning of the above -mentioned parts is, of course, very desirable

and to be recommended. This can be
accomplished with cotton wool 'swabs'
and a liquid cleaning agent. The Bib
method is to use a liquid loaded 'dummy'
cassette and run it through the machine, so
effectively 'wiping' the suspect parts
clean.

The cassette is colour coded in two
halves, red and grey. To clean you simply
press, say, the red fluid applicator button;
insert cassette, red side up; 'play' to end

of tape; stop and eject. For a second
cleaning, you remove the cassette, press
the grey applicator button and then insert

grey side up. Repeat process for first
cleaning and dispose of the cassette when
complete.
The Bib Two -Shot is expected to retail
for around 99p and be available from most
audio stores and record shops. For details

of local stockists, write to: Bib Audio/
Video Products Ltd., Dept EE, Kelsey
With mains equipment, prior to heat
shrinking, it is good practice to push the

House, Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 4RQ.

sleeving over the wire and plastic covering
before soldering the lead in place. It is then

may be purchased from Phonosonics,
Dept EE, 8 Finucane Drive, Orpington,
Kent, BR5 4ED. The printed circuit board
(£4.72 inclusive-code 265A) and the GM
tube (£29.50 inclusive) are available
separately.

Solar Heating Controller
The 10A 24V coil relay and mains
transformer listed for the Solar Heating
Controller are both available from Dulas
Engineering. The rest of the components
appear to be readily available types and
should not cause purchasing problems.

In fact, a complete kit of parts for the
Solar Heating Controller is available from
Dulas Engineering for the sum of £31.38
(including VAT and p&p). This company
specialises in electronic equipment in the
field of renewable energy and is based at
the Centre of Alternative Technology,
Powys, Wales.
Kits may be ordered from Dulas Engineering Ltd., Dept EE, Llwyngwern

Quarry, Machynlleth, Powys, Wales,
SY20 9AZ.

Battery Tester
Some readers may experience difficulty
in obtaining a suitable 4 -pole 3 -way slide
switch for the Battery Tester.
An alternative switch would be a miniature 4 -pole 3 -way rotary type. However,

this type is slightly more expensive and
you would most likely need a larger case to
accommodate the switch.
The choice of panel meter is not critical,

the one used in the designer's model is a
Maplin 'Quick -Fit' type.

possible to slide the sleeving over the
exposed solder joint and then slide it back
during testing. Once the testing has been
completed satisfactorily, the tubing can be
shrunk over the join or terminal.

Micro Mini Tuner
We cannot foresee any component buy-

ing problems for the Micro Mini Tuner
project. A full kit of parts (£27.37 inclu-

Heat shrink tubing is available from
some of our advertisers. Also, a new kit

sive) for this project may be obtained from
Phonosonics, Dept EE, 8 Finucane

has just been announced by Eraser.
The Model STK-100 contains an assort-

Drive, Orpington, Kent, BR5 4ED. The
printed circuit board may be purchased

ment of different size pieces of flexible
tubing for use on terminals, strain reliefs
and for use when repairing wiring har-

seperately for the sum of £3.54 inclusive:
quote code, 259A.

nesses. When heat above 120 degrees C

is applied to the tubing it will shrink to
approximately half its original diameter.
Ideal for repair departments, laboratories and schools, further information and

Relay Guide

video care accessories, Bib Audio/Video
Products have just marketed a 'two shot'
disposable automatic audio cassette head

A new solid-state relay cross-reference
guide has been produced by International
Rectifier, listing the part numbers of relays produced by different manufacturers
in numeric/alphabetic sequence along with
the suggested IR equivalent.
It also includes a complete summary of
their product range, along with summary
information on function, switch type, and
input/output current and voltage ratings.
Copies of the Solid State Relay Guide
may be obtained from International Rec-

cleaner.

tifier, Dept EE, Hurst Green, Oxted,

prices may be obtained from: Eraser International Ltd., Dept EE, Unit M,
Portway Industrial Estate, Andover,
Hants, SP10 3LU.

Hot Shot
World renowned for their tape and

As some people are aware, over a

436

Surrey, RH8 9BB.

Exploring Electronics
A suitable 'test bed' for the Exploring
Electronics experiments would be the same

circuit block used in our Teach In '86
series.

Special kits have been made up by some

of our advertisers for the Teach In series
and they also sell the solderless breadboard separately. Readers should browse
through the advertisements in this issue to
locate a stockist nearest to their town.
We would be most surprised if readers
have any problems with obtaining parts for
the Flat TV Aerial.
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ost toBK6ERIectronics, Unit 5, Comet Way, Southend-on-Sea,

Essex

EE/BK ELECTRONICS, ZIP MULTIMETER OFFER

THIS pocket multimeter (shown full size on our front cover) is
Please supply

offered to EE readers at a genuine discount. The meter
measures just 160 x 30 x 18mm maximum and has a 3 z digit liquid crystal display with data hold at the touch of a button. The me-

Quantity

Total Value

ZIP Meter @ £39

ter operates on dual slope integration with full autoranging on
volts and ohms, autopolarity (with minus sign shown), overrange
indication, continuity bleeper and battery warning indicator. It is
supplied with its test lead and extra insulated test clip plus a
protective plastic tubular case and full instruction manual. The

Et." - Visa/Access No.

display also indicates V, kO, AC and DH (data hold).

4

The meter is guaranteed for one year.

(Price includes VAT and delivery)

C.)

S ignature

C.)

SPECIFICATION

O I enclose cheque No.

INPUT
ACCURACY
RESOLUTION IMPEDANCE
1mV
12M0
2V
± 0.5% rdg ± 4 dgts
10mV
11 MO
20V
± 0.7% rdg ± 4 dgts
100mV
11MQ
200V
± 0.7% rdg ± 4 dgts
I 1MQ
1V
500V
± 1% rdg ± 4 dgts
Automatic range selection. Overload protection: 750V d.c. for one minute.

DC VOLTS
RANGE

cName
C

a Address
O

_c
"E/

AC VOLTS
RANGE
2V

20V

200V
500V

ACCURACY
± 1% rdg ± 8 dgts
± 1% rdg ± 8 dgts
± 1% rdg ± 8 dgts

± 1-2% rdg ± 8 dgts

RESOLUTION

INPUT
IMPEDANCE

in

iv

I mV

12M0

(:).

10mV

11MQ

-F-

100mV

11MQ

_C)

1V

11MQ

Automatic range selection. Overload protection: 530V r.m.s. for one minute.
Frequency response 40Hz to 500Hz.

o
a)

Please allow 28 days for delivery
OFFER CLOSES Friday, August 29, 1986

ti)

a

E Name
O

U

OPEN

RESISTANCE
RANGE
2k4
201(4

200k0

ACCURACY
± 0-7% rdg ± 4 dgts

± 0-7% rdg ± 4 dgts
± 0.7% rdg ± 4 dgts
± 1.2% rdg ± 4 dgts

RESOLUTION

CIRCUIT
VOLTAGE

10

0.45V

100

0-45V

1000

0.45V

0.45V
10000
2000k0
Automatic range selection. Overload protection: a.c./d.c. 250V max. for one
minute.

t Address
cn

CO

(1)

(3:

Post to: B.K. Electronics, Unit 5, Comet Way,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS2 6TR

Power consumption 3mW; Battery Life 100 hours continuous operation.
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8 -channel multiplexer .

MOST

of the published constructional

projects for the BBC computer utilise

the analogue port or the user port, but not
both. On the face of it there is no reason
why the two should be used together, since
one is intended for analogue signals while
the other is purely digital in nature.
However, it is possible to use the two

together in a way which makes devices
fitted to the analogue port operate in a
much more sophisticated and convenient
way. As an example of what can be done,
take something like a digital capacitance
meter add-on for the analogue port.
A unit of this type would have several
measuring ranges so as to provide good
accuracy over a wide capacitance range.
This gives the problem of matching the

temperature sensor .

. .

The circuit diagram Fig. 2 shows the way
in which things are handled from the hard- .
ware point of view, and the basic idea here

is to feed all four analogue inputs from a
single source. The variable resistors are set
to give the appropriate sensitivity for each
range.

Obviously only two or three ranges need
to be used if desired. With the least sensitive

.

least sensitive range, running through to
CH3 (ADVAL 4) which is the most
sensitive.

A series of IF . . THEN statements
check the input readings from ADVAL 4
through to ADVAL 1 looking for one that
provides a reading of less than 65520 (the
full scale value). When a suitable value is
found, the reading and ADVAL number are

INPUT
VOLTAGE

CH3

range of the interface to the range the

computer is set to display.
The most simple way of doing this is to
have some means of setting the computer to
the appropriate range manually, such as by

operating a function key. An improved
method is to drive inputs of the user port

GN 0

(FE5204)

circuit diagram for use with autoranging.

Fig. 2. Basic

from an extra pole on the range switch, as
outlined in Fig. 1.

range driven virtually to full scale value,
EXTRA POLE ON
RANGE SWITCH

c

11,

P80
PBI
PB2

o

Tr

r_________

PB3

ONO

iTG-1

1. Using the user port to sense the
range setting of an add-on.
Software can read the range switch, and
detect which range is in use by determining
which line of the user port has been taken
low (bearing in mind that the user port has
built-in pull-up resistors that take floating
inputs high). Data read from the analogue
Fig.

the other ranges will be considerably over-

program jumps to line 90. This provides a

loaded, but the Zener diodes protect the

delay before blanking out the displayed

analogue inputs against serious overloading
and damage.

reading and looping the program back to the

The software has to read the analogue

inputs to find the most sensitive range that
is driven to less than full scale value, and
then display this value after any necessary
mathematical manipulation. Listing.1

beginning so that a new reading is displayed. If all four inputs are overloaded the
program reaches line 80 where an "OVERLOAD" warning is printed on the screen.

External Control

is

A more sophisticated way of handling

assumed here that CHO (ADVAL 1) is the

things is to use external electronic switching

shows how this can be achieved. It
Fig

3. Using an 8 -channel multiplexer with the aid of the user port.

R

port can then be manipulated so that the
value printed on the screen is appropriate

R2

for the range in use.
This is analogous to any ordinary digital

+12v
R3

readout where a pole of the range switch
normally controls the decimal point, and

in the correct position on the
display. Unless data is being stored and

13

places it

manipulated in some special way, the computer is really being used as nothing more

printed on the screen, after which the

PBO

15

CPB 1

R4

ICI

INPUT

4051 BE

CPB 2

5

R5

than an analogue to digital converter and

R9

4k7

digital readout.

HO

Autoranging

R6

The best way of handling the problem is
to have some form of autoranging, where

the computer automatically switches the
add-on to the most appropriate range and
displays the correct figure. This is something that can be achieved without the aid
of the user port, but only in a fairly basic
form which is not applicable to every

D123,7

7

RI

R8

TO R8

SEE TEXT

CGND
(FE 52141

situation.
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controlled by the user port. One way of
going about this is shown in Fig. 3. IC I is a
CMOS 4051BE 8 -way single pole analogue
switch which feeds CHO (or one of the other

analogue inputs). Only one of the eight
inputs is fed through to CHO, and the
required input is selected by the 3 -bit binary

number set up on PBO to PB2 and applied
to ICI's address inputs.
These user port lines must first be set up
as outputs (?&FE62 = 7), and the required
channel is then selected by writing a value
in

the range 0 to

7

to the user port

board and facing forward. This can some-

times make connecting devices very

REVIEW

awkward.
There are also a number of sockets on the
back of the machine, including the analogue

BBC Master Series

The new BBC Master Series computers
are now available, replacing the Model B
and B+. The Master Series is a range of five
machines: the MS -128, which replaces the
B+; the MS -Turbo, a high-speed version;
the MS -512, a 16 -bit business version: the
MS -Scientific, a 32 -bit version, and the MS -

(?&FE60). Input 0 (pin 13) is selected using
a value 0, 1 for input I (pin 12), and so on
through to a value of 7 for input 7 (pin 4).
As with the original scheme of things, it is

ET, which is a minimal Econet workstation.
The MS -I28 is the basic version, and can be

a matter of reading the inputs one by one,

The most important feature of the BBC

starting with input 0 in this case, to find one
which gives an in -range reading. R9 and D I
protect the analogue input of the computer

micro for readers of this column is no doubt

against overloads, but the input voltage
should be kept to no more than 12 volts to
prevent ICI from being damaged.

Supplies
The 12V supply for ICI can be taken
from the computer's power port. This port
is primarily intended as a power source for

disc drives, but many BBC systems are
either cassette based or have disc drives
with a built-in mains power supply, leaving
it free for user add-ons.

expanded to any of the other versions
except the MS -ET.

the number of expansion ports provided,
and fortunately all these are to be found on
the new series. The printer port and the user
port are exactly as before. The I MHz bus is

also present, but this has been improved,
and the "clean-up" circuitry necessary in
devices using this port is now no longer

port (unchanged), the RS423 (unchanged,
except that there is now an "official" way of

setting the word format), a new audio
output socket, and the Econet socket. Also
on the back are the monitor/TV and audio
cassette connections.
The new machines are much larger than
the old ones. This is partly because the new
machines have a larger keyboard, incorporating a numeric keypad (and with a rather

better feel than the old machines), and
partly to provide the space necessary for the

internal expansions. One good thing to
emerge from this is the much improved
ventilation. Overheating was a problem
with the old machines-you won't be able
to keep your coffee warm on top of the new
ones.

The MS -128 is provided with a consider-

able amount of software on sideways

the operating system,

required.
The tube socket is still provided, despite
the fact that the new models can now take
internally -mounted second processors. The
external socket uses the second processors
for the previous series, and is provided for
reasons of compatibility.
The disc socket is the same, but the disc

ROMs. There

operating system and the disc controller
circuitry are now included as standard,
rather than being an add-on as they were

is the new ADFS, with provision for a

ROMs. However, this is partly alleviated by
the presence of two (Electron compatible)
cartridge sockets. Empty cartridges are
available, and less -frequently used ROMs
can be mounted in these.

heirarchical file structure when hard discs
are used, but the "old" disc system is also
included for compatibility.
Unfortunately, these sockets are in exact-

Finally, the new models have a small
amount of CMOS RAM, backed up by a
lithium battery. 50 bytes of this are avail-

able to the user, and can be used to set

ly the same position on the new machines as

options, such as screen mode, which will be
selected at switch -on.

with the original model B. The disc system

they were on the old-underneath the key-

is

BASIC, an editor, the popular VIEW word
processor, and the VIEWSHEET spreadsheet. However, you have to pay extra if you
want the full manuals for these last two!

The only problem with this is that it
doesn't leave many sockets for the user
-just one for I 6K ROMs and two for 32K

Fig. 4. Details of the power port connector.

The original model B machine can provide +5V at 1.25A, +12V at l -25A, and -5V

at 75mA. The new Master 128 has lower
+5V and + I 2V ratings of 900mA and IA
respectively, which probably reflects greater

consumption from the increased internal
hardware and expansion possibilities,
rather than any reduction in the potential
output current of the power supply circuit.

Fig. 4 shows details of the power output
socket. The matching plug is an unusual
type that is available from BBC accessory
suppliers.
No values for resistors R 1 to R8 are given
in Fig. 3, as these must be chosen to suit the

particular application concerned, and

would probably be preset potentiometers in
most cases. A point to bear in mind is that

each time a new input signal is coupled
through to the analogue input of the computer it might not be immediately subjected
to a fresh conversion. It is therefore advis-

able to use a short delay loop between
switching to a new input and attempting to
read a new value, especialy when all four
analogue channels are in use.

Listing 1: AUTORANGING PROGRAM
10 REM LISTING 1
20 REM AUTO RANGE PROG
30 CLS
40 IF ADVAL 4 < 65520 THEN PRINTTAB(1
0,10);"ADVAL 4 READING IS ";ADVAL 4:GOT
O 90
50 IF ADVAL 3 e 65520 THEN PRINTTAB(1
0,10);"ADVAL 3 READING IS
";ADVAL 3:GOT
O 90
60 IF ADVAL 2
65520 THEN PRINTTAB(1
0,10);"ADVAL 2 READING IS "ADVAL 2:GOT0
<-

90

70 IF ADVAL 1
65520 THEN PRINTTAB(1
0,10);"ADVAL 1 READING IS ";ADVAL 1:GOT
O 90
80 PRINTTAB(10,10);"OVERLOAD"
90 FOR D = 1 TO 100:NEXT
100 PRINTTAB(10,10);"
,

110 GOTO 40

Listing 2:
10
20
30
40
50

The system outlined in Fig. 3 is still a
fairly crude way of tackling things, and
ideally the

electronic

range switching

should be incorporated into the main circuit instead of being inserted between the
add-on and the analogue port as something
of an after -thought. Electronic control of
resistance and capacitance measuring circuits is often quite straightforward, and this
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TEMPERATURE SENSING

REM LISTING 2
REM TEMP PROG
CLS
TEMP/. = ADVAL 1/64
PRINTTAB(10,10);TEMP%/10," DEGREES

C"

60 FOR D = 1 TO 1000:NEXT
70 PRINTTAB(10,10);"
80 GOTO 20
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is something that we will look at in detail in
next month's article.

More Inputs
The four analogue inputs of the BBC
computer are adequate for most purposes,
but some applications require more inputs.

Such an application would be where a

number of remote temperature sensors are
used to monitor various locations, chemical
solutions, or whatever.

The circuit of Fig.

3

is a simple but

effective way of adding more inputs to the
computer. In this role the eight resistors at
the input are not needed, and a 5V supply is
adequate for ICI.
The user port lines are quite capable of

(EESBIG

Fig.

5.

Simple temperature to voltage

converter circuit.

driving four CMOS inputs each, and it
would therefore be possible to have an 8 way multiplexer at each input, giving a total
of some 32 analogue inputs. With this level

of expansion the conversion rate of one
hundred per second would permit only two

or three readings per input per second at
best, but this is adequate for many tasks.

Temperature Sensor
Temperature measurement by electronic
means is something that can easily be
achieved these days with the aid of special
semiconductor sensors such as the
LM35DZ. Fig. 5 shows a simple but effective method of interfacing this device to the
analogue port.
Over a 0 to 100 degree Centigrade tem-

Fig. 6. Circuit diagram for improved accuracy at low temperature readings.

scale voltage of I -8V. 1C2 is therefore used

to boost the output voltage by an amount
which is controlled by VR1. The software
Listing.2 is for use with the temperature
sensor, and this first divides returned readings by 64, and the integer result is then

value, and then offset null control VR1 is
adjusted for the correct reading with the

divided by ten, giving a range of 0 to 102.3
degrees Centigrade.
With the temperature sensor at an accurately known temperature, VR I is adjusted to

overall accuracy can be achieved.

sensor close to the 0 degree minimum
reading. This process is repeated a few
times until no further improvement in
Next Month: Resistance and capaci-

give the correct reading. If required, the
divisor at line 40 can be increased to 128,
and with VR I then set up correctly, the

tance measurement.

perature range ICI provides a 0 to IV

temperature range will be 0 to 51.1 degrees
Centigrade.
The circuit diagram shown in Fig. 6 will
give slightly improved accuracy. Here VR2

output swing. This is somewhat less than
ideal since the analogue inputs have a full

is adjusted to give good accuracy at a

If you have any ideas or comments for
inclusion in the Beeb Micro pages. please
send them to: Everyday Electronics, 6
Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21

temperature which approaches the full scale

IJH.

CIRCUIT
EXCHANGE

This is the spot where readers pass on to fellow enthusiasts useful
and interesting circuits they have themselves devised. Payment is
made for all circuits published in this feature. Contributions should
be accompanied by a letter stating that the circuit idea offered is
wholly or in significant part the original work of the sender and that
it has not been offered for publication elsewhere.

+VE

IF you're a regular reader and have not yet
submitted an idea for Circuit Exchange,
why not have a go now? We will pay £40.00
per page for any article published.

1C1a

4n7

double line spacing or neatly hand written
in the same fashion.

Just send in your idea to our editorial
offices, together with a declaration to the
affect that it has been tried and tested, is
the original work of the undersigned and
that it has not been offered or accepted for
publication elsewhere. It should be empha-

sised that these designs have not been
proved by us.

1C1b

IC1c

R3
10k

100n
+VE

//

09

D5

IC1 f

D2

PROBE

HIGH(?)

Cl

100n

(fE 550 01

L51

ON

D°

11%5

R4

C3

1N 4149±

TR1

01
D4

I N4148

BC109

09

(Cl, 4069

AUDIBLE LOGIC PROBE
THE CIRCUIT described here is designed to
indicate if the voltage level on the probe is

high or low. If it is high the light emitting
diode D2 will light indicating logic level 1,
and a high frequency tone will be heard. If the
level is low DI will light and a low frequency
tone will be heard.

When DI or D2 are lit D5 will go out. If
two "logic" I.e.d.s are lit at once then the logic
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R7
108

03

680k

this journal. Special attention should be
paid to circuit symbols and abbreviations
and all diagrams should be on separate
sheets, not in the text. Also manuscripts
should be typed with wide margins and

R6

566

R2

importantly are useful and practical.

To help us to process articles which are
offered for publication, all subject matter
should conform to the usual practices of

I

DI
LOW (0)

We are looking for original ideas which

may be simple or complex, but most

ICte

1Cld

C2

0)

level is alternating.
The integrated circuit used is a CMOS type

4069 but the 4049 can be used if preferred.

Diodes D3 and D4 are standard I N4148
signal diodes.

S. McGhie,
Romsey,
Hants.
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Winn IGENCE
BY PAUL YOUNG

"Or else what? . ."

BOOLE SAID IT FIRST

"Or else it doesn't, you know."
It might be fun to dig out your old Alice
books and see how many examples you

The next time you are at a party of
computer buffs, here is the ideal conversation stopper. At the most appropriate
moment during the conversation, you remark casually, "By the way, did you know
that Lewis Carroll sprinkled his Alice books

can find.

AN AUTOMATIC TALE
The first book written by artificial intelligence has arrived. It is entitled, The Police-

with Boolean Algebra?" Of course when
your stunned audience has recovered sufficiently you will be called upon to explain
your profound remark, therefore, in turn,
had better do the same.
The corner stone of Boole's algebra, is
the formulae, X = X squared, from which
you will quickly deduce that X can only be
one or zero. All calculators and computers

man's Beard Is Half Constructed. This novel

has been written by a prose synthesis

I

computer called "Racter", an abbreviation
for raconteur.
While it writes grammatically correct
sentences, they don't always link up. Here

is an example of its work. "The stereo
whispers of love, while Benton and Diane
watch each other in an appalling reflector.
Their souls are exhausted." Of course it is

depend on this idea, "On" or "Off", and
many of the Alice characters see the world

in Boolean terms, "Yes" or "No", "True"
or "False", "Does" or "Doesn't".

not very good, but probably not much

rounded by a group of malevolent conjurers bent on annoying her.
Mind you, if
bought one,
know
instinctively what would happen. It would
start bleeping in the middle of the night,
and it would take an axe to silence it.
Then again, assuming I had mislaid my
ignition key, I would doubtless scream my
head off, and my key finder, feeling
ashamed of itself, would say, "I am not fit
to be a key finder, I wake this chap up at
unearthly hours, I won't make any noise
this time." In the end I will give up and call
I

anxious tone, "Let me sing you a song

NEW INVENTION

to comfort you."
"Is it very long?" Alice asked, for she
had heard a good deal of poetry that

Reading through the small ads in one of
the nationals, usually the most interesting
part of the paper, spotted a new electronic marvel. A key ring, that if you lose it,
you shout and it will bleep back at you.

day.

I

"It is long," said the knight, "but it's
very, very beautiful.

Everybody that hears me sing

If it were smaller and would clip on to
spectacles, I would buy one. I spend half
my life searching for my wife's glasses.

brings tears into their

eyes, or else-"

REAMS' BUY 8 SELL SPOT

EE

I

a taxi!

BEWARE JARGON
A few years ago, someone produced a

humorous glossary explaining Estate
Agents terms, for example:
Easily managed garden = Measures
four feet by
four feet.
Suit Railway enthusiast = Mainline
Rustic, modernised

watch on television.

"You are sad", the knight said in an

it

they disappear and she calls out with a
pained expression, as if she were sur-

worse than most of the "Soaps" we

Let me quote you one example:

it-either

The moment she takes them off her nose,

passes the
back door.
= An old barn
with Laura
Ashley wall
paper.

I see that a similar effort has now been
made for computers:
Compatible
= Non compatible
Revolutionary = Incompatible
New
= Not yet available
Market Leader = Out of date
Powerful
= Incomprehensible

Unfortunately there is a grain of truth
among all these innuendoes. You have
been warned!!
RULES Maximum of 16 words plus address and/or phone no. Private advertisers
only (trade or business ads. can be placed
in our classified columns). Items related to

electronics only. No computer software.
EE cannot accept responsibility for the
accuracy of ads. or for any transaction
arising between readers as a result of a free

ninnaT PLACE
Loudspeaker 15in. chassis little used.

AVO model 7 recently serviced £25. Tel:
01-450 3093.
Wanted: mains transformer Heathkit

£10. L. F. Hill, 20 Dunkery Rise, Westrees
Park, Ashford, Kent TN24 8QX.

scope model 10-18U 5V3A 6.3V 3.5A
360-0-360 80mA 690V3mA 6.3 0-6A.

Wanted: dual beam scope CT436. Must
have excellent triggering and be in top
notch condition. Mr. R. W. Goad, G4EFA,
Flat No. 2, Osborne Chambers, 59a Osborne Road, Southsea, Hants. P05 3LS.

Linear Amp Zetagi 100/200 watts.
Good condition. With instructions. £25.
Tel: Amersham 28818.

ad. We reserve the right to refuse advertisements. Each ad. must be accompanied

by a cut-out valid "date corner". Ads.

will not appear (or be returned) if these
rules are broken.

Wanted 4 channel reel-to-reel

industrial timer, electronic radio valves. J.
Snow, 10 Goodings Green, Wokingham,
Berks RG11 1SB.

Mr. A. G. Waugh, 5 Blaking Drive, Knowsley, Prescot, Merseyside L34 OJE.

Back Numbers Everday Electronics
1985, 84, 82. Offers please. As new.

Sony pmatic VP1210 video cassette

dale, W. Lothian EH48 2LP.

Thos Murphy, 96 St. Pauls Drive, Arma-

player working £50. Phillips 2020 working

Wanted Electronics & Wireless World

£45. Gunn radar module £5. J. Denby,

December 1985. Will pay reasonable price

107 Station Road, Fenay Bridge, Hudders-

and airmail postage. S. Shaw, PO Box

field. Tel: 0484 603898.

1404, Randfontein 1760, South Africa.

Please read the RULES then write your advertisement hereone word to each box. Add your name, address and/or phone no.
Please publish the following small ad. FREE in the next available
issue. I am not a dealer in electronics or associated equipment. I
have read the rules. I enclose a cut-out valid date corner.
Signature

Date

Name & Address:

COUPON VALID FOR POSTING BEFORE 15 AUGUST,
1986 (One month later for overseas readers.)

SEND TO: EE MARKET PLACE, EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS,
6 CHURCH STREET, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1JH.
For readers who don't want to damage the ssue send a photostat or a copy of the coupon (filled in of course) with a cut-out valid "date corner"
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T/ R.

Buy/exchange AVO 8, audio oscillator,

BENCHTOP MULTIMETER

LOGIC TESTER
AVERSATILE pocket -sized
logic tester, offering simple

"hands free" operation, has recently been marketed by Johnson Scanatron. The Logic Klip

is designed to appeal to the
professional engineer, schools,
universities, training establishments and the constructor.
Having the built-in capability
to monitor the interaction of up
to 16 points or nodes, readout

indicated by 16 numbered

l.e.d.s, the unit is connected to
the test circuit using a 4 -point
i.c. clip supplied as standard, or
a combination of clips, inter -

faces, grabbers and probes supplied as extras. The power sup-

ply is taken directly from the
circuit under test, either TTL

(operating voltage +5V) or
CMOS (4.5V to 18V).

The display face can be temporarily marked with a china -

graph pen to describe circuit
layout or i.c. pinouts and the
logic state is indicated by logic I
(high) I.e.d. on, or logic 0 (low)
l.e.d. off. A separate overlay is
also included for alternative

layouts, whilst extra overlays
are available to enable the user
to build-up a library.

plus the accuracy and input
overload protection found in

tronic vision company,
Wild Vision, has recently

the 20 Series.

Features include a case style

launched a low cost, high performance real time Image Pro-

designed for ease -of -use, either
on the bench or in the field. The
front panel has a 15 degree
slope for optimum visibility

cessing System for the BBC
Micro.

The Hawk V8 package con-

pack.

Video images from a

camera are digitised in real time
and stored directly into the
graphics display memory of the
computer.

The direct memory access

and function switch access. A
compartment at the rear of the
The Logic Klip costs f49.95
and further information and details of local stockists may be
obtained from:
Johnsons (Leigh) Ltd.,
Dept EE,
100/102 Glendale Gardens,
Leigh -on -Sea,
Essex, SS9 2A Y.

method used provides a system
with, it is claimed, a perfor-

mance comparable with high
speed frame stores at a much
cheaper cost. Moreover, the use

of the computer's internal
memory means that much high-

er processing speeds are also
possible.

The system, developed in
conjunction with MARI Advanced Microelectronics and
the Tyne and Wear Innovation
Centre, has already been successfully used in a medical application studying foot pressure
patterns. It is also expected to

COLOUR

PATTERN
DEVELOPED for engineers in-

volved in servicing and de-

signing televisions and video
and computer monitors, Black
Star have launched the Orion

Fuses protect all the current
ranges, including the 10A input.
Both a.c. and d.c. voltage func-

tions are protected to 1000V
r.m.s. and the resistance function is overload protected to
500V r.m.s.
The Fluke 37 benchtop multi meter cost £187.
Electronic Brokers Ltd.,
Dept EE,
140-146 Camden Street,
London, NW1 9PB.

dynamic convergence, video
amplifier linearity, colour puri-

focus and general colour

nals; variable r.f. and video output levels enabling a.g.c. testing;
and a trigger output, allowing, it

ty,

is claimed, easy triggering of

prices contact:

oscilloscope waveforms are also
included.
More than 50 pattern combinations can be selected, includ-

ing those for testing static and

performance.

For further information and
Black Star Ltd.,
Dept EE, 4 Stephenson Road,
St. Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs, PE17 4WJ.

Features of the bench test

switchable sound carriers (5.5,
6.0, 6.5MHz), and positive or
negative video modulation. In

442

Facilities for a separate video

input to modulate camera sig-

also boasts a "touch hold" capability and autoranging facilities.

instrument include separate r.f.

security systems; computer aided design (CAD) and slow scan
TV applications.
Wild Vision,
Dept EE, Mari House,
20/22 Jesmond Road,
Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE2 4PQ.

The meter has a basic d.c.
accuracy of 0.1 per cent and a

netic interference. The meter

Generator.

and composite video outputs
with level control, internal or

Further information and

case enables storage of test leads
and small accessories inside the
meter.

niques employed give excellent
shielding against electromag-

TV and Video PAL Pattern

prove popular in a number of
diverse areas such as: microscopes and infra red cameras;

prices may be obtained from:

It is claimed that the internal
design and construction tech-

the
combined
analogue/digital display pioneered in the Fluke 70 Series

THE Newcastle based elec-

an image processing software

wide bandwidth a.c. response.

timeter now being marketed by Electronic Brokers fea-

tures

MICRO VISION

sists of a single p.c.b., mounted
inside the BBC computer, and

THE Fluke 37 bench -top mul-

external sound modulation,

addition to switchable sound
carriers, which allows use with
most PAL TV systems, it provides flexible RGB outputs

compatible with most video
monitors.
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... from the world of electronics

LONDON HOME ENTERTAINMENT TRADE SHOW
After surviving the annual hotel merry-go-round, we present our "pics of the show" as seen at The LONDON
BROWN GOODS TRADE SHOW which are now beginning to appear in the shops.
TRAVELLING to the annual spring London trade show is almost an

I experience in its own right. With so many hotels dotted
around West London it becomes virtually a military style operation to try and plan, in the space of a day, or even two!, a co-ordinated route that will take you to all exhibitors and allow time for discussion and investigation of the latest products on display.
Bearing the above in mind, we make no excuses to exhibitors
for not being able to cover all the venues but, honestly, we did try!
We understand the feelings of exhibitors about having their "own
show" in surroundings of their choice, but the sooner they realise
the advantages of holding the show under one roof or even at two
adjoining locations the better for all.
Fine hot weather, probably the only good day in May, made the
show a very hot climate to be in and the excitement of many new
show launches helped to push the temperatures even higher. The
general consensus of exhibitors was that the show had been the
best ever for attendance and interest.

Grundig TVR 5500TT
combined TV/Video recorder
Sony Handycam Video 8
Marine Pack

Talking Point
Fully expecting most of the trade talk to be about the merits of
single or multi -beam lazer tracking systems, new advances in CD
or the impact, or lack of it, of 8mm Video, we were surprised that
most talk was about events in other areas completely. Apart from

definite trends in television design with flat square tubes, FST,
and now picture -in -picture, PIP, most manufactures were major-

ing on "improved quality and performance for your money"
aspect.

In fact, the unexpected talking point at the show was the
introduction of Satellite TV packages from some of the giants of
industry, namely Grundig, ITT and Goodmans. Satellite TV also
figured in Ferguson and Solara "rooms".
Grundig launched an impressive package that is expected to sell

Hitachi Opus -1

entertainment centre

for around £1,750, excluding VAT. The system consists of a
German built STR200 Receiver, two Low Noise Converters

Toshiba XR-P9RC

remote control
portable CD player

(LNC's), ortho-mode transducer (for splitting the x and y polarised
signals), feed cables and a 1.5 metre dish aerial with polar mount.
A motor mount is to be offered as a bolt -on extra later in the year.

Another area were there did appear to be recognisable
movement was CD players. Here motorised loading and even the
launch of numerous in -car players was confidently promised for
the autumn.

Hitachi CD -D4 In -Car CD player

Trend For The Future
A possible trend for the future is the integration of TV, video
and hi fi with a unified remote control. JVC have a system called
Compulink. This is a remote control system which will operate all
units of a home entertainment system, including CD. All units
have data buss sockets linked by jack leads. The amplifier then
selects the right input for the required unit and the whole set-up
can be operated by a single remote control.

Sharp RG-C112E(BK) In -Car CD player

Grundig were showing for the first time the TVR 5500TT, a
one -unit 28in TV/VTR. The recorder being integral but also
removable, for servicing, from the single cabinet.
Calling it the "future of hi fi", Hitachi are launching the Opus -1
deck style entertainment unit. The Opus -1 combines compact
disc, twin cassette deck, digital tuner and a 60W amplifier in one
console.
ITT Digivision MC3896
Multicontrol TV allows the viewer
to see two channels at once (PIP)

Canon VM-El 8mm colour
camcorder with auto -focus

Sharp WQ-CD15E
features CD player, 4 -band radio,

graphic equaliser and "back-to-back" twin cassette deck

Grundig STR200 Satellite Receiver
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Printed circuit boards for certain constructional projects are now
available from the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and

postage and packing. Add £1 per board for overseas airmail.
Remittances should be sent to: The PCB Service, Everyday Electronics
and Electronics Monthly Editorial Offices, 6 Church Street, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1JH. Cheques should be crossed and made payable to
Everyday Electronics. (Payment in £ sterling only.)
Please note that when ordering it is important to give project title as well
as order code. Please print name and address in Block Caps. Do not

send any other correspondence with your order.
Readers are advised to check with prices appearing in the
current issue before ordering.

NOTE: Please allow 28 days for delivery. We can only supply
boards listed in the latest issue.
PROJECT TITLE

- JULY '83 User Port Input/Output M.I.T. Part 1
User Port Control M. I. T. Part 1

- AUGUST '83 Storage 'Scope Interface, BBC Micro
Car Intruder Alarm
High Power Interface M.I. T. Part 2
Pedestrian Crossing Simulation M.I. T. Pt 2

8308-01
8308-02
8308-03

8308-04

£3.20
£5.15
£5.08
£3.56

Data Acquisition "Output" M.I.T Part 10
Data' Acquisition "PSU" M.I.T. Part 10
A.F. Sweep Generator
Quasi Stereo Adaptor

444

8407-01

£4.72

8407-03
8407-04

£2.70
£3.24

8408-01
8408-02

£4.36
£2.24

8409-01

£3.45

8410-01*
8410-04

£8.20

BBC Audio Storage Scope Interface
Proximity Alarm

8411-01
8411-02

£2.90
£2.65

8412-01'
£1.60
8412-02/03'. £5.20
8412-04
£2.78

Ultrasonic Alarm System
Electronic Code Lock
Main Board
Keyboard

- JULY '84 -

- AUGUST '84 Microwave Alarm System
Temperature Interface -BBC Micro

- SEPTEMBER '84 Op -Amp Power Supply

Micro Memory Synthesiser
Drill Speed Controller

OCT '84

£ 1.60

- NOVEMBER '84 -

DEC '84 -

- JAN '85 -

8501-01
8501-02
8501-03

£8.23
£1.86
£1.70

-

8502-01
8502-02

£3.68
£3.38

Model Railway Points Controller

8503-01

£2.78

Insulation Tester

8504-02
8504-03

£2.53
£3.89

8505-01

£3.02

Solid State Reverb
-FEB '85
Computerised Train Controller

- MARCH '85 -

8309-01
8309-02
8309-03

£4.53
£4.48
£6.84

8310-01
8310-02

£5.77
£5.13

Amstrad CPC464 Amplifier
Mains Unit
Micro Unit
Voltage Probe

- MAY '85 -

8505-02
8505-03
8505-04

£2.56
£2.56
£2.67

8311-01

£5.46

Graphic Equaliser

- JUNE '85 -

£3.21

8311-02
8311-04

£5.70
£3.93

8506-01
8506-02
8506-03
8506-04

- JULY '85 -

8507-01
8507-02

£3.17
£1.90

Electronic Building Blocks -1 to 4t
Tremolo/Vibrato
Stepper Motor Interface- AUGUST '85 Drill Control Unit

8508-01
8508-02
8508-03
8508-04

£2.98
£4.03
£2.40
£2.90

RIAA Preamplifier Input Selector
Transducers Resistance Thermometer
Transducers Semiconductor Temp. Sensor

8509-01
8509-03
8509-04

£2.36
£2.64
£2.72

Transducers Strain Gauge - OCT '85 -

501

Soldering Iron Power Controller

504

£2.87
£2.09

Magnetic Flux Density Amplifier
Hallowe'en Projects (single board price)

505
506

£3.93
£2.68

Electronic Building Blocks -5 to 8t

508
509
512

£3.07
£2.70
£5.22

503
507
513

£2.13
£2.91
£2.52

510
514
515
516

£2.65
£3.10
£2.09
£2.75

- APRIL '85 -

Fibrelarm

Auto Phase

Computerised Shutter Timer
Mono-Bi-Astables (Experimenters Test Bed)
Across The River
Amstrad User Port
Nascom Printer Handshake

8312-01

£5.72

8312-02
8312-04
8312-08

£5.29
£7.24

8401-02

£6.27

8401-03
8401-04
8401-06/07

£2.35
£2.56
£9.60

8402-02

8402-03'

£9.56
£8.95

8402-04

£3.52

£3.41

£2.09
£2.45
£2.63

- SEPTEMBER '85 -

- NOV '85 -

Transducers-

Opto Intensity Transducer - DEC '85 8403-01
8403-02
8403-03
8403-04
8403-05

£5.30
£4.80
£4.42

8404-01
8404-02
8404-03
8404-04
8404-06
8404-07

£5.72
£5.20
£5.20
£3.09
£3.55
£3.56

£4.71

£4.63

- APRIL '84 Multipurpose Interface for Computers
Data Acquisition "Input" M.I.T. Part 10

£2.55
£3.99
£4.85
£3.42

'84 -

Spectrum Amplifier

- MARCH '84 Latched Output Port M.I.T. Part 9
Buffered Input Port M.I.T. Part 9
VIC-20 Extension Port Con. M.I. T. Part 9
CBM 64 Extension Port Con. M.I.T. Part 9
Digital Multimeter Add -On for BBC Micro

8406-01
8406-02
8406-03
8406-04

Power Lighting Interface
Games Timer

- FEBRUARY '84 Oric Port Board M.I.T. Pan' 8
Negative Ion Generator
Temp. Measure & Control for ZX Comprs
Relay Driver

Infra -Red Alarm System
- JUNE
Spectrum Bench PSU
Speech Synthesiser M./. T Part 12
Train Wait

£4.82
£5.17

- JANUARY '84 Biological Amplifier M./. T. Part 7
Temp. Measure & Control for ZX Comprs
Analogue Thermometer Unit
Analogue -to -Digital Unit
Games Scoreboard

£5.17
£3.20
£4.93

8307-01
8307-02

- DECEMBER '83 4 -Channel High Speed ADC (Analogue)
M.I.T. Part 6
4 -Channel High Speed ADC (Digital)
M.I.T. Part 6
Environmental Data Recorder
Continuity Tester

8405-02
8405-03
8405-04

TV Aerial Pre -Amp
Digital Multimeter
Mini Workshop Power Supply

- NOVEMBER '83 TTL/Power Interface for Stepper Motor
M.I.T. Part 5
Stepper Motor Manual Controller
M.I.T. Part 5
Speech Synthesiser for BBC Micro

£3.07

Cost

- OCTOBER '83 D -to -A Converter M.I.T. Part 4
High Power DAC Driver M.I. T Part 4

8405-01

Order Code

- SEPTEMBER '83 High Speed A -to -D Converter M.I.T. Pt 3
Signal Conditioning Amplifier M.I.T. Pt 3
Stylus Organ

Simple Loop Burglar Alarm
Computer Controlled Buggy M.I.T. Part 11
Interface/Motor Drive
- MAY '84 Collision Sensing
Power Supply

Digital Capacitance Meter
Mains Delay
Musical Doorbell

Tachometer -Transducers

- JAN '86 -

Touch Controller
Function Generator
Function Generator PSU Board
pH Transducer

FEB '86 -

Complete set of boards.
M.I. T. -Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques, 12 -Part Series.
tFour separate circuits.
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Order Code

PROJECT TITLE

Cost

- MAR '86 -

517
518
519
520

£2.27
£3.26
£5.70
£2.36

- APRIL '86 -

521

£2.89

511

522
523

£2.67
£2.24
£2.73

- JUNE '86 -

Personal Radio

524
525
526

£2.81
£5.65
£2.07

Tilt Alarm
Electronic Scarecrow
VOX Box Amplifier
Headphone Mixer

- JULY '86 -

527
528
529
530

£2.13
£2.28
£2.35
£4.56

Solar Heating Controller

- AUG '86 -

533

£3.32

Mains Tester & Fuse Finder
BBC Midi Interface
Stereo Hi Fi Preamp
Interval Timer
Stereo Reverb

PA Amplifier
Mini Strobe
Auto Firing Joystick Adaptor
Watchdog
Percussion Synthesiser

MAY '86 -

r
EE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE

Please send me the following p.c.b.s.
(Payment in £ sterling only)

Quantity

Order Code

I
I
I
I

I
I

Name

Address

I
Make cheques/PO payable to: Everyday Electronics
NMI EMI MI MN NM MIMI =I
Metal Detector

Order Code

Cost

Power Supply Module - JUNE '85 -

£4.86
£3.18

El Tom/EI Tom+
Heartbeat Monitor

Cymbal Synth
The Thing

- DEC '84

-

EM/8412/2
EM/8412/4

Speak Board

- JAN '85 -

EM/8501/2

£3.97

- FEB '85 -

EM/8502/1
EM/8502/2
EM/8502/3
EM/8502/4
EM/8502/5

£2.08
£3.50
£4.56
£3.58
£3.29

MAR '85

EM/85°3/4
EM/8503/5

£3.29
£8.11

Sound to Light Unit
Car Audio Booster
Short Wave Converter

- APRIL '85 -

EM/8504/1
EM/8504/2
EM/8504/3

£4.02
£3.12
£4.15

Car Burglar Alarm

- MAY '85 -

EM/8505/3

£2.88

Headphone Amp
Intelligent Nicad Charger
Anti Phaser
Logical Lock
Touch Dimmer

-

Courtesy Light Extender
Disco Light Chaser

Flanger
El Cymb

- JULY '85 -

Real Time Clock

Intelligent Windscreen Wiper
(incl. Terminal Board)
Hifi Intercom (2 boards)
Plug Power Supply
- AUG
Hot Water Alarm

- SEPT
Sinewave Generator
Household Battery Checker
Audio Signal Generator
Compressor Pedal
Computer Cont Filter
Spectrum MIDI Interface

"If last month's issue of EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS

'85 '85 -

- OCT '85 -

I

J

EM/8506/1
EM/8506/3
EM/8506/4

£4.24
£3.20
£4.29

EM/8507/ 1

EM/8507/2
EM/8507/3
EM/8507/4

£4.10
£4.10
£3.98
£4.62

EM/8508/1/2

£4.12

EM/8508/3
EM/8508/4
EM/8508/5

£2.92
£2.28
£1.93

EM/8509/1
EM/8509/2
EM/8509/3

£2.76
£1.97
£3.65

EM/8510/1
EM/8510/2
EM/8510/3

£2.87
£2.94
£3.20

Sell-out disappointment can upset even the less
ambitious reader! So why not take out a year's
subscription and make sure of every issue,
straight from the Publisher? Complete the order
form below and post to: EVERYDAY

MONTHLY hadn't sold out, I'd have

ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS MONTHLY,

Subscription Dept., 6 Church Street, Wirnbome,
Dorset BH21 1JH.
Tel. 0202 881749.

got the thing
off the
ground by
now."

Price

I enclose cheque/PO for

Prices for ELECTRONICS MONTHLY PCBs are shown below.
PROJECT TITLE

I

Make cheques/PO payable to: Everyday Electronics

Annual subscription rates:
UK £13. Overseas £15 (£ sterling only)

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS
MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM

Annual subscription rates:
UK £13. Overseas £15 (surface mail) £30 (air mail)
To: Everyday Electronics and Electronics Monthly,
Subscription Dept., 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset
BH21 1JH.
Name

Address

(cheque/PO in £ sterling
I enclose payment of £
only payable to Everyday Electronics)

Subscriptions can only start with the next

Lavailable issue. For back numbers see the Editorial page_j
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arerRONICS
audELr

MONTIRI

Reach effectively and economically today's enthusiasts anxious to know of your
products and services through our semi -display and classified pages. The prepaid rate

for semi -display spaces is £8.00 per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). The prepaid

rate for classified advertisements is 30 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number
60p extra. VAT must be added. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
Everyday Electronics. Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept.,
Everyday Electronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH. Tel.: 0202 881749.

Service Sheets

Components-Cont.

SOLE SUPPLIERS TV/Video repair manuals/
circuits. 1000s s/manuals supplied by return.
S/sheets £2.50. except CTV/M. centres/stereos

TURN YOUR SURPLUS capacitors, transistors

£3.50 LSAE with every order/query please brings

584188. Immediate settlement.

free pricelist/magazines inc s/sheet - or phone
0698 884585 (883334 out of business hours)

etc., into cash. Contact COLES HARDING &
CO., 103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs. 0945

Miscellaneous
MAKE MONEY WITH YOUR MICRO. Manual
shows you how. Turn your games machine into a
profitable business. Free details Enterprise Books,
EE, 19 Margate Road, Preston, Lancs PR2 3TB.
THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
811 Forest Rued. London E17. Telephone 01331 1568

TIS(EE) 76 Church Street, Larkhall, Lanarkshire.

Switches

Repairs
WE REPAIR ANYTHING electronic, from PC XT's to transceivers. Fast turnaround. Quotes by

phone. W.T.S. ELECTRONICS, 5-9 Portland
Road, Luton, Beds. Tel: (0582) 458375. Tlx.

SIMPLE SOUND OPERATED SWITCH. Plans
and PCB £2.50, from HERRINGTON, 63 Home farm Road, London W7 1NL.

265871.

Plans & Designs
Components
1,000 RESISTORS £6.50. Full spec carbon film,
not preformed. 4R7 to IOM E 1 2 in multiples of
10 per value our mix. Cheques/postal orders to
I. Spearman, No. 18 Queensway, Shelley, Ongar,
Essex or SAE for lists.

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser designs, solar and
wind generators, high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and computer graphics tablet. 150 projects. For catalogue, SAE to PLAN CENTRE PUBLICATIONS, String Works, Bye
St., Ledbury HR8 2AA.

ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
1 lb
8 oz
4 oz

SWG
8 to 34
35 to 39
40 to 43
44 to 47

3.63
3.82
6.00
8.67
15.96

48

2 oz

2.09

1.10

2.31

1.27

3.20
5.80
9.58

2.25

1.61

349
6.38

2.75
3.69

5.20

2.93

1.97

0.88
0.93

SILVER PLATED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30

9.09

TINNED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30
2.41
3.97
1 39
0.94
Fluxcore
Solder
5.90
3.25
1.82
0.94
Prices include P&P VAT. Orders under f2 add 20p.

SAE for list of copper and resistance wire.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

Please mention
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS

when replying to
Classified Ads

111111MINIMENimimmiiimimmimu=simimmmoimmimmimiisimmmmmosisimMmilosimiii
U

ORDER FORM PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
III Please insert the advertisement below in the next available issue of Everyday Electronics for
Insertions. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for
£
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to Everyday Electronics)

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
III

III

HEADING REQUIRED:

I NAME
..I ADDRESS

II

II
II
I

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
and ELECTRONICS MONTHLY
Classified Advertisement Dept.,
6 Church Street,
Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1JH.
Telephone 0202 881749
RATE: 30p per word, minimum 12 words. Box No. 60p extra. VAT must be added.

I
I
I
I
I
I
II
.
II
II
II

8/86 .

IIIIIMMNO......1111,11111110.1.M.IMINMEMMONMSMiIMMOSOMOMEMMil
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EDUCATION

AND

CAREERS

Train for a new, more 1
rewarding career with an
ICS Home Study Course.
Enjoy expert tuition in the
comfort of your own home
and study at the pace that
suits you. ICS has over 90
years experience in home
study courses and is the
largest correspondence school in
the world. Over the years we've helped
nearly 9 million people to improve their job prospects.
Easy payment plans are available on all courses or you can pay
by Access or Visa. Find out how we can help you. Simply post or phone
today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on the course of your choice.
No obligation.

WE'VE HELPED THEM

64 My outlook has broadened
tremendously as a result of this course
and I am grateful for the inspiration it
has given me. 99
Mr. L.N.S. (Leicester)

44 Many, many thanks for your
excellent courses. I cannot praise
the tuition enough. 99
Ms. J.N. (Birmingham)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

NOW FIND OUT HOW WE CAN HELP YOU... I
GCE - Over 40 '0' & 'A'
Computer Programming
I
level subjects
Hotel & Catering
Bookkeeping and

Management
Cooking

Examinations

Interior Design
Good English
Car Mechanics
Short Story Writing &
Journalism

Astronomy
Radio, Audio & TV

Electronics -Microprocessors

- Now! The Practical Way!
Electronics - Microprocessors
- Computer Technology is the
career and hobby of the
future. We can train you at
home in a simple, practical
and interesting way.
Recognise and handle all
current electronic components
and 'chips'.

Carry out full programme of
experimental work on electronic computer circuits
including modern digital technology.
Build an oscilloscope and master circuit diagram.

Catering & Gourmet

Accountancy

Electronics
Police Entrance

Master

Complete Gardening
Carpentry 8, Joinery
Running Your Own

Testing and servicing radio - T.V. - hi-fi and all types of

Business

Royal Horticultural

electronic/computer/industrial equipment.

Society Exam

Electrical Engineering
Flower Arranging
Electrical Contracting/

NewJob?NewCareer?NewHobby?
SEND THIS COUPON NOW.

Installations

Servicing

FIBEE! COLGUR BROCHURE

Course of Interest

Please send your brochure without any obhgation to
NAME

Name:

I

co

P. Code
International Correspondence Schools, Dept. ECS86,
312/314 High Street, Sutton, Surrey SM1 1PR.
Tel: 01-643 9568 or 041-221 2926 (both 24 hrs.)

I RADIO AMATEUR LICENCE
I CITY & GUILDS EXAMS

w

Other Subjects

CACC

TELEVISION/COMPUTER
FULL-TIME TRAINING
(FULL TIME COURSES APPROVED BY THE BUSINESS & TECHNICIAN
EDUCATION COUNCIL)

2 YEAR

BTEC National Diploma (OND)
ELECTRONIC &
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
(Electronics, Computing, Television, Video, Testing & Fault Diagnosis)

15 MONTHS
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICING
(Electronics, Television, Video Cassette Recorders, CCTV, Testing & Fault Diagnosis)

15 MONTHS
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
(Electronics, Computing Software/Hardware, Microelectronic Testing Methods)

9 MONTHS
BTEC Higher National Certificate (HNC)
COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY & ROBOTICS
(Microprocessor Based Systems, Fault Diagnosis, ATE, Robotics)

THESE COURSES INCLUDE A HIGH PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE BASED
PRACTICAL WORK TO ENHANCE FUTURE EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

SHORNVED COURSES OF FROM 3 TO 6 MONTHS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR
APPLICANTS WITH PREVIOUS ELECTRONICS KNOWLEDGE

NEXT SESSION TO COMMENCE
ON SEPTEMBER 15th
H.N.C. SEPTEMBER 1986
FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE (Dept EE)
20 PENYWERN ROAD, EARLS COURT,
LONDON SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721.
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CACC

am interested in

I ELECTRONICS
J MICROPROCESSORS

ADDRESS

Address:

OR TELEPHONE US 062 67 6114
OR TELEX 22758 124 HR SERVICE)

BritishliatkmalltadiotellectignicsSchool PO. Boa, Teigunouth,Devon,TQ 14 OLSJ

GWENT COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Faculty of Information Science and Systems Technology

HIGH TECHNOLOGY COURSES IN GWENT
Are you looking for a career with a secure future?
Apply to Gwent College for:

B. Eng. Electronic and Instrumentation Systems
Reflecting the convergence of the modern disciplines of
Electronics and Instrumentation, together with Communications and Computing, this is a systems -orientated
course. It has been designed expressly to meet industrial needs, with emphasis placed on the applications of
modern technologies such as Microelectrics, Information Technology, Robotics, and Computer Control.
(Entry requirements: 'A' Level Mathematics and
Physics OR BTEC equivalent).
HND (BTEC) Microelectronic Engineering

Combining modern electronic and computer engineering with optional studies in one of the following:
I. C. Technology

Robotics and Manufacturing Systems
Communications
Electrical Power Systems

(Entry requirements: One 'A' Level preferably Mathematics or Science having studied both, or BTEC
equivalent).
HND (BTEC) Computer Studies
A new high tech course, providing a balanced education

in Computer Studies, together with a specialist knowledge of industrial applications of computer systems.
(Entry requirements: One 'A' Level or BTEC equivalent).
For further details and application form, apply to:

The Admissions Officer,
Gwent College of Higher Education,
Allt-yr-yn Avenue, Newport,
Gwent NP9 5XA. Tel: (0633) 51525
447

RACK MOUNTING CABINET

AFFORDABLE ACCURACY
Quality Multimeters from

Cirkit
* Suitable for instruments, high quality amplifiers and many other purposes *
Top, side and rear covers removable for access * Black anodised aluminium
front panel * Separate front mounting plate * heavy gauge front panel is of
brushed aluminium finish enchanced with two professional handles * With
ventilation slits and plastic feet * Rear box manufactured from steel painted in
black * Aluminium version available (wholly made of black anodised aluminium
sheets) * Different sizes * Comes in quick assembly flat package

15 .5x3x 9

17x2.5x10
17x3.5x10
17x3.5x12

19x4.0

'19x4.0

AL
27.5
29.5

ME
22.5
24.5
26.5
25.5
27.5
28.5
16.5
17.0

17x5.5x12
15.5x2x9

'17x2.5
'17x3.5
"19x3.0

30.5
32.5
33.5
20.5

allow up to 7 days despatch for cheque clearance. Customer who
requires further information, please send S.A.E. Mail order only.

T.J.A. DEVELOPMENTS
Dept. E.E., 53 Hartington Road,
London E17 8AS

at
174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 5DX
Tel: 031-667 2611
We stock a wide range of general
electronic components
21 page catalogue 20p + 12p postage
Open: Mon. -Fri. 9am-6pm
Sat. 9am-5pm

£1 BARGAIN PACKS
350 Assorted resistor, Full length leads.
400 Assorted resistors. Pre -formed leads.
60 Assorted resistor, Woe wound.

PK 20, 2 Pairs D.C. plugs & sockets c/w leads & PP3 clip.
PK 21. 25 Assorted transistors. All new & coded.
PK 23, 50

PK 6.

200 Assorted capacitors.
200 Ceramic capacitors.
60 Electrolytic capacitors.

PK 7.

2

2200pf Ibi volt capacitors.

PK 8.

2

PI( 9.

12

PK 10

6

4700pf 30 von capacitors.
Assorted rotary potentiometer, Single.
Assorted rotary potentiometers. Dual.
Assorted slider potentiometers.
Assorted pre-set potentiometers.
100K in multiturn potentiometers.

PK 4.
PK 5.

PK 11

12

PK 12

443

PK 13. 5

PK It 5

Pin
PK 25. 20 EH T. diodes.
Large power -fin heatsinks. T03.
PK 26. 3
1

PK 28. 20
PK 29.

1

Microphone inserts.

PK 34. 2

Small cassette motors.
Large cassette motor.

1

PK 35.

1

PK 17.

1

4 pole Away wafer watch.

PK 36.

1

PK 18.

15

Assorted control knobs.
Assorted plugs and sockets.

PK 37.

1

PK I&

12

PK 19, 20

4 section 7 segment I.e.d. clock display.
Assorted neon. Panel mounting 8 wire ended.
Microphone Ow lead, switch, plugs & stand.

PK 30 3
K 31. 3
PK 32. 2
PK 33. 1

1 meg lin muttrturn potentiometers.
Assorted switches.
bank 4 -way push button switches c/w knobs.

PK 15,

Assorted LC s. All new & coded.
Assorted unmarked & untested I.CS.

PK 24. 200 Assorted diodes.

PK 27.

PK 38.

1

Dynamic earpieces c/w lead & 3.5m
Telescopic aerials.

Stereo cassette tape

£33.50

0.25% Accuracy. TR Test Facility

£39.50

DM -105

0.5% Accuracy. Pocketable

£21.50

All models have full functions and ranges and
feature: 31/ digit 03" LCD display - low battery

indication - auto zero & auto polarity - ABS
plastic casing - DC AC 10amp range (not

with each model.
Please add 15%

DM -105) - Overload protection on all ranges -

for VAT and
60p for p&p

battery, spare fuse, test leads and manual

Full details and specification from:

Cirkit Distribution Ltd
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

OMNI ELECTRONICS

PK 22. 15

.

£39.50

Park Lane, Broxboume, Herts, ENIO 7NQ
Telephone (0992) 444111 Telex 22478

'VISIT SCOTLAND'S NEWEST
COMPONENTS SHOP'

I.

HM -102R - Low end voltage & current

Battery, Test Leads and Manual included

Quantity discount available. To order send cheque/postal order, please

PK 3.

HC -7030
0.1% Accuracy. Standard Model
HC -6010
0.25% Accuracy. Standard Model
HC -5010

22.5

£3.00 P&P for the first item and £1.50 for each additional item.

PK 2.

DIGITAL

HM-102BZ - IOADC Range, 201(11/VDC,
Buzzer, Battery Test Scale
£12.50
19 measuring ranges

19.5

20.5
16.5
19.5

ANALOGUE

ranges, Jack for Audio o/p voltages
£11.00
20 measuring ranges
HM -1015 - Rugged, Pocket sized meter,
for general purpose use
. £7.50
16 measuring ranges

Discontinued sizes, special price valid while stocks last. Please add

PK

Rotary
Switched)
Digital Models

Price £

Rear Box
WHD
17x2 .0x 10
17 x3.0x 10
17x5.0x 10
17x3 .0x 12
17x5.0x 12

Panel Size
W H (inch)
19x2.5
19x3.5
19x5.25
19x3.5
19x5.25
19x5.75

A

comprehensive
range of
Analogue and
(Pushbutton or

head.

Wire pack. Mains cable.
Wire pack. Screened signal cable.
Wire pack. Connecting wee. Assorted
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Postal order or cheque with order. Please add £1 postage & packing per order. Shop open
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CIVP POWER

AMPLIFIER

MODULES

OMP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES Now enjoy a

world-wide reputation for quality, reliability and performance at a realistic price. Four models
available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market. i.e., Industry, Leisure,
Instrumental and Hi-Fi. etc. When comparing prices, NOTE all models include Toroidal
power supply, Integral heat sink, Glass fibre P.C.B., and Drive circuits to power compatible
Supplied ready built and tested.
Vu meter. Open and short circuit proof.

OMP100 Mk II Bi-Polar Output power 110
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 15Hz - 30KHz -3dB, T.H.D. 0.01%,

S.N.R. -118dB, Sens. for Max. output

PROMPT DELIVERIES * FRIENDLY
PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
SERVICE * LARGE S.A.E. 28p STAMP FOR CURRENT LIST

BURGLAR
ALARM
Better to be 'Alarmed' then terrified.

IDEAL for Work-

Superior microwave principle. Supplied as three units,
complete with interconnection cable. FULLY
GUARANTEED.

etc. Supplied

Thandar's famous 'M inder' Burglar Alarm System.

Indoor alarm - Electronic
104dB output.

swept

ready built.

freq. siren.

Outdoor Alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren. 98dB
output. Housed in a tamper -proof heavy duty metal

OMP/MF100 Mos-Fet Output power 110
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-

Both the control unit and outdoor alarm contain rechargeable batteries which provide full protection

case.

during mains failure. Power requirement 200/260 Volt

ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor

AC 50/60Hz. Expandable with door sensors, panic
buttons etc. Complete with instructions

0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-125dB. Size 300 X 123 X 60mm. PRICE
PRICE £39.99 +£3.00 P&P.
OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-

SAVE 1.138.00 Usual Price £228.85

ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor

Offices, Home,

Control Unit - Houses microwave radar unit, range
up to 15 metres adjustable by sensitivity control.
Three position, key operated facia switch - off - test
- armed. 30 second exit and entry delay.

500mV at 10K, Size 355 X 115 X 65mm.
PRICE £33.99 + £3.00 P&P.

80, Slew Rate 45V/uS, T.H.D. Typical

shops, Factories,

BKE's PRICE £89.99 + £4.00 P&P
? Why buy a collection of self -assembly boards!

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS

250, Slew Rate 50V/uS, T.H.D. Typical
0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.

The very best in quality and value. Made specially to suit todays
need for compactness with high sound output levels. Finished in
hard wearing black vynide with protective corners, grille and carry
handle. All models 8 ohms. Full range 45Hz - 20KHz. Size 20" X
15" X 12". Watts R.M.S. per cabinet. Sensitivity 1W. 1 mtr. dB.

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Res-

OMP 12-100 Watts 100dB. Price f149 .99
per pair.
OMP 12-200 Watts 102dB. Price E199.99
Delivery: Securicor £8.00 per pair
per pair.

-130dB. Size 300 X 150 X 100mm. PRICE
PRICE £62.99 + £3.50 P&P.

ponse 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor

350, Slew Rate 60V/uS, T.H.D. Typical

0.0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-130dB, Size 330 X 147 X 102mm. PRICE
PRICE f79.99 + £4.50 P&P.

19" STEREO RACK AMPS_ 1 K -WATT

SLIDE DIMMER

* Control loads up
to 1Kw
'* Compact Size
43,3" X 1" X 2I/2"
* Easy snap in fixing through panel/
cabinet cut out

NOTE: Mos-Fels are supplied as standard (100KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 500mV). If required,
P.A. version (50KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 775mV). Order - Standard or P.A.

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above. A
very accurate visual display employing 11 L.E.D. diodes (7 green, 4
red) plus an additional on/off indicator. Sophisticated logic control
circuits for very fast rise and decay times. Tough moulded plastic
case, with tinted acrylic front. Size 84 X 27 X 45mm.
PRICE £8.50 + 50p P&P.

* Insulated plastic
case

Professional 19" cased Mos- Fet stereo

* Full wave control using 8 amp

amps. Used the World over in clubs, pubs,

triac

discos etc. With twin Vu meters, twin

toroidal power supplies, XLR connections.
MF600 Fan cooled. Three models (Ratings

LOUDSPEAKERS 5" to 15" up to 400 WATTS R.M.S.
Cabinet Fixing in stock. Huge selection of McKenzie
Loudspeakers available including Cabinet Plans. Large
S.A.E. (28p) for free details.
POWER RANGE

8" 50 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco.
20 oz. magnet. ly," ally voice coil. Ground ally fixing escutcheon. Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to

BS800

* Conforms to

* Suitable for both resist-

R.M.S. into 4ohms). Input Sensitivity 775mV

ance and inductive loads. In-

MF200 (100 + 100)W. £169.00 Securicor
MF400 (200 + 200)W. £228.85 Delivery
MF600 (300 + 300)W. £299.99 £10.00

disco's, theatres etc.

numerable applications in

industry, the home, and
PRICE £13.99 + 75p P&P

6KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE£10.99Available with black grille £11.99 P&P £1.50 ea.

12" 100 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco

50 oz. magnet. 2" ally voice coil. Ground ally fixing escutcheon. Die-cast chassis. White cone. Res.
Freq.

25Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 95dB. PRICE £28.60 + £3.00 P&P ea.

BSR P295 ELECTRONIC TURNTABLE
* Electronic speed control 45 & 33V r.p.m.* Plus/
Minus variable pitch control * Belt driven * Aluminium platter with strobed rim * Cue lever * Anti skate (bias device) * Adjustable counter balance *

McKENZIE

12" 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285GP Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Disco.

2" ally voice coil. Ally centre dome. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 6.5KHz. Sens. 98dB.
PRICE £29.99 + £3.00 P&P ea.

12" 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285TC P.A./Disco 2" ally voice coil. Twin cone.

Manual arm * Standard V," cartrige fixings *
Supplied complete with cut out template * D.C.
Operation 9-14v D.C.
65mA
Price £36.99 - £3.00 P&P.

Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 14KHz. PRICE £31.49 + £3.00 P&P ea.

15" 150 WATT R.M.S. C15 Bass Guitar/Disco.

3" ally voice coil. Die-cast chassis. Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. PRICE £57.87 + £4.00 P&P ea.

10" 60 WATT R.M.S. 1060GP Gen. Purpose/Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Mid. P.A.

2" voice coil. Res. Freq. 75Hz. Freq. Resp. to 7.5KHz. Sens. 99dB. PRICE E19.99 + £2.00 P&P.

10'200 WATT R.M.S. C10200GP Guitar/Keyboard/Disco.

2" voice coil. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 7KHz. Sens. 101dB. PRICE £44.76 + E3.00 P&P.

15" 200 WATT R.M.S. C15200 High Power Bass.

Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 101dB. PRICE £62.41 + E4.00 P&P.

ADC 04 mag. cartridge for above. Price £4.99 ea. P&P 50p
Join the Piezo revolution. The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an
improved transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a
crossover is not required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts
(more if 2 put in series). FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

15" 400 WATT R.M.S. C15400 High Power Bass.

Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 102dB. PRICE £89.52.+ £4.00 P&P.

WEM

5" 70 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc.

1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 52Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £22.00 + £1.50 P&P. ea.

8" 150 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc.

TYPE
A

TYPE

-4 5

1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 48Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE £32.00 + £1.50 P&P ea.

SOUNDLAB (Full Range Twin Cone)

5" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 63Hz. Freq. Resp. to 20KHz. Sens. 86dB. PRICE £9.99 + £1.00 P&P ea.

6'/a" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.

1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 56Hz. Freq. Resp. to 20KHz. Sens. 89d8. PR10E£10.99-F £1.50 P&P ea.

8" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.

1'/4" voice coil. Res. Freq. 38Hz. Freq. Resp. to 20KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £12.99 + £1.50 P&P ea.

10" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco etc.

1'/," voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Resp. to 15KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £16.49+£2.00 P&P

fibre printed circuit board and high quality
WOK'components
complete with instructions.

HOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass,

TYPES

horn. Upper frequency response retained extending
down to mid range (2KHz). Suitable for high quality
Hi-fi systems and quality discos. Price £9.99 each
+ 40p P&P.

TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 33/,," horn tweeter with

attractive silver finish trim. Suitable for Hi-fi monitor
40p P&P.
systems etc. Price £5.99 each
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mounting plate, level control and cabinet input jack socket.
85 X 85 mm. Price £3.99 + 40p P&P.

STEREO DISCO MIXER
R. graphic equalisers and twin 10 segment
L.E.D. Vu Meters. Many outstanding features

5 Inputs with individual faders providing a
useful combination of the following: 3 Turntables (Mag), 3 Mics, 4 Line plus Mic
with talk over switch. Headphone Monitor.

Price: £8.62 + 75p P&P.
3 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 3 WATT 85/115MHz varicap controlled

professional performance. Range up to 3 miles 35 x 84 x 12mm
(12 volt) Price: £14.49+ 75p P&P.

Pan Pot. L. & R. Master Output controls. Output 775mV. Size 360 X 280 X 90mm.

TRANSMITTER/
CONTROLLED
CHANNEL
RADIO
SINGLE
RECEIVER 27MHz. Range up to 500 metres. Double coded modulation.

Price £134.99 - £3.00 P&P

Receiver output operates relay with 2amp/240 volt contacts. Ideal for
P&P + 75p each. S.A.E. for complete list.

TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2" X 6" wide dispersion

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 X 5 band L. &

FM MICROTRANSMITTER (BUG) 90/105MHz with very sensitive
microphone. Range 100/300 metres. 57 x 46 x 14mm (9 volt)

many applications. Receiver 90 x 70 x 22mm (9/12 volt). Price:
£17.82 Transmitter 80 x 50 x 15mm (9/12 volt). Price: £11.29

TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2" X 5" wide dispersion
Price £6.99 each + 40p P&P.

4" voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE £36.00 + E2.00 P&P ea.

12 " 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re -enforcement etc.
li" voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 94dB. PRICE £47.00 + £3.00 P&P ea.

TYPE 'A' (KS N2036A) 3" round with protective wire
mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi-fi
speakers. Price £4.90 each + 40p P&P.
TYPE '8' (KSN1005A) 3I/2" super horn. For general
purpose speakers, disco and P.A. systems etc. Price
£5.99 each + 40p P&P.
horn. For quality Hi-fi systems and quality discos etc.

10" 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re -enforcement etc.
1

MOTOROLA

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS

3 watt FM
Transmitter

111.1111. POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 minimum. OFFICIAL
ORDERS WELCOME, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES GOVERNMENT
BODIES, ETC. PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V A T. SALES COUNTER
VISA/ACCESS/C.O.D. ACCEPTED.

B. K. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 5, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,

ESSEX. SS2 6TR TEL: 0702-527572

Lowest possible prices?
Top quality components?
Fast reliable service?
Large range?

just about sums it up

MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD.

Pick up a copy of our new 1986 catalogue from any branch of
W.H. Smith for just £1.45.
Or post this coupon now, to receive your copy by post for just
£1.45 + 40p p & p. If you live outside the U.K. send £2.50 or
11 International Reply Coupons. I enclose £1.85.

Mail Order: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.
Telephone: Southend (0702) 552911
SHOPS

Name

Address
:L.

L

EE 886

BIRMINGHAM Lynton Square, Perry Barr, Tel: 021-356 7292.
LONDON 159-161 King Street, Hammersmith, W6.
Telephone: 01-748 0926.
MANCHESTER 8 Oxford Road, Tel: 061-2360281.
SOUTHAMPTON 46-48 Bevois Valley Road, Tel: 0703 225831.
SOUTHEND 282-284 London Rd, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.
Telephone: 0702-554000
Shops closed all day Monday.

